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PREFACE TO THE FIRST ENGLISH EDITION 

i hi present volume of our Theoretical Physics deals with the theory of 

i lii’iNi ity. 

I Krin^ written by physicists, and primarily for physicists, it naturally 

i m hLiles not only the ordinary theory of the deformation of solids* hut also 

miih- topics not usually found in textbooks on the subject, such as thermal 

ninlm tion and viscosity in solids, and various problems in the theory of 

11' i i1 vibrations and waves. On the other hand, we luave discussed only 

* i, hr idly certain special matte rSj such as complex mathematical methods 

i Hi ■ theory of elasticity and the theory of shells, which are outside the scope 

this book* 

i i ir thanks are due to Dr. Sykes and Dr. Reid for their excellent trans- 

'.. hH the book, 

Wmaw L. D. Landau 

E. M. Lifsiutz 

[PREFACE TO THE SECOND ENGLISH EDITION 

■. :lh- some minor corrections and additions^ a chapter on the macro- 

dp ■■ i y of dislocations has been added in this edition. The chapter has 

hi i m written jointly by myself and A. M, Kosevich. 

v umber of useful comments have been made by G. 1, Barenblatt, V. L* 

... !■ Mr, \|. A. Lsnkovieh, I. M. Lifshitz and I. M. Shmushkevtch for the 

Hin Him edition, while the vigilance of Dr. Sykes and Dr. Ueid has made it 

i . ililt eliminate some further errors from the English translation, 

i I.I. Hike to express here my sincere gratitude to all the above-named. 

E. M. Lifshjtz Wi u 



CHAPTER I 

NOTATION 

p density of matter 

u displacement vector 

1 / But dujc\ 
Uijc — -I-[-I strain tensor 

2 \dxjc dxi / 

cue stress tensor 

K modulus of compression 

/x modulus of rigidity 

E Young’s modulus 

cr Poisson’s ratio 

ci longitudinal velocity of sound 

ct transverse velocity of sound 

Ci and Ct are expressed in terms of K> p or of E> a by formulae given in 

§22. 

The quantities K, p, E and a are related by 

E = 9Kpj{3K+p) 

o- - (3K—2p)l2(3K + p) 

K= E!3{\-2o) 

P = £72(1 + a) 

FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

§1. The strain tensor 

The mechanics of solid bodies, regarded as continuous media, forms the 

content of the theory of elasticity, f 

Under the action of applied forces, solid bodies exhibit deformation to 

some extent, i.e. they change in shape and volume. The deformation ol a 

body is described mathematically in the following way. The position of any 

point in the body is defined by its radius vector r (with components xi .v, 

x2 = y, xs — #) in some co-ordinate system. When the body is deformed, 

every point in it is in general displaced. Let us consider some particular 

point; let its radius vector before the deformation be r, and after the deforma¬ 

tion have a different value r' (with components x\). The displacement ol 

this point due to the deformation is then given by the vector r' — r, which we 

shall denote by u: 

ui = X'i — Xi. (1.1) 

The vector u is called the displacement vector. The co-ordinates x't ol the 

displaced point are, of course, functions of the co-ordinates xi of the point 

before displacement. The displacement vector u\ is therefore also a function 

of the co-ordinates If the vector u is given as a function of X|, the defor¬ 

mation of the body is entirely determined. 

When a body is deformed, the distances between its points change. I a t 

us consider two points very close together. If the radius vector joining them 

before the deformation is dxp the radius vector joining the same two points 

in the deformed body is dx'i = dxi + dm. The distance between the point-; 

is dl = -\/(dxx2 + dx22 + dx32) before the deformation, and dP \/(d,vY’ l 

-f dx'22 + dx'32) after it. Using the general summation rule,;]; we can write 

dl2 = dx$2, dP2 = dx'i2 = (dxi + dm)2. Substituting dui = (dj^/f/xA-Jd.v*., we 

can write 
dui dut But 

dl2 = d/2 + 2-dx$dxH--dx& dx*. 
dxfc dxjc dxi 

Since the summation is taken over both suffixes i and k in the second term 

on the right, we can put (diifJdx/Pjdxidx/c (du/Jdx^dxidx/c. In the ihird 

t The basic equal ions ofrhiHlirity I henry wnr eatublnlinl in (hr 1 H'.MI’h 1»v Cauciiy nml by I'nronM. 

| III nccordance with (hr uhuiiI rule, wr until (hr ni(/n 1 >1 •iiunniatioii uvn vn lm nml Inimr rmHIh**»i 

Siiinniiition over (hr values I, i n undrisluod with 1 esperl In all nulliNt-i whit h iippem Iwnr in 11 

|{ivcn term. 

1 



2 l* unda men lid Equal ions §1 

term, we interchange the suffixes i and /. Then dZ'2 takes the final form 

dZ'2 = dE + 2uiIcdxidxky (1.2) 

where the tensor u\k is defined as 

If dui dujc dui dui \ 

ik 2\0^+ + dxi dxd 
These expressions give the change in an element of length when the body is 

deformed. 

The tensor uik is called the strain tensor. We see from its definition that 

it is symmetrical, i.e. 

utfc = tiku 0*4) 

This result has been obtained by writing the term 2(duildxk)dxi dxk in dZ'2 

in the explicitly symmetrical form 

/ But duk\ 
-h- dxt dxk- 

\ dxk dxi! 

Like any symmetrical tensor, u\k can be diagonalised at any given point. 

This means that, at any given point, we can choose co-ordinate axes (the 

principal axes of the tensor) in such a way that only the diagonal components 

Mu, M22, W33 of the tensor uac are different from zero. These components, the 

principal values of the strain tensor, will be denoted by u^\ It should 

be remembered, of course, that, if the tensor U{k is diagonalised at any point 

in the body, it will not in general be diagonal at any other point. 

If the strain tensor is diagonalised at a given point, the element of length 

(1.2) near it becomes 

dZ'2 = (8^ + 2tiik) dxt dxjc 

= (1 + 2;«a>) dxj + (1 + 2m(2)) dx22 + (1 + 2«(3)) d*32. 
We see that the expression is the sum of three independent terms. This 

means that the strain in any volume element may. be regarded as composed 

of independent strains in three mutually perpendicular directions, namely 

those of the principal axes of the strain tensor. Each of these strains is a 

simple extension (or compression) in the corresponding direction: the length 

dxi along the first principal axis becomes dx'i — V'(1+2m(1)) d*i, and simi¬ 

larly for the other two axes. The quantity \/(l + 2m(<))— 1 is consequently 

equal to the relative extension (dx'i — dxi)jdxi along the Zth principal axis. 

In almost all cases occurring in practice, the strains are small. This means 

that the change in any distance in the body is small compared with the 

distance itself. In other words, the relative extensions are small compared 

with unity. In what follows we shall suppose that all strains are small. 

If a body is subjected to a small deformation, all the components of the 

strain tensor are small, since they give, as we have seen, the relative changes 

in lengths in the body. The displacement vector w*, however, may 

sometimes be large, even for small strains. For example, let 11s consider a 

long thin rod. liven for a large deflection, in whit'll the ends of the rod move 

§1 The strain tensor ?> 

a considerable distance, the extensions and compressions in the rod itself 
will be small. 

Except in such special cases,f the displacement vector for a small defor¬ 

mation is itself small. For it is evident that a three-dimensional body (i.e. 

one whose dimension in no direction is small) cannot be deformed in such a 

way that parts of it move a considerable distance without the occurrence of 

considerable extensions and compressions in the body. 

Thin rods will be discussed in Chapter II. In other cases u\ is small for 

small deformations, and we can therefore neglect the last term in the general 

expression (1.3), as being of the second order of smallness. Thus, for small 

deformations, the strain tensor is given by 

The relative extensions of the elements of length along the principal axes ol 

the strain tensor (at a given point) are, to within higher-order quantities, 

VO + 2w(l))— 1 « u{i\ i.e. they are the principal values of the tensor ulh. 

Let us consider an infinitesimal volume element d Vy and find its volume 

dV' after the deformation. To do so, we take the principal axes of the stiain 

tensor, at the point considered, as the co-ordinate axes. 'Then the dements of 

length dxiy dx2, d#3 along these axes become, after the deformation, d.v'i 

— (l + w(1)) d#i, etc. The volume dV is the product d.vj dx^ djey, while dl ' 

is dx\dxf2dxf3. Thus dV' = dF(l + w(1))(l + w(2))( 1 -I 7<(:i)). Neglecting highei 

order terms, we therefore have dV' = dV(\ \ u{[) | m(2)-|-m(:,)). The sum 

w(l)_|. w{2)^_w(3) 0f ^ principal values of a tensor is well known to be invariant, 

and is equal to the sum of the diagonal components uLt u\\ I u?» I 1/33 in 

any co-ordinate system. Thus 

dF = dF(l+««). (I A) 

We see that the sum of the diagonal components of the strain tensor is (fit- 

relative volume change (dVf — dV)jdV. 

It is often convenient to use the components of the st rain tensor in spherical 

or cylindrical co-ordinates. We give here, for reference, the corresponding 

formulae, which express the components in terms of the derivatives of tin- 

components of the displacement vector in the same co-ordinates. In spherical 

co-ordinates r, 6, </>, we have 



4 Fundament til Filiations 

In cylindrical co-ordinates r, <f>, z, 

dur 1 du^ Ur duz 
rr = —, u$$ = - —4-, ^zz = —, 

dr ^ r d<f> r dz 

1 9m3 dwr 9ws 
£u$z — "+— , 2z/rz = ——f ——, 

r d<p dz dz dr 

2 Ur$ — 
u^ 1 dz/r 

r r d<f> 

§2. The stress tensor 

In a body that is not deformed, the arrangement of the molecules corre¬ 

sponds to a state of thermal equilibrium. All parts of the body are in mechani¬ 

cal equilibrium. This means that, if some portion of the body is considered, 

the resultant of the forces on that portion is zero. 

When a deformation occurs, the arrangement of the molecules is changed, 

and the body ceases to be in its original state of equilibrium. Forces there¬ 

fore arise which tend to return the body to equilibrium. These internal 

forces which occur when a body is deformed are called internal stresses. If 

no deformation occurs, there are no internal stresses. 

The internal stresses are due to molecular forces, i.e. the forces of inter¬ 

action between the molecules. An important fact in the theory of elasticity is 

that the molecular forces have a very short range of action. Their effect 

extends only to the neighbourhood of the molecule exerting them, over a 

distance of the same order as that between the molecules, whereas in the 

theory of elasticity, which is a macroscopic theory, the only distances con¬ 

sidered are those large compared with the distances between the molecules. 

The range of action of the molecular forces should therefore be taken as zero 

in the theory of elasticity. We can say that the forces which cause the internal 

stresses are, as regards the theory of elasticity, “near-action” forces, which act 

from any point only to neighbouring points. Hence it follows that the forces 

exerted on any part of the body by surrounding parts act only on the surface 

of that part. 

The following reservation should be made here. The above asserioon is 

not valid in cases where the deformation of the body results in macroscopic 

electric fields in it (pyroelectric and piezoelectric bodies). We shall not discuss 

such bodies in this book, however. 

Let us consider the total force on some portion of the body. Firstly, this 

total force is equal to the sum of all the forces on all the volume elements in 

that portion of the body, i.e. it can be written as the volume integral JFdF, 

where F is the force per unit volume and FdF the force on the volume element 

d V. Secondly, the forces with which various parts of the portion considered 

act on one another cannot give anything but zero in the total resultant force, 

since they cancel by Ni wtoin’s third law. The required total force can there- 

lore be regarded as the sum of the forces exerted on the given portion of the 

§2 77/e stress tensor 

body by the portions surrounding it. From above, however, these forces act 

on the surface of that portion, and so the resultant force can be represented 

as the sum of forces acting on all the surface elements, i.e. as an intc,>ial 
over the surface. 

Thus, for any portion of the body, each of the three components J />', d I' 

of the resultant of all the internal stresses can be transformed into an integral 

over the surface. As we know from vector analysis, the integral of a scalai 

over an arbitrary volume can be transformed into an integral over the sin l ace 

if the scalar is the divergence of a vector. In the present case we have tin- 

integral of a vector, and not of a scalar. Hence the vector I<\ must he tin- 

divergence of a tensor of rank two, i.e. be of the form 

Fi = d'Jiicjdxic. (2.1) 

Then the force on any volume can be written as an integral over the dosed 

surface bounding that volume :f 

hdV-Si^ir-hifk <-> 
where d/< are the components of the surface element vector df, directed (as 

usual) along the outward normal. J 

The tensor oik is called the stress tensor. As we see from (2.2), oad/A is the 

z'th component of the force on the surface element df. By taking elements 

of area in the planes of xy, yz, zx, we find that the component <rtk of the si i css 

tensor is the zth component of the force on unit area perpendicular to the 

Ajfc-axis. For instance, the force on unit area perpendicular to the v axis, 

normal to the area (i.e. along the x-axis) is uxx, and the tangential forces 

(along the y and z axes) are ayx and azx. 

The following remark should be made concerning the sign of the finer 

(Hk&fk- The surface integral in (2.2) is the force exerted on the volume 

enclosed by the surface by the surrounding parts of the body. The lon e 

which this volume exerts on the surface surrounding it is the same with the 

opposite sign. Hence, for example, the force exerted by the internal stresses 

On the surface of the body itself is — fo-j^d/*, where the integral is taken ovci 

the surface of the body and df is along the outward normal. 

Let us determine the moment of the forces on a portion of the body. Tin- 

moment of the force F can be written as an antisymmetries I tensor of rank 

two, whose components are FiXk-FicXi, where x( arc the co-ordinates ol the 

f The integral over a closed surface is transformed into one over the volume enclosed hv i|(r 

surface by replacing the surface element dft by the operator dFd/dx,. 

Strictly speaking, to determine the total force on a deformed portion of the hody we nhould 

integrate, not over the old co-ordinates xit but over the co-ordinates x\ of the points of the defniiurd 

body. Fhe derivatives (2.1) should therefore he taken with respect to x'^. However, in view ol the 

smallness of the deformation, the derivatives with respect to .v, and x\ differ only hy higher oidei 

quantities, and so the derivatives can he taken with respect in the <<> oidiimlrs ,v(. 



6 Fundamental I'.({nations §2 

point where the force is applied.f lienee the moment of the forces on the 

volume element dV is (FtfCk —F^xt)dV, and the moment of the forces on the 

whole volume is Mw = J(FiXjc — FjcXi)d V. Like the total force on any volume, 

this moment can be expressed as an integral over the surface bounding the 

volume. Substituting the expression (2.1) for Ff, we find 

f / d°il d<?kl \ jTr 
Mik = ——Xk-—Xi dV 

J \ dxi oxi ! 

r d(°ilXjc - CFjciXi) r l dxk dxi \ 
= -r-dV- GU--°ki— dV. 

J oxi J \ dxi dxi / 

In the second term we use the fact that the derivative of a co-ordinate with 

respect to itself is unity, and with respect to another co-ordinate is zero 

(since the three co-ordinates are independent variables). Thus dxjc/dxi = Sja, 

where is the unit tensor; the multiplication gives = o^, okl&u = & ki¬ 

ln the first term, the integrand is the divergence of a tensor; the 

integral can be transformed into one over the surface. The result is 

Mik “ §(guX]c-GkiXi)dfi+ $(Gki-*ik)dV. If Mile is to be an integral over the 

surface only, the second term must vanish identically, i.e. we must have 

°ik = <*kt- (2.3) 

Thus we reach the important result that the stress tensor is symmetrical. 

The moment of the forces on a portion of the body can then be written 

simply as 

Ma = J(FiXfc - FjcXi) d V = j>(Guxjc — oiaXi) df \. (2.4) 

It is easy to find the stress tensor for a body undergoing uniform com¬ 

pression from all sides (hydrostatic compression). In this case a pressure of 

the same magnitude acts on every unit area on the surface of the body, and its 

direction is along the inward normal. If this pressure is denoted by py a force 

—pdfi acts on the surface element dfi. This force, in terms of the stress 

tensor, must be o^dfk* Writing —pdfi = — pSiicdfy, we see that the stress 

tensor in hydrostatic compression is 

Oik — —p$ik- (2.5) 

Its non-zero components are simply equal to the pressure. 

In the general case of an arbitrary deformation, the non-diagonal com¬ 

ponents of the stress tensor are also non-zero. This means that not only a 

normal force but also tangential (shearing) stresses act on each surface 

element. These latter stresses tend to move the surface elements relative to 

each other. 

f The moment of the force F is defined as the vector product FXr, and we know from vector 

analysis that the components of a vector product form an nntisymmetricnl tensor of rntik two ns written 

here. 

7 hr sh css tensor 7 §2 

In equilibrium the internal stresses in every volume element: must: balance, 

i.e. we must have F% = 0. Thus the equations of equilibrium for a deformed 

body are 

daijcldxjc = 0. (2.6) 

If the body is in a gravitational field, the sum F + pg of the internal stresses 

and the force of gravity (pg per unit volume) must vanish; p is the densit y ( and 

g the gravitational acceleration vector, directed vertically downwards. In 

this case the equations of equilibrium are 

doik/dxk+pgi = 0. (2.7) 

The external forces applied to the surface of the body (which arc the usual 

cause of deformation) appear in the boundary conditions on the equations of 

equilibrium. Let P be the external force on unit area of the surface of (hr 

body, so that a force P d/acts on a surface element df. In equilibrium, this 

must be balanced by the force — aw dfy of the internal stresses acting on that 

element. Thus we must have Pi df— g^ dfy = 0. Writing df)c n^df 

where n is a unit vector along the outward normal to the surface, we find 

Oikfik — Pi* (2.S) 

This is the condition which must be satisfied at every point on the surface of 

a body in equilibrium. 

We shall derive also a formula giving the mean value of the stress tensor 

in a deformed body.* To do so, we multiply equation (2.6) by x/c and integrate 

over the whole volume: 

J dxi J dxi J dxi 

The first integral on the right is transformed into a surface integral; in tin- 

second integral we put dxk/dxi = 8ja. The result is §<raXk d[/) |\rU: d L (I. 

Substituting (2.8) in the first integral, we find jPtxjc df = JfrW;*l V I u//., 

where V is the volume of the body and gm the mean value of the st ress tensor. 

Since guc — gjcu this formula can be written in the symmetrical form 

Oik = (1/2C) (j) (PiXk+PkXi) df. (?..')) 

Thus the mean value of the stress tensor- can be found immediately from the 

external forces acting on the body, without solving the equations of cquili 

brium. 

t Strictly speaking, the density of a body changes when it is deformed. An allowance I'm thi*i 

change, however, involves higher-order quantities in the ease of small deformations, and is thrteime 

unimportant. 
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§3. The thermodynamics of deformation 

Let us consider some deformed body, and suppose that the deformation 

is changed in such a way that the displacement vector u\ changes by a small 

amount Su%; and let us determine the work done by the internal stresses in 

this change. Multiplying the force Ft = daijc/dxjc by the displacement Sm and 

integrating over the volume of the body, we have JSjR dV = ^daoc/dx^Sui dV, 

where SR denotes the work done by the internal stresses per unit volume. 

We integrate by parts, obtaining 

SR dV = 
r r dSui 

d) OifcSlli dfk I Gijc— dV. 
J J OXjc 

By considering an infinite medium which is not deformed at infinity, we 

make the surface of integration in the first integral tend to infinity; then 

one - 0 on the surface, and the integral is zero. The second integral can, 

by virtue of the symmetry of the tensor <r^, be written 

SR dV 

Thus we find 

iM 

— O’ik^ik d V. 

* VikSllik' 

dSm dSu/c 

dxlc dxi , 

t dui duk\ 
-+ — 

\oxic dxi! 

This formula gives the work SR in terms of the change in the strain tensor. 

If the deformation of the body is fairly small, it returns to its original 

undeformed state when the external forces causing the deformation cease 

to act. Such deformations are said to be elastic. For large deformations, the 

removal of the external forces does not result in the total disappearance of the 

deformation; a residual deformation remains, so that the state of the body is 

not that which existed before the forces were applied. Such deformations 

are said to be plastic. In what follows we shall consider only elastic defor¬ 

mations. 

We shall also suppose that the process of deformation occurs so slowly 

that thermodynamic equilibrium is established in the body at every instant, 

in accordance with the external conditions. This assumption is almost always 

justified in practice. The process will then be thermodynamically reversible. 

In what follows we shall take all such thermodynamic quantities as the 

entropy S, the internal energy «f, etc., relative to unit volume of the body,f 

f The following remark should be made here. Strictly speaking, the unit volumes before and after 

the deformation should be distinguished, since they in general contain different amounts of matter. 

We shall always relate the thermodynamic quantities to unit volume of the undeformed body, i.c. 

to the amount of matter therein, which may occupy a different volume after the deformation. Accord¬ 

ingly, the total energy of the body, for example, is obtained by integrating & over the volume of the 

undeformed body. 

§3 The thermodynamics oj dejorma/ton 

and not relative to unit mass as in lluid mechanics, and denote them by the 

corresponding capital letters. 

An infinitesimal change d<^ in the internal energy is equal to the dilfcicncc 

between the heat acquired by the unit volume considered and the vvoik dR 

done by the internal stresses. The amount of heat is, for a reversible process, 

TdS, where T is the temperature. Thus dg ~ TdS—dR; with dR given 

by (3.1), we obtain 

dg = TdS + (Jijc duije. (3..*) 

This is the fundamental thermodynamic relation for deformed bodies. 

In hydrostatic compression, the stress tensor is o\k = —pS-w (2.5). Then 

croc dune = —pSijcduijc = — p dun. We have seen, however (ef. (l.fi)), that the 

sum Uu is the relative volume change due to the deformation. ! I we mnsidei 

unit volume, therefore, Uu is simply the change in that volume, and d///i is 

the volume element dV. The thermodynamic relation then takes its usual hum 

dg = TdS-pdV. 

Introducing the free energy of the body, F = g — TS, we find the Imm 

dF = -SdT+anc dua (3.3) 

of the relation (3.2). Finally, the thermodynamic potential (l> is defined a:. 

O = g- TS~aikUiJc = F-anemic (3/1) 

This is a generalisation of the usual expression O = fi — TS I />! .j Substi 

tuting (3.4) in (3.3), we find 

dO = — SdT— Uik dcrjA> (3 \) 

The independent variables in (3.2) and (3.3) arc respectively St //,/, and 

TyUiJc• The components of the stress tensor can be obtained by dillci rutiatui); 

g or F with respect to the components of the strain tensor, for constant 

entropy S or temperature T respectively: 

oijc = (dgjduijt)s = (dFI dune) t- (3F) 

Similarly, by differentiating with respect to the components <>*/.* wr cm 

obtain the components %: 

mjc — — (dd>/dauc) T. (3./) 

t For hydrostatic compression, the expression (3.'1) becomes I4' 1 I1' I /'( l I 

where V —is the volume change resulting troin the deliuumlion. Heme vve see tlmt the definition 

of O used here differs by » term pi',, Imm tbe irnml delinitinn I4' \ f>l". 
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§4. Hooke’s law 

In order to be able to apply the general formulae of thermodynamics to 

any particular case, we must know the free energy E of the body as a function 

of the strain tensor. This expression is easily obtained by using the fact that 

the deformation is small and expanding the free energy in powers of unc. We 

shall at present consider only isotropic bodies. The corresponding results 

for crystals will be obtained in §10. 

In considering a deformed body at some temperature (constant throughout 

the body), we shall take the undeformed state to be the state of the body in the 

absence of external forces and at the same temperature; this last condition is 

necessary on account of the thermal expansion (see §6). Then, for uac = 0, 

the internal stresses are zero also, i.e. auc = 0. Since auc = dFjduucy it 

follows that there is no linear term in the expansion of F in powers of 

Next, since the free energy is a scalar, each term in the expansion of F 

must be a scalar also. Two independent scalars of the second degree can be 

formed from the components of the symmetrical tensor w**: they can be 

taken as the squared sum of the diagonal components (tin2) and the sum of 

the squares of all the components (:u^e2). Expanding F in powers of w**, we 

therefore have as far as terms of the second order 

F = Fq4-^Xua2-4-fiUik2. (4.1) 

This is the general expression for the free energy of a deformed isotropic 

body. The quantities A and n are called Lame coefficients. 

We have seen in §1 that the change in volume in the deformation is given 

by the sum uu. If this sum is zero, then the volume of the body is unchanged 

by the deformation, only its shape being altered. Such a deformation is 

called a pure shear. 

The opposite case is that of a deformation which causes a change in the 

volume of the body but no change in its shape. Each volume element of the 

body retains its shape also. We have seen in §1 that the tensor of such a 

deformation is Uik — constant xS**- Such a deformation is called a hydro¬ 

static compression. 

Any deformation can be represented as the sum of a pure shear and a 

hydrostatic compression. To do so, we need only use the identity f 

Uiic = (uijc-%Simi)+l8ikUu- (4.2) 

I 
The first term on the right is evidently a pure shear, since the sum of its 

diagonal terms is zero (3^ = 3). The second term is a hydrostatic compres- j 

sion. 

As a general expression for the free energy of a deformed isotropic body, 

it is convenient to replace (4.1) by another formula, using this decomposition 

of an arbitrary deformation into a pure shear and a hydrostatic compression. 

We take as the two independent scalars of the second degree the sums of the 

squared components of the two terms in (4.2). Then F becomes | 

F — n(unc — %SiicUu)2 +\Kiiii2. (1.3) 

The quantities K and /x are called respectively the bulk modulus or modulus of 

hydrostatic compression {ox simply the modulus of compression) and the sheat 

modulus or modulus of rigidity. K is related to the Lame coefficients by 

K ~ A + fp,. (k'l) 

In a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, the free energy is a minimum. 

If no external forces act on the body, then Fas a function of unc must have a 

minimum for uac = 0. This means that the quadratic form (4.3) must he 

positive. If the tensor Uik is such that uu = 0, only the first term remains 

in (4.3); if, on the other hand, the tensor is of the form unc ~ constant x<Slfi t 
then only the second term remains. Hence it follows that a necessary (and 

evidently sufficient) condition for the form (4.3) to be positive is that each 

of the coefficients K and p, is positive. Thus we conclude that the moduli of 

compression and rigidity are always positive: 

K > 0, ix > 0. (LS) 

We now use the general thermodynamic relation (3.6) to determine Un¬ 

stress tensor. To calculate the derivatives dFjduuc, we write the total differ 

ential dE (for constant temperature): 

dE = Kuu duii + 2fi(uik — luiiSi]c)d(tiiJc-~luiiSijc). 

In the second term, multiplication of the first parenthesis by 8uc gives zero, 

leaving dE = Kun duu + 2fi{uijc-\uu8uc) di***, or writing dun — hk d////t , 

dE = [Kuu8ijc+2ii(ui]c—\uii8nc)] duik. 

Hence the stress tensor is 

unc = Kuii8ik+2fi(uik—%8ikUu). (Lb) 

This expression determines the stress tensor in terms of the strain tensor lot 

an isotropic body. It shows, in particular, that, if the deformation is a pure 

shear or a pure hydrostatic compression, the relation between auc and r//A •*» 

determined only by the modulus of rigidity or of hydrostatic compression 

respectively. 

It is not difficult to obtain the converse formula which expresses ///*■ in 

terms of cr$&. To do so, we find the sum an of the diagonal terms. Since this 

sum is zero for the second term of (4.6), we have an 3Kuu, or 

uu = aujZK. (4.7) 

f The constant term F0 is the free energy of the iindeformrd lmdy, and in of no further inlrirnt. 

We shall therefore omit it, for brevity, talcing F to hr only the* free energy of the deformation (lhr 

elastic free energy, as it is called). 
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Substituting this expression in (4.6) and so determining m/c, we lind 

Uik = hkViij9K+(oik~\hi]C(Jil)l2iJi,y (4.8) 

which gives the strain tensor in terms of the stress tensor. 

Equation (4.7) shows that the relative change in volume (uu) in any 

deformation of an isotropic body depends only on the sum of the diagonal 

components of the stress tensor, and the relation between uu and an is 

determined only by the modulus of hydrostatic compression. In hydrostatic 

compression of a body, the stress tensor is anc = — p8ac. Hence we have 

in this case, from (4.7), 

uu = —p/K. (4.9) 

Since the deformations are small, un and p are small quantities, and we can 

write the ratio Uujp of the relative volume change to the pressure in the 

differential form (1 jV)(dVJdp)T. Thus 

1 1 /dV\ 

~K ~ ~ ~VVdp)T' 

The quantity \jK is called the coefficient of hydrostatic compression (or simply 

the coefficient of compression). 

We see from (4.8) that the strain tensor ua is a linear function of the stress 

tensor aThat is, the deformation is proportional to the applied forces. 

This law, valid for small deformations, is called Hooke's law.f 

We may give also a useful form of the expression for the free energy of a 

deformed body, which is obtained immediately from the fact that F is quad¬ 

ratic in the strain tensor. According to Euler’s theorem, u^dF/dunc = 2F> 

whence, since dFjdiiik = cr^, we have 

F = rikUilc. (4.10) 

If we substitute in this formula the mu as linear combinations of the 

components the elastic energy will be represented as a quadratic function 

of the crijc. Again applying Euler’s theorem, we obtain a^dF/daoc = 2F, and 

a comparison with (4.10) shows that 

line — dFjdoiic. (4.11) 

It should be emphasised, however, that, whereas the formula = dFjduik 
is a general relation of thermodynamics, the inverse formula (4.11) is applic- I 

able only if Hooke’s law is valid. 

f Hooke’s law is actually applicable to almost all clastic deformation. The reason is that deforma¬ 

tions usually erase to hr elastic when they arc still so small that I Iooke's law is a (food approximation. 

Substances such as rubber form an exception. 

§5 

§5. Homogeneous deformations 

Let us consider some simple cases of what are called homogeneous deforma¬ 

tions, i.e. those in which the strain tensor is constant throughout the volume 

of the body. For example, the hydrostatic compression already considered 
is a homogeneous deformation. 

We first consider a simple extension (or compression) of a rod. Lot the 

rod be along the .z-axis, and let forces be applied to its ends which stretch il 

in both directions. These forces act uniformly over the end surfaces of tin- 
rod ; let the force on unit area be p. 

Since the deformation is homogeneous, i.e. uik is constant through the 

body, the stress tensor aj* is also constant, and so it can be determined at once 

from the boundary conditions (2.8). There is no external force on the sides 

of the rod, and therefore = 0. Since the unit vector n on the side of tin- 

rod is perpendicular to the s-axis, i.e. nz = 0, it follows that all the com¬ 

ponents (Ttk except azz are zero. On the end surface we have azint = />, or 

°zz = p- 

From the general expression (4.8) which relates the components of tin- 

strain and stress tensors, we see that all the components ui/c with i h are 

zero. For the remaining components we find 

1/ t 1 i \ 1 ( 1 \\ 
UXX ~ Uyy — — 

v 2fi 3K)P' Uzz ~ 3 ^ (3~K+yp' 
(5.1) 

The component uzz gives the relative lengthening of the rod. The coeffi¬ 

cient of p is called the coefficient of extension, and its reciprocal is the modulus 

of extension or Young's modulus, E: 

uzz = p/E, (5.2) 

where 

E = 9K/j.I(3K+[j,). (5.3) 

The components uxx and uyy give the relative compression of the rod in iIn- 

transverse direction. The ratio of the transverse compression to the longi¬ 

tudinal extension is called Poisson’s ratio, a.-j- 

Uxx — °Uzz, (5.-1) 

where 

<r = l(3K-2n)l(3K+ir). (5.5) 

t The list- off; to < l<-itf He I’o ISSON *ff ratio and <1,1, to dent >lr t lie rotnponeiH-i 1il (hr ?a, l< 

not lead to ambiguity, xin< e llit- lath i always Iniv** sullm-i. 
nr.nr can 
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Since K. and fi are always positive, 1‘oissoii’s ratio can vary between — 1 

(for K — 0) and | (for /x = 0). Thus f 

-1 < < f (5.6) 

Finally, the relative increase in the volume of the rod is 

uu = p/3K. (5.7) 

The free energy of a stretched rod can be obtained immediately from formula 

(4.10). Since only the component azz is not zero, we have F = ^<jzzuzz, 

whence 

F = p2/2E. (5.8) 

In what follows we shall, as is customary, use E and a instead of K and /i. 

Inverting formulae (5.3) and (5.5), we havej 

/x = El2(1 +a), K = £/3(l -2a). (5.9) 

We shall write out here the general formulae of §4, with the coefficients 

expressed in terms of E and a. The free energy is 

(5.10) F = --\Uik2 + -——m2 • 
2(l+or)\ l-2ff / 

The stress tensor is given in terms of the strain tensor by 

Conversely, 

E / a \ 
°lk = --1 Uik T -—mSifcl 

l+0-\ l-2cr ) 

Uik = [(1 +ff)cri* — ouuhik\lE. 

(5.11) 

Uik = [(1 +o)<Tik—v<ni8ik]IE. (5-12) 

Since formulae (5.11) and (5.12) are in frequent use, we shall give them also 
in component form: 

E v 

°xx ~ (] _|_ (T^(| _ 2a _ °)Uxx " a{uuy + uzz)], 

E 

°yy ~ 7i~~i \7i 7Tt[(1 ~ u)uyy + o{uxx + Uzzy\, 
(1 +a)(l —2a)L 

(5.13) 

°zz = (l + CT)(i_ 2<j)^1 ~~ °^Uzz+°^Uxx + Uyv^’ 

E E E 
a%y “ 1 Uxy> &XZ ” - UXZt Oyz — --Uyi 

I+cr 1+cr l-f<7 

t In practice, POISSON s ratio varies only between 0 and f There are no substances known for 
which a < 0, i.e. which would expand transversely when stretched longitudinally. It may be men¬ 
tioned that the inequality ct > 0 corresponds to A > 0, where A is the Lame coefficient appearing 
in (4.1); in other words, both terms in (4.1), as well as in (4.3), are always positive in practice, although 
this is not thermodynamically necessary. Values of a close to 1 (e.g. for rubber) correspond to a 
modulus of rigidity which is small compared with the modulus of compression. 

T The second Lame coefficient is A /'.'<//( 1 !>«)(! | «). 

6 DeJ or mat ions with change oj fern genii are 

and conversely 

uxx ~~ —[°'xx~ v{Gyy + &zz)]> 
E 

uvv ~ ~=;[(7yy~(7(crxx-^0‘zz)]y 
ht 

Uzz — ~\pzz~~ &(axx + Vyy)\ 
h 

(5.M) 

-&xyy uxz -—'(7 XZ} Uyz — (Jyz• 
h t, 

Let us now consider the compression of a rod whose sides are fixed in 

such a way that they cannot move. The external forces which cause die 

compression of the rod are applied to its ends and act along its length, whieli 

we again take to be along the #-axis. Such a deformation is called a 

unilateral compression. Since the rod is deformed only in the .s-dircction, 

only the component uzz of Utjc is not zero. Then we have from (5.11) 

E E( 1-<t) 

*** = °yy = (l+aXl-fc)"* " (14-<r)(l — 2ir)lZZ 

Again denoting the compressing force by p (crzz = p> which is negative lor 

a compression), we have 

Uzz = p{l + cr)(l—2a)IE(l—cr). (5.15) 

The coefficient of p is called the coefficient of unilateral compression, for the 

transverse stresses we have 

ores = <*yy = pa 1(1- a). 

Finally, the free energy of the rod is 

F = p2(l + a)(l-2a)/2£(l-a). 

(5- WO 

(5.17) 

§6. Deformations with change of temperature 

Let us now consider deformations which are accompanied Ivy a change in 

the temperature of the body; this can occur either as a result of the deforma 

tion process itself, or from external causes. 

We shall regard as the undeformed state the state of the body in the absence 

of external forces at some given temperature To. If the body is at a tempera 

ture T different from To, then, even if there are no external forces, it will in 

general be deformed, on account of thermal expansion. In the expansion <>l 

the free energy F(T), there will therefore he terms linear, as well as quadratic, 

in the strain tensor, f rom the components of the tensor uat, of rank two, 
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we can form only one linear scalar quantity, the sum tin of its diagonal com¬ 

ponents. We shall also assume that the temperature change T—To which 

accompanies the deformation is small. We can then suppose that the coeffi¬ 

cient of uu in the expansion of F (which must vanish for T = To) is simply 

proportional to the difference T— 7o. Thus we find the free energy to be 

(instead of (4.3)) 

F(T) = Fo(T) — Ka(T— To)uii~\-ii(uijc—\§ikUiif+\Kuu2> (6.1) 

where the coefficient of T—To has been written as — Ka. The quantities 

/x, K and a can here be supposed constant; an allowance for their tempera¬ 

ture dependence would lead to terms of higher order. 

Differentiating F with respect to we obtain the stress tensor: 

one = — Kx( T — To )8ik + KuuSijc + 2—\%acUn). (6.2) 

The first term gives the additional stresses caused by the change in tempera¬ 

ture. In free thermal expansion of the body (external forces being absent), 

there can be no internal stresses. Equating to zero, we find that uis of 

the form constant x Sand 

uu — <x.(T— To). (6.3) 

But tin is the relative change in volume caused by the deformation. Thus a 

is just the thermal expansion coefficient of the body. 

Among the various (thermodynamic) types of deformation, isothermal and 

adiabatic deformations are of importance. In isothermal deformations, the 

temperature of the body does not change. Accordingly, we must put T = 7 o 

in (6.1), returning to the usual formulae; the coefficients K and p, may there¬ 

fore be called isothermal moduli. 

A deformation is adiabatic if there is no exchange of heat between the 

various parts of the body (or, of course, between the body and the surround¬ 

ing medium). The entropy S remains constant. It is the derivative — dFjdT 

of the free energy with respect to temperature. Differentiating the expression 

(6.1), we have as far as terms of the first order in u\k 

S(T) = So(T) + Kauii. (6.4) 

Putting S constant, we can determine the change of temperature T—To due 

to the deformation, which is therefore proportional to*uu. Substituting this 

expression for T—To in (6.2), we obtain for an expression of the usual 

kind, 

aw = KaoUnhiicFl^Uik — ^iicUii)) (6.5) 

with the same modulus of rigidity p, but a different modulus of compression 

Kha- The relation between the adiabatic modulus K&a and the ordinary 

isothermal modulus K can also be found directly from the thermodynamic 

formula 

/dV\ l dV\ T(dVjdT)* 

§7 

where Cp is the specific heat per unit volume at constant pressure. If l is 

taken to be the volume occupied by matter which before the deformation 

occupied unit volume, the derivatives dVjdT and dV/dp give the relative 

volume changes in heating and compression respectively. That is, 

(dV/dT)v = a, (dVjdp)s = -l/tfad, (dV/dp) T = -1 /K. 

Thus we find the relation between the adiabatic and isothermal moduli to be 

1/ATad ~ IjK— T<X2ICp, /Aad = p. ((*.(>) 

For the adiabatic Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio we easily obtain 

_ E o + ETat*l9Cp 
Aad — « <7ad — ..(+./) 

l-ETa?l9Cp l-EToP/9Cp 

In practice, ETa2jCp is usually small, and it is therefore sufficiently accurate 

to put 

£*ad = E+ E2T(X?/9Cp, o ad = cr + (1 + o)ETofij9Cv. (6.K) 

In isothermal deformation, the stress tensor is given in terms of the 

derivatives of the free energy: 

Oik = (dF/duu^T- 

For constant entropy, on the other hand, we have (see (3.6)) 

oik = (3^ldua)sy 

where <F is the internal energy. Accordingly, the expression analogous to 

(4.3) determines, for adiabatic deformations, not the free energy but the in 

ternal energy per unit volume: 

$ — ^Ka>aUu2 + 

§7. The equations of equilibrium for isotropic bodies 

Let us now derive the equations of equilibrium for isotropic solid bodies. 

To do so, we substitute in the general equations (2.7) 

doijcjdxjc + pgi = 0 

the expression (5.11) for the stress tensor. We have 

dcra Eg dun E dtiUc 

dxjc (1 + cr)(l — 2a) dXi l+o dxfc 

Substituting 

1 / dui duk\ 
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we obtain the equations of equilibrium in the form 

E d2Ui E d2ui 

2(1 H“ cr) dxjc2 2{\o)(\ ~2o)dxidxi ^ ^ 

These equations can be conveniently rewritten in vector notation. The 

quantities d2Uijdxk2 are components of the vector Au> and dufdxi = div u. 

Thus the equations of equilibrium become 

grad div u = 
2(1+a) 

It is sometimes useful to transform this equation by using the vector identity 

grad div u = A u + curl curl u. Then (7.2) becomes 

grad div u 
1 — 2(7 

2(1-a) 

(l+a)(l-2a) 

curl curl u 

We have written the equations of equilibrium for a uniform gravitational 

field, since this is the body force most usually encountered in the theory of 

elasticity. If there are other body forces, the vector pg on the right-hand 

side of the equation must be replaced accordingly. 

A very important case is that where the deformation of the body is caused, 

not by body forces, but by forces applied to its surface. The equation of 

equilibrium then becomes 

(1 — 2cr)Au + grad div u = 0 (7.4) 
or 

2(1 — e) grad div u —(1 —2a) curl curl u = 0. (7.5) 

The external forces appear in the solution only through the boundary con¬ 

ditions. 

Taking the divergence of equation (7.4) and using the identity 

div grad = A, 

we find 

A div u = 0, (7.6) 

i.e. div u (which determines the volume change due to the deformation) is a 

harmonic function. Taking the Laplacian of equation (7.4), we then obtain 

AAu = 0, (7.7) 

i.e. in equilibrium the displacement vector satisfies the biharmonic equation. 

These results remain valid in a uniform gravitational field (since the right- 

hand side of equation (7.2) gives zero on differentiation), but not in the 

general rase of external forces which vary through the body. 

§7 The equations of equilibrium for isotropic bodies 

The fact that the displacement vector satisfies the biharmonic equation 

does not, of course, mean that the general integral of the equations of equili¬ 

brium (in the absence of body forces) is an mhiti.uy I>il..nvet.., ,t 

must be remembered that the function „(.v> v. •,) al».. ... .|„ |,,w, , 

order differential equation (7.4). It is possible, lameve., i„ . .. ,| 

integral of the equations of equilibrium in terms <>| H„- .1, , .values ,,| an 
arbitrary biharmonic vector (see Problem 10). 

If the body is non-uniformly heated, an additional term appears in the 

equation of equilibrium. The stress tensor must include the term 

-K«(T-T0)8ik 

(see (6.2)), and dcrilcjdxk accordingly contains a term 

— K(k d Tjdxi — — [Ecc/3 (1 — 2a)] dTJ dxi. 

The equation of equilibrium thus takes the form 

3(1-*) 

1 + a 
grad div u 

3(1-2q) 

2(1 + a) 
curl curl u = oc grad 7*. 

Let us consider the particular case of a plane deformation, in which one 

component of the displacement vector (uz) is zero throughout the body, 

w i e the components uXy uy depend only on x and y. The coin|)oncnis 

Uzz> Uxz> uvz t^ie strain tensor then vanish identically, and therefore so do 

the components crXZy uyz of the stress tensor (but not the longitudinal stress 

°zz> the existence of which is implied by the constancy of the length of the 
body in the direction). f 

Since all quantities are independent of the co-ordinate zy the equations of 

equilibrium (in the absence of external body-forces) daikjdxk 0 miner m 
this case to two equations: 

d(Txx , dcTxv n davx . dovy _—+ _— = U, ——+-= 0. (7.0) 
dx dy 

The most general functions crXXi axy, oyy satisfying these equalionn arc of 
the form 

Vxx - d2x/dy2, oxy = —d2xldxdy, d'xibx', (7.10) 

where x is an arbitrary function of x and y. It is easy to obtain an equation 

which must be satisfied by this function. Such an equation must exist, since the 

three quantities crxx, crxy) dyy can be expressed in terms of the two quantities 

uXy %, and are therefore not independent. Using formulae (5.13), we find 
for a plane deformation, 

Vxx+vyy = E(uxx + Uyy)j{\ + cr)(l — 2(t). 

t The use of the theory of functions of a complex variable provides very powerful iiioiImmIh <*f* 

^ 7 Pn!bI,C™ ,n ^theory of Hnstirity. See N. I. MiisKiria.lsnviu. S'nrnr Itasu /W»/rJ 
f the Mathematical I fumy nf hhisfutfy, llud KiikIihIi rd., I*. Nootdhoff, Cionm,,-,, 100 t 
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But 

$Ux On y 
Oxx+Oyy = A*> Uxx+Uyy = —-h —- = dlV U, 

ox oy 

and, since by (7.6) div u is harmonic, we conclude that the function x satisfies 
the equation 

AAx = 0, (7.11) 

i.e. it is biharmonic. This function is called the stress function. When the 

plane problem has been solved and the function % is known, the longitudinal 

stress azz is determined at once from the formula 

or 

<*ZZ = 0E{UXX + Uyy)j{\ + o){l-2o) = o(gxx + <7yy)y 

°zz — (7.12) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the deformation of a long rod (of length /) standing vertically in a 

gravitational field. 

Solution. We take the 2-axis along the axis of the rod, and the xy-plane in the plane of 

its lower end. The equations of equilibrium are dczildxi — dcryi/dxi — 0, da^/dxi — pg. 

On the sides of the rod all the components c,* except oZz must vanish, and on the upper 

end (2 = /) axz — oyz — azz — 0. The solution of the equations of equilibrium satisfying 

these conditions is azz = ~pg(l—zr), with all other <7^ zero. From we find U{k to be 

uXx — uvv — opg(l—z)jE, uzz = —pg{l—z)jE, uxy = uxt = uyz ~ 0, and hence by inte¬ 

gration we have the components of the displacement vector, ux — crpg(l—z)xjE, uy =» 

aPgQ~z)ylE, uz — —(pgl2E){l2~(l—z)2-o(x2-\-yz)}. The expression for uz satisfies the 

boundary condition uz = 0 only at one point on the lower end of the rod. Hence the solution 

obtained is not valid near the lower end. 

Problem 2. Determine the deformation of a hollow sphere (of external and internal radii 

R% and Rj) with a pressure pt inside and p2 outside. 

Solution. We use spherical co-ordinates, with the origin at the centre of the sphere. 

The displacement vector u is everywhere radial, and is a function of r alone. Hence curl u =0, 

and equation (7.5) becomes grad div u — 0. Hence 

1 d (r2w) 
div u =-— constant = 3 a. 

r2 dr 

or u — ar+b/r2. The components of the strain tensor are (see formulae (1.7)) urr — a—2blr3t 

u99 — — a+bjr3. The radial stress is 

(1 — O''jllj-f T 2ow 

The constants a and b are determined from the boundary conditions: arr = —pY at r — Ru 

and orT = — pz at r — R2. Hence we find 

piRp-feR23 1 ~2o rW(/>i-p>>) 1 l <r 

Rf AY1 E' ' Rif A*,a ‘ IE' 

E 2 E b 

1 — 2o 1 + ar3 

a 
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For example, the stress distribution in a spherical shell with a pressure />, — p inside and 
P2 = 0 outside is given by 

pRi3 / i?23\ pRP / A';.:' \ 

a" Ra3-*!3!1 r3 P ^ ~ °H ~ JR23_7^a(1 1 ,,, )' 

For a thin spherical shell of thickness h = Ri~R1 <^R we have approximately 

u — pR2(l — o)/2Ehf gqq = g^ = 2pR/h, <rrr - k/>y 

where arr is the mean value of the radial stress over the thickness of the shell. 

The stress distribution in an infinite elastic medium with a spherical cavity (<»( utdim it) 
subjected to hydrostatic compression is obtained by putting Rx - Ry It2 /,, o 

P2 — P: 

orr = -p ( 1 
R?\ 

ff»=<7W 
/ Rn \ 

At the surface of the cavity the tangential stresses aee = a^ = ~3/>/2, i.e. they exic««l ihc 
pressure at infinity. 

Problem 3. Determine the deformation of a solid sphere (of radius R) in it-* own gmvj 
tational field. 

Solution. The force of gravity on unit mass in a spherical body is gr/R. Sulmiluting 

this expression in place of g in equation (7.3), we obtain the following equation foi the ... I (.ti 
displacement: 

E(1 — a) d / 1 d (r2u) \ r 

(1 + o)(l — 2cr) dr \ r2 dr / ^ R 

The solution finite for r — 0 which satisfies the condition orr 0 for r it is 

gpR{\ — 2ct)(1 + g) /3~(t r2 \ 
u —--r I-— -I. 

10£(l-a) U + cx RV 

It should be noticed that the substance is compressed (urr < 0) inside a spherical in lm e ol 

radius i?\/{(3 — o-)/3(l +cr)} and stretched outside it (uTr > 0). The presMiie at the u ntie ol 

the sphere is (3 —o)gpR/10(1 — <r). 

Problem 4. Determine the deformation of a cylindrical pipe (of external an.I minn i! i.i<|,, 

R2 and Ri)t with a pressure p inside and no pressure outside, t 

Solution. We use cylindrical co-ordinates, with the 2-axis along the axis ol the pipe 

When the pressure is uniform along the pipe, the deformation is a purely radial displacement 
ur = u(r). Similarly to Problem 2, we have 

1 d(rw) 
div u =- 

r dr 
constant 2a. 

Hence u = ar-\-bjr. The non-zero components of the strain tensor are (see lomnilae {\ H)) 

urr ~ du/dr — a bjrzt ~ ujr — a~\~bjrz. From the conditions 0 at t lt%> 
and orr — —p at r ~ Ru we find 

pRl* (l + a)(l-2«r) ^ pRPR.fi 1 | „ 

/?22-7?i2 ■ E ’ J “ llfi Rr ' R ■ 

f In ProMcms 4, 5 and 7 it is ns-mmc-d llml the length of the t ylindn i » ni.iinl.niird (,•irititiit, m 

that there in no Inii^itiicliinil det<n innlitm. 
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The stress distribution is given by the formulae 

pRi2 W\ 

arr - R22-Ri2V r2 / 

RJ\ _ pRr 

t2 r °** ~ R22-R 

azz = 2p aRi2l(R22 — Ri2). 

Problem 5. Determine the deformation of a cylinder rotating uniformly about its axis. 

Solution. Replacing the gravitational force in (7.3) by the centrifugal force p£l2r (where 
D is the angular velocity), we have in cylindrical co-ordinates the following equation for the 
displacement uT = u(r): 

E{\-a) d/ld(ru)\ d/ld(m)\ = _ ^ 

(1 + a)(l — 2cr) dr \r dr / 

The solution which is finite for r — 0 and satisfies the condition urr = 0 for r — R is 

pQ2(l + cx)(l~2a) 
u = —----r[(3-2o)R2-r2]. 

8E(l-o) LV ' J 

Problem 6. Determine the deformation of a non-uniformly heated sphere with a spherically 
symmetrical temperature distribution. 

Solution. In spherical co-ordinates, equation (7.8) for a purely radial deformation is 

d / 1 d(r2u) 

dr \r2 dr 

\ l + or 
| = a-. 
/ 3(1-a' 

1 + a dr 

3(l — cr) dr 

The solution which is finite for r = 0 and satisfies the condition o„ — 0 for r — R is 

3(1 — 
r2 dr + 

2(1-2a) r 
ii 

jT(r)r 

The temperature T(r) is measured from the value for which the sphere, if uniformly heated, 
is regarded as undeformed. In the above formula the temperature in question is taken as that 
of the outer surface of the sphere, so that T(R) — 0. 

Problem 7. The same as Problem 6, but for a non-uniformly heated cylinder with an 

axially symmetrical temperature distribution. 

Solution. We similarly have in cylindrical co-ordinates 

“ - *w^iT{r)rdr+il-2°)^T('')ri,\ 3(1-a) 

Problem 8. Determine the deformation of an infinite elastic medium with a given tempera¬ 
ture distribution T(xt y, z) which is such that the temperature tends to a constant value To 
at infinity, there being no deformation there. 

Solution. Equation (7.8) has an obvious solution for which curl u 0 and 

div u a(l I (r)\T(x, y, ~) 7«]/3(l o). 

§7 'The equations of equilibrium for isotropic bodies 23 

The vector u, whose divergence is a given function defined in all space and vanishing at 
infinity, and whose curl is zero identically, can be written, as we know from vector analysis 
in the form 

1 r 
u(x, y, z) = - — grad I 

div' u(x', y’, z') 

r = 3/{{x-x')z + {y-y')2 + (z-z')2}. 

We therefore obtain the general solution of the problem in the form 

a(l+a) rT'-T0 

u- ~ dv'- c> 
where T ~ T(x\ y\ z% 

If a finite quantity of heat q is evolved in a very small volume at the origin, the temperatmr 
distribution can be written T-T, = (qlC)S(x)S(y)S(z), where C is the specific heat of the 
medium. The integral in (1) is then q[Cr, and the deformation is given by 

a(l + o)q r 

127i(l — o)C r3 

Problem 9. Derive the equations of equilibrium for an isotropic body (in the absence of 
body forces) m terms of the components of the stress tensor. 

Solution. The required system of equations contains the three equations 

daijcjdxjc = 0 (i) 

and also the equations resulting from the fact that the six different components of uik are 
not independent quantities. To derive these equations, we first write down the system of 
differential relations satisfied by the components of the tensor uik. It is easy to see that the 
quantities 

1 / dui duk\ 

Uik ~ 2\dTk + ~dx) 

satisfy identi. ally the relations 

d2Ujk ^ S2Uim ^ d2Ua d2U/cm 

dxidxm dxidxk dxkdxm dxtdxi 

Here there are only six essentially different relations, namely those corresponding to the fol- 
lowmg values off, 1122,1133, 2233,1123, 2213, 3312. All these are retained if the above 
tensor equation is contracted with respect to l and m: 

d2Ua d2Uu d2Ujd 
AUik + ~— - =-j-. (2) 

oxidxjc dxicdxi dxidxt v ' 

Substituting here uik in terms of „llc according to (5.12) and using (1), we obtain the re- 
quired equations: 

(1 I I 

These equations, .-main valid in ll.r |>.rsrncr ol external forces constant throng!,out the body. 
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Contracting equation (3) with respect to the fmllnu-i i mid h, wr limi that <>, *•<*. 

an is a harmonic function. Takingthe laiplarian <»l equation ( t), wr thru 1m<l that AA«a 
i.e. the components <7,fc are bihannonic hind ions. I hrsr results follow also hom (7.6) 

and (7.7), since oik and uue are linearly related. 

Problem 10. Express the general integral of the equations of equilibrium (in the absence 

of body forces) in terms of an arbitrary biharmonic vector (B. G. Galkkkin 1930). 

Solution. It is natural to seek a solution of equation (7.4) in the form 

u = Af+^4 grad divf. 

Hence div u = (1 -{-A) div Af* Substituting in (7.4), we obtain 

(1 — 2a)AAf+ [2(1 — a)A+l] grad div Af = 0. 

From this we see that, if f is an arbitrary biharmonic vector (A Af = 0), then 

U = Af - -c Srad div f- 
2(1 -cr) 

|>nom .km 1 1. Express the stresses <rrr, o^, or(f) for a plane deformation (in polar co-ordinates 

f > if>) jc; derivatives ol the stress function. 

Solution. Since the required expressions cannot depend on the choice of the initial line 

of <}>, they do not contain <j> explicitly. Hence we can proceed as follows: we transform the 

Cartesian derivatives (7.10) into derivatives with respect to r, <f>, and use the results that 

arr = (<7^-0. °H> = the angle + be'ng measured fr0m the X-3xis- 
Thus 

_19x 

rr r dr r2 d</>2 3r\r dcf> 

Problem 12. Determine the stress distribution in an infinite elastic medium containing 

a spherical cavity and subjected to a homogeneous deformation at infinity. 

Solution. A general homogeneous deformation can be represented as a combination of a 

homogeneous hydrostatic extension (or compression) and a homogeneous shear. The former 

has been considered in Problem 2, so that we need only consider a homogeneous shear. 

T-rt be the homogeneous stress field which would be found in all space if the cavity 

weir jibsent: in a pure shear — 0. The corresponding displacement vector is denoted 

bv u<">, and we seek the required solution in the form u — uW+itf1), where the function u<J> 

■ ii i'.ing from the presence of the cavity is zero at infinity. 
Any solution of the bihannonic equation can be written as a linear combination of centrally 

symmetrical solutions and their spatial derivatives of various orders. The functions ra, 

t I I jt art. independent centrally symmetrical solutions. Hence the most general form of a 

lnhamionic vector u<'>, depending only on the components of the constant tensor 

as parameters anti vanishing at infinity, is 

:,(D = Ach*™- 
dxjc \ r 

+ B GJcl{0)- 
dxidxjcdxi \ r 

- +CW°); 
dxidxjcdxi 

Substituting this expression in equation (7.4), we obtain 

(1 — la)-——- 4—— = [2(1 - 2a)C+(A + 2C)]akp ^ - = 0, 
v dxi2 dXi dxi dxidxkdxi r 

whence A — —4C(1— a). Two further relations between iho constants A, ft, (' are obtained 

from the condition at the surface of the cavity: f«#*■*"* I 9 h*r r li (Ii being the 

25 §* Equilibrium of an elastic medium bounded by a plane 

radius of the cavity, the origin at its centre, and n a unit vector parallel to r). A somewhat 
lengthy calculation, using (1), gives the following values: 

B = Ci?2/5, C = 5R*(l + o)l2E(7~5o). 

The final expression for the stress distribution is 

—*4^(7)s^(t)1 

+7'_5ct(v) {ct-(v) J(CT«<0)nt”i+^kPnm) 

15 iR\3i /R\2) 
-■Sa)(“5+7\7/ 

15 /R\9( 

+ 2(7-5a) (7) V~2<J 
j (l-2*7-(—) JSik<nm(0)ninm. 

In order to obtain the stress distribution for arbitrary (not a pure shear), °) in 

this expression must be replaced by a,*(°> $ik on(°)f and the expression 

r i 
3au(0) Si*+—-(Suc-lnin/c) 

2 r6 

corresponding to a deformation homogeneous at infinity (cf. Problem 2) must be added. We 

may give here the general formula for the stresses at the surface of the cavity: 

(1 - (r)(<W0)- viPnirifc- akPnim) + 

+ vim{0)nWmninjc- aajw(0 -f 
5a— 1 

-oif0\Siic — ninjc) 

Near the cavity, the stresses considerably exceed the stresses at infinity, but this extends 

over only a short distance (the concentration of stresses). For example, if the medium is 

subjected to a homogeneous extension (only crz2((>) different from zero), the greatest stress 

occurs on the equator of the cavity, where 

27-15(7 

~~ 2(7 — 5 a) CTz2<0>' 

§8. Equilibrium of an elastic medium bounded by a plane 

Let us consider an elastic medium occupying a half-space, i.e. bounded 

on one side by an infinite plane, and determine the deformation of the 

2 
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medium caused by forces applied to its free surface.'f The distribution of 

these forces need satisfy only one condition: they must vanish at infinity in 

such a way that there is no deformation at infinity. In such a case the equa¬ 

tions of equilibrium can be integrated in a general form. 

The equation of equilibrium (7.4) holds throughout the space occupied 

by the medium: 

grad divu+(l —2cr)Au = 0. (8.1) 

We seek a solution of this equation in the form 

u — f+ grad</>, (8.2) 

where <j> is some scalar and the vector f satisfies Laplace’s equation: 

Af=0. (8.3) 

Substituting (8.2) in (8.1), we then obtain the following equation for <f>: 

2(1 — o-)A <l> = — divf. (8.4) 

We take the free surface of the elastic medium as the xy-plane; the medium 

is in z > 0. We write the functions fx and fy as the derivatives of some 

functions gx and gy: 

fx = dgxjdz, fy = dgyjdz. (8.5) 

Since fx and fy are harmonic functions, we can always choose the functions 

gx and gy so as to satisfy Laplace’s equation: 

A gx = 0, A gy = o. (8.6) 

Equation (8.4) then becomes 

2(1 - 

dz\ dx dy J 

Since gx, gy and fz are harmonic functions, we easily see that a function 

</> which satisfies this equation can be written as 

L)(/2+^+'|!)+'f' (8-7) 
where f is again a harmonic function: 

A<£ = 0. (8.8) 

j The most direct and regular method of solving this problem is to me I’ounii:h\s method on 

equation (8.1). In that case, however, some fairly romplieated intrgtals have to he rat< ulated. The 

method given below is based on n number nl mlifi< ini tie vires, hut the i ill* illations me simpler. 

§« lufiiilibrium oj an clastic medium bounded by a fdanc 

Thus the problem of determining the displacement u reduces to that 

of finding the functions gXy gy, fZ} t/r, all of which satisfy Laplace’s equation. 

We shall now write out the boundary conditions which must be satisfied at 

the free surface of the medium (the plane z — 0). Since the unit outward 

normal vector n is in the negative ^-direction, it follows from the general 

formula (2.8) that <xiz = — P*. Using for axtc the general expression (5.11) and 

expressing the components of the vector u in terms of the auxiliary quantities 

gx, gy,fz and iffy we obtain after a simple calculation the boundary conditions 

-ygxI 

. dz2 „2=0+ . 

. dz2J 2=0 

dl 1 — 2c 

3*12(1-a)' 2(1 — a)\dx 

= -2(1 +o)Px/E, 

d ( l—2a 1 /dgx 

Igx | dgy 

dx dy. -|] '-sJJz-0 

__f_I 
3vl 2(1 — a) 2(1 — a) \ dx dy 

= -2(1 + 0)Py!E, 

\y{fz~(^+^)+2ir}} = -2(1 + o)Pz/E. (x.lu, Ldsl \ dx dy ] dz)\z^Q 

The components Px, Py, Pz of the external forces applied to the surface air 

given functions of the co-ordinates x and y, and vanish at infinity. 

The formulae by which the auxiliary quantities^, gyyfz andi/j were defined 

do not determine them uniquely. We can therefore impose an arbitrary 

additional condition on these quantities, and it is convenient to make 11 ir 

quantity in the braces in equations (8.9) vanish :f 

,« .X, /%• . dSv\ . A . 
(l-2a)/z 

Then the conditions (8.9) become simply 

; dgy\ dlfj 
-+-? +4(l-a)/=0. 

dz2 . i 

2(1 +a). 2(1+ rr). 

(«.H) 

(8-17) 

Equations (8.10)—(8.12) suffice to determine completely the fiarmnnir 

functions gXy gy, fz and iff. 

For simplicity, we shall consider the case where the free surface of an 

elastic half-space is subjected to a concentrated force F, i.e. one whic h is 

applied to an area so small that it can be regarded as a point. The ell ret of 

this force is the same as that of surface forces given by P = F(3(.v)<S(y), tfir 

origin being at the point of application of the force. If we know tin; solution 

for a concentrated force, we can immediately find the solution for any force 

distribution P(x, j>). For, if 

Ui = Gik{x,y, z)Fk (8.13) 

f We shall not prove line that this condition t an in lari he imposed; this follows from the iibitrin 

>f contradiction in the result. 
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is the displacement due to the action of a concentrated force F applied at 

the origin, then the displacement caused by forces P(a?,y) is given by the 

integralf 

Ui = J jGik(x~x'* y~y'> z)pk{x’> yr) &x(8*14) 

We know from potential theory that a harmonic function / which is zero 

at infinity and has a given normal derivative dfjdz on the plane z = 0 is 

given by the formula 
1 r C r df(x\ y\ z) 1 dx'dy' 

JJl—T,—LoT~' 
where 

r = v«*-*')a+(y-y)a+*a}- 

Since the quantities dgx/dz, dgyjdz and that in the braces in equation (8.10) 

satisfy Laplace’s equation, while equations (8.10) and (8.12) determine the 

values of their normal derivatives on the plane z = 0, we have 

dli+dJi\ +£t = l±l f dx’dy -£i+— +2— =- 
dx dy ] dz 77 E J 

1 + a Fz 

= tt£ 'T 
(8.15) 

d# tt-E1 r 
(8.16) 

where now r = 
The expressions for the components of the required vector u involve the 

derivatives of gXi gy with respect to x, y, z} but not gx, gy themselves. T o 

calculate dgxjdxy dgyjdy, we differentiate equations (8.16) with respect to 

x and y respectively: 

1 T cr FXx l + o- Fyy 

Now, integrating over z from oo to zy we obtain 

dgx l+o Fxx 

dx ttE t{y + z} 

dgy 1 + ° Fyy 

dy 7tE r(r + z) 

We shall not pause to complete the remaining calculations, which are 

elementary but laborious. We determine fz and df/dz from equations (8.11), 

f In mathematical terms, Gik is the ( Jhkkn’s tensor for the equations of equilibrium o( a scim infinite 

medium. 

Equilibrium of an elastic medium bounded by a (done 

(8.15) and (8.17). Knowing df/dz, it is easy to calculate dfjdx and dijj/dy by 

integrating with respect to z and then differentiating with respect to x and y. 

We thus obtain all the quantities needed to calculate the displacement vector 

from (8.2), (8.5) and (8.7). The following are the final formulae: 

\ + oi\xz (1— 2a)xl 2(1 — o)r+z 
--A-L_ Fz + —--~-Fx + 
27rE[\_r3 r(r + z) j r(r + z) 

\2r(or + z) + z2]x ) 
+ L.... V ± -L(xFx +yFy) , 

r6(r + z)z ) 

l + otvyz (1-2 a)y\ 2(1 -a)r+z 

~(xFx+yFy)\, 

r(r + z) J r(r + z) 

[2 r(or + z) + z2]y 

(8.18) 

r3(r + z)2 
{xFx+yFy)\y 

1 + erf T 2(1 — cj) z2 

27tE\ r r3. 
1 Fz+ ; 

1 —2(7 z 1 ) 
^ (xFx+yFy)\. 

r(r + z) r6 J j 

In particular, the displacement of points on the surface of the medium is 

given by putting z = 0: 

1 + ff 1 ( (1—2 o)x 2 ax ) 
% = —- - --~Fz+2(\-<j)Fx+—{xFx+yFy)l 

2ttE r\r r3 ) 

Uy = (1 ~2 —~~Fz+2(1 — F)Fy + ^(xFx+yFy)], l (8.19) 
2ttE r { r r* ) 

uz = (2(l-a)F*+(l-2a)i (xFx+yFy)\. 
2?tE r { r I 

PROBLEM 

Determine the deformation of an infinite elastic medium when a force F is applied to a 

small region in it. f 

Solution. If we consider the deformation at distances r which are large compared with 

the dimension of the region where the force is applied, we can suppose that the force is 

applied at a point. The equation of equilibrium is (cf. (7.2)) 

1 2(1 + cr) 
A u+-—— grad div u =---FS(r), (1) 

1 — Zcr Ih 

where S(r) = 8(#)8(;y)S(;sr), the origin being at the point where the force is applied. We seek 

the solution in the form u = u0 + ui» where u0 satisfies the Poisson-type equation 

2(1 +a) 
Auo =---FS(r). (2) 

f The corresponding problem for an arbitrary infinite anisotropic medium It as been solved by 

I. M. Lifsiiitz and I „. N. Uozknts virtu (Zhurtml i Iron-lit ttrshn) fiwihi 17, '/HI, PM7). 

ii >.i y i 
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We then have for ui the equation 

grad div ui + (l —2ct)Aui = - grad div uo. (3) 

The solution of equation (2) which vanishes at infinity is Uo = (1 + o)Fj27rEr. Taking the 

curl of equation (3), we have A curl ui = 0. At infinity we must have curl ui = 0. But a 

function harmonic in all space and zero at infinity must be zero identically. Thus curl ui = 0, 

and we can therefore write ui = grad<£. From (3) we obtain grad {2(1 — ct)A<£ + div uo} — 0. 

Hence it follows that the quantity in braces is a constant, and it must be zero at infinity; we 

therefore have in all space 

A<f> = - 

div Uo 1 + a 

2(1-a) ~ ~ AirE{\ - a) grad 0- 
If j/f is a solution of the equation A*/' = 1/r, then 

cb =-F • grad iff. 
r 4tt£(1 - o) 

Taking the solution i/r = which has no singularities, we obtain 

l + o- (F*n)n-F 
Ui = grad <f> = —----, 

87rA(l — a) r 

where n is a unit vector parallel to the radius vector r. The final result is 

1 + a (3 —4cr)F+n(n* F) 

U ” 8ttE(1 - a) r * 

On putting this formula into the form (8.13) we obtain the Green’s tensor for the equa¬ 

tions of equilibrium of an infinite isotropic medium :f 

1 + cr ^ 1 
Gik = . -r[(3 - + mtnc]- 

8ttE(1 — a) r 

-8* 1 <Pr - 

_ r 4(1 —a) dxidxjtj 

§9. Solid bodies in contact 

Let two solid bodies be in contact at a point which is not a singular point 

on either surface. Fig. la shows a cross-section of the two surfaces near 

the point of contact O. The surfaces have a common tangent plane at O, 

which we take as the xy-plane. We regard the positive ^-direction as being 

into either body (i.e. in opposite directions for the two bodies) and denote 

the corresponding co-ordinates by z and z'. 

f The fact that the components of the tensor Gik are first-order homogeneous functions of the co¬ 

ordinates xy y, z is evident from arguments of homogeneity applied to the form of equat ion (I), where 

the left-hand side is a linear combination of the second derivatives of the components of the vector u, 

and the right-hand side is a third-order homogeneous function (f>(i/r) a :,‘*(r)). 

This property remains valid iti the general case ol an iiihidaiy anisotropic medium. 

§9 Solid bodies in contact 31 

Near a point of ordinary contact with the wy-plane, the equation of the 

surface can be written 

* = (Tl) 

where summation is understood over the values 1, 2, of the repeated suffixes 

oc, /? (xi ~ xy X2 = y), and kis a symmetrical tensor of rank two, which 

characterises the curvature of the surface: the principal values of the tensor 

KajS are l/2i?iand l/2i?2, where R\ and R% are the principal radii of curvature 

of the surface at the point of contact. A similar relation for the surface of 

the other body near the point of contact can be written 

z' = Kafixaxfi. (•>.;>) 

Let us now assume that the two bodies are pressed together by applied 

forces, and approach a short distance h.j Then a deformation occurs near 

the original point of contact, and the two bodies will be in contact over a 

small but finite portion of their surfaces. Let uz and ufz be the components 

(along the z and zr axes respectively) of the corresponding displacement 

vectors for points on the surfaces of the two bodies. The broken lines 

Fig. 1 

in Fig. lb show the surfaces as they would be in theabsenceof any deforma 

tion, while the continuous lines show the surfaces of the deformed bodies; t he 

letters z and zf denote the distances given by equations (9.1) and (9.2). It 

is seen at once from the figure that the equation 

(z + uz) + (zf + u'z) = hy 
or 

(KaH + K'ag)xaxfl + uz + uz h, C>.3) 

f This contact problem in tin* llirory •»I *• t:inti« ily whs Inst solved hy II III ill/,. 
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holds everywhere in the region of contact. At points outside the region of 

contact, we have 
z+z' +uz + u'z < h. 

We choose the x and y axes to be the principal axes of the tensor Ka/}+ «'ap. 

Denoting the principal values of this tensor by A and i?,j' we can rewrite 

equation (9.3) as 

Ax2 + By2 + uz + u'z = h. (9.4) 

We denote by Pz{x, y) the pressure between the two deformed bodies at 

points in the region of contact; outside this region, of course Pz = 0. To 

determine the relation between Pz and the displacements uz, u'z, we can 

with sufficient accuracy regard the surfaces as plane and use the formulae 

obtained in §8. According to the third of formulae (8.19) and (8.14), the 

displacement uz under the action of normal forces Pz(x, y) is given by 

(9.5) 

where a, a and E, E' are the Poisson’s ratios and the Young’s moduli of the 

two bodies. Since Pz = 0 outside the region of contact, the integration ex¬ 

tends only over this region. It may be noted that, from these formulae, the 

ratio uz)u'z is constant: 

Uzju'z = (l-CT2)£7(l-a'2)£. (9.6) 

The relations (9.4) and (9.6) together give the displacements uz, u'z at every 

point of the region of contact (although (9.5) and (9.6), of course, relate to 

points outside that region also). 

Substituting the expressions (9.5) in (9.4), we obtain 

1/1-a2 l-cr'2\rr 

w( E +~¥ ) J J 
Pz(x', y') 

dx'dy' = h — Ax2 — By2. 

f The quantities A and B are related to the radii of curvature Rlf Rz and R\> R'z by 

2(A+B) = 

+ 2cos2^(—-— 

where <f> is the angle between the normal sections whose radii of curvature arc Rt anil R t. 

The radii of curvature arc regarded m positive il the centre of curvature lies within the body con¬ 

cerned, and negative in the coniimy case. 
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This integral equation determines the distribution of the pressure Pz over 

the region of contact. Its solution can be found by analogy with the following 

results of potential theory. The idea of using this analogy arises as follows: 

firstly, the integral on the left-hand side of equation (9.7) is of a type com¬ 

monly found in potential theory, where such integrals give the potential of a 

charge distribution; secondly, the potential inside a uniformly charged 

ellipsoid is a quadratic function of the co-ordinates. 

If the ellipsoid x2la2+y2jb2jr z2jc2 = 1 is uniformly charged (with volume 

charge density p), the potential in the ellipsoid is given by 

<K*> y> *) 

= 7rpabcj 
a2 + £ b2 + i c2 + £ ) V{(«2 + ZW + £)(<2 + £)} 

In the limiting case of an ellipsoid which is very much flattened in tli 

s’-direction (<c -> 0), we have 

<f>(x9 y) = npabc j 11-- 
x2 y2 \ d£ 

* + £ ~ ¥+£lV{{a2 + $W + fflY 

in passing to the limit c -> 0 we must, of course, put z = 0 for points inside 

the ellipsoid. The potential <f>(x> y> z) can also be written as 

<f>(x,y,z) = J JJ- p Ax' dy'dzf 

V {(x—x')2-j-(y —y')2 + (z—z')2}y 

where the integration is over the volume of the ellipsoid. In passing to tin 

limit c -> 0, we must put z = z' = 0 in the radicand; integrating over z 

between the limits 

± c\/{\ — (x,2ja2) — (y'2/62)}, 

we obtain 

where 

v, y) = 2Pcj J 
dx' dy' 

r = V{(x—x')2+(y—y')2}, 

and the integration is over the area inside the cllipsi 

x'2ja2-\ y'2jh2 : . 1. 
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Equating the two expressions for </>(#, y)> we obtain the identity 

dx'dy' 
1-- 

oo 
Cl x1 

a‘-ti 42+f/V«»2+f)(S2 + {)f} 
0 

Comparing this relation with equation (9.7), we see that the right-hand 

sides are quadratic functions of x and y of the same form, and the left-hand 

sides are integrals of the same form. We can therefore deduce immediately 

that the region of contact (i.e. the region of integration in (9.7)) is bounded 

by an ellipse of the form 

v2 <i)2 

-+y- = 1 (9-9) 
a2 62 

and that the function Pz(x, y) must be of the form 

Pz(x, y) = constant x /II 

Taking the constant such that the integral JJPZ dx dy over the region of 

contact is equal to the given total force F which moves the bodies together, 

we obtain 

Pz{x, y) = (9-10) 

This formula gives the distribution of pressure over the area of the region of 

contact. It may be pointed out that the pressure at the centre of this region 

is | times the mean pressure F/vab. 
Substituting (9.10) in equation (9.7) and replacing the resulting integral 

in accordance with (9.8), we obtain 

iAJ 

"J(« a2 + £ 62-f£ 
d £IV{(<*2+£W+£)£} 

= h — Ax2 — By2, 

where 

D « - 
4 

3 / 1 — cr2 1 — o'2 

This equation must hold identically for all values of x and y inside the 
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ellipse (9.9); the coefficients of x and y and the free terms must therefore be 

respectively equal on each side. Hence we find 

CO 

>f dg 

~jv{(a2+zw+m’ 
(9.11) 

tt j(az+ov{(*2+tw+m’ 

(b* + £W{(a* + £W + m' 

(9.12) 

Equations (9.12) determine the semi-axes a and b of the region of contact 

from the given force F (A and B being known for given bodies). The 

relation (9.11) then gives the distance of approach h as a function of the force 

F. The right-hand sides of these equations involve elliptic integrals. 

Thus the problem of bodies in contact can be regarded as completely 

solved. The form of the surfaces (i.e. the displacements uZi u'z) outside the 

region of contact is determined by the same formulae (9.5) and (9.10); the 

values of the integrals can be found immediately from the analogy with the 

potential outside a charged ellipsoid. Finally, the formulae of §8 enable us to 

find also the deformation at various points in the bodies (but only, of course, 

at distances small compared with the dimensions of the bodies). 

Let us apply these formulae to the case of contact between two spheres of 

radii R and R'. Here A = B = l/2i?+ l/2i?'. It is clear from symmetry 

that a = by i.e. the region of contact is a circle. From (9.12) we find the 

radius a of this circle to be 

a = FW{DRR'I(R + R’)} i'3. (9.13) 

h is in this case the difference between the sum R + R' and the distance be¬ 

tween the centres of the spheres. From (9.10) we obtain the following 

relation between F and h: 

T /I 1 \ 11/3 
h = F2/3 Z)2|-[-1 

. \R R'L 
(9.14) 

It should be noticed that h is proportional to F2/3; conversely, the force F 

varies as A3/2. We can write down also the potential energy U of the spheres 

in contact. Since —F= —dUjdh, we have 

U = A5/2- 
5 Z)V R+R' 

(9.15) 

Finally, it may be mentioned that a relation of the form h = constant x F‘i/:\ 

or F = constant x//3/2, holds not only for spheres but also for other finite 
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bodies in contact. This is easily seen from similarity arguments. If we make 

the substitution 

ai 't,a~ b2 -> <x&2, ■ oPl2F, 

where a is an arbitrary constant, equations (9.12) remain unchanged. In 

equation (9.11), the right-hand side is multiplied by a, and so h must be 

replaced by a.h if this equation is to remain unchanged. Hence it follows 

that F must be proportional to A3/2. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the time for which two colliding elastic spheres remain in contact. 

Solution. In a system of co-ordinates in which the centre of mass of the two spheres is 

at rest, the energy before the collision is equal to the kinetic energy of the relative motion 

where v is the relative velocity of the colliding spheres and /x — inyYn^iirfixF't^h) their 

reduced mass. During the collision, the total energy is the sum of the kinetic energy, which 

may be written and the potential energy (9.15). By the law of conservation of energy 

we have , 
/dh\2 4 / RR (dh\A 

lt — \ + M5/2 = (JLV2, 
R + R 

The maximum approach h0 of the spheres corresponds to the time when their relative velocity 

h — 0, and is h0 — ffi/£)2/5w4/B. 
The time r during which the collision takes place (i.e. h varies from 0 to h$ and back) is 

=2I y/ (V2 — M5/2//x) 
= 2 (Jt)m f 

\ k2VJ J V(i-*2/5)’ 

_ 4yVT(2/5)//^_\1/8 _ , Q, 
T 5I\9/10) \ k2v) \kH! 

By using the statical formulae obtained in the text to solve this problem, we have neglected 

elastic oscillations of the spheres resulting from the collision. If this is legitimate, the velocity 

v must be small compared with the velocity of sound. In practice, however, the validity of 

the theory is limited by the still more stringent requirement that the resulting deformations 

should not exceed the elastic limit of the substance. 

Problem 2. Determine the dimensions of the region of contact and the pressure distri¬ 

bution when two cylinders are pressed together along a generator. 

Solution. In this case the region of contact is a narrow strip along the length of the 

cylinders. Its width 2a and the pressure distribution across it cdh. be found from the formulae 

in the text by going to the limit bja -*• oo. The pressure distribution will be of the form 

pt(x) = constant X V(1 ”^2/«a), where x is the co-ordinate across the strip; normalising 

the pressure to give a force F per unit length, we obtain 

(> ^ 5)- 
Substituting this expression in (9.7) and effecting the integration by means of (9.8), we have 

J ( 
0 

r df 

J («a-i £):,/27 
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One of the radii of curvature of a cylindrical surface is infinite, and the other is the radius 

of the cylinder; in this case, therefore, A = 1/2R + 1/27?', B = 0. We have finally for (It* 

width of the region of contact 

I/16DF RR' \ 

l\ R+R'J 

§10. The elastic properties of crystals 

The change in the free energy in isothermal compression of a crystal is, as 

with isotropic bodies, a quadratic function of the strain tensor. Unlike what 

happens for isotropic bodies, however, this function contains not just iwu 

coefficients, but a larger number of them. The general form of the free energy 

of a deformed crystal is 

F = mniUikUim, (10.1) 

where Xmm is a tensor of rank four, called the elastic modulus tensor. Since 

the strain tensor is symmetrical, the product u^uim is unchanged when the 

suffixes i, k, or /, m, or iy l and ky my are interchanged. Hence we see that the 

tensor A mm can be defined so that it has the same symmetry properties: 

Atklm = Aicilm “ AiJcml = Aimik- (10.7) 

A simple calculation shows that the number of different components of a 

tensor of rank four having these symmetry properties is in general 21. 

In accordance with the expression (10,1) for the free energy, the stress 

tensor for a crystal is given in terms of the strain tensor by 

vac ~ dFjduijc = AmmUlm'j (10.3) 

cf. also the last footnote to this section. 

If the crystal possesses symmetry, relations exist between the various 

components of the tensor \mm> so that the number of independent com 

ponents is less than 21. 

We shall discuss these relations for each possible type of inaeroscopu 

symmetry of crystals, i.e. for each of the crystal classes, dividing these into Hu- 

corresponding crystal systems. 

(1) Triclinic system. Triclinic symmetry (classes C\ and C,;) does not place 

any restrictions on the components of the tensor Xikim, and the system of t o 

ordinates may be chosen arbitrarily as regards the symmetry. All lhe 31 

moduli of elasticity are non-zero and independent. However, the arbitrariness 

of the choice of co-ordinate system enables us to impose additional conditions 

on the components of the tensor Xuana Since the orientation of the co-ordinate 

system relative to the body is defined by three quantities (angles of rotation), 

there can be three such conditions; lor example, three of the components may 
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be taken as zero. Then the independent quantities which describe the elastic 

properties of the crystal will be 18 non-zero moduli and 3 angles defining the 

orientation of the axes in the crystal. 

(2) Monoclinic system. Let us consider the class Cs; we take a co-ordinate 

system with the xy-plane as the plane of symmetry. On reflection in this 

plane, the co-ordinates undergo the transformation x x, y ->j, z —z. 

The components of a tensor are transformed as the products of the corres¬ 

ponding co-ordinates. It is therefore clear that, in the transformation men¬ 

tioned, all components Xmm whose suffixes include z an odd number of 

times (1 or 3) will change sign, while the other components will remain un¬ 

changed. By the symmetry of the crystal, however, all quantities characterising 

its properties (including all components Aikim) must remain unchanged on 

reflection in the plane of symmetry. Hence it is evident that all components 

with an odd number of suffixes z must be zero. Accordingly, the general 

expression for the elastic free energy of a crystal belonging to the monoclinic 

system is 

F — 2 A xxxx^xx" + 2 A yyyyUyy**1 + \XzzzzUz2 + XxxyyUxxUyy H" A xxzzuxxMzz + 

+ XyyzzUyyuzz + 2A xyxyuxy2 + 2A xzxzuxz* 2A yzyzUyz1 + 2A xxxyuxxuxy H“ 

+ 2AyyyxUyyUyx~\- 2XxyzzUXyUzz-\- 4Axzyzuxzuyz* (10.4) 

This contains 13 independent coefficients. A similar expression is obtained 

for the class C2, and also for the class C2/0 which contains both symmetry 

elements (C2 and o^). In the argument given, however, the direction of only 

one co-ordinate axis (that of z) is fixed; those of x and y can have arbitrary 

directions in the perpendicular plane. This arbitrariness can be used to make 

one coefficient, say A$yzz, vanish by a suitable choice of axes. Then the 13 

quantities which describe the elastic properties of the crystal will be 12 non¬ 

zero moduli and one angle defining the orientation of the axes in the xy-plane. 

(3) Orthorhombic system. In all the classes of this system (C2v, D2, Z)2fc)the 

choice of co-ordinate axes is determined by the symmetry, and the expression 

obtained for the free energy is the same for each class. 

Let us consider, for example, the class Z>2Tj ; we take the three planes of 

symmetry as the co-ordinate planes. Reflections in each of these planes are 

transformations in which one co-ordinate changes sign and the other tAvo 

remain unchanged. It is evident therefore that the only non-zero components 

Kkim are those whose suffixes contain each of x, y, z an even number of times; 

the other components would have to change sign on reflection in some plane 

of symmetry. Thus the general expression for the free energy in the ortho¬ 

rhombic system is 

F = AA 2^xxxxuxx2 + 2^yyyyllyy2 + i A zzzzFzz* + A xxyyuxxuyy H“ A xxzzuxxuzz + 

+ A yyzzuyyuzz + 2A xyxyuxy2 + 2XxzxzUxz2 2A yzyz^y2 • (10.5) 

It contains nine moduli of elasticity. 
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(4) Tetragonal system. Let us consider the class C4w; we take the axis 

as the s’-axis, and the x and y axes perpendicular to two of the vertical 

planes of symmetry. Reflections in these two planes signify transformations 

x — x, y z-+z 

and 

x-+x, y -> -y, z^z; 

all components Xmm with an odd number of like suffixes therefore vanish. 

Furthermore, a rotation through an angle about the axis C4 is the trans¬ 

formation 

Hence we have 

x ->y, v — xy z -> z. 

Xxxxx — Ayyyy> AXXZZ “* XyyZZ> Xxzxz — Xyzyz. 

The remaining transformations in the class C4v do not give any fmthei 

conditions. Thus the free energy of crystals in the tetragonal system is 

F - \Xxzxx(uxx2 + Uyy2) + 2XzzzzUzz2 4" Xxxzz(uxxUzz + Uyyllzz) -f- 

+ XxxyyUxxUyy -f 2A xyxyllxy2 + ^Xzzxz(tix^ + Uyz2) • (10.fi) 

It contains six moduli of elasticity. 

A similar result is obtained for those other classes of the tetragonal system 

where the natural choice of the co-ordinate axes is determined by symmetry 

(Did, £>4, In the classes C4, *S4, Q*, on the other hand, only the choice 

of the #-axis is unique (along the axis C4 or S4). The requirements of symmetry 

then allow a further component Xxxxy = ~Ayyyx in addition to those which 

appear in (10.6). These components may be made to vanish by suilahlv 

choosing the directions of the x and y axes, and F then reduces to the form 

(10.6). 

(5) Rhombohedral system. Let us consider the class C3v; we take the third 

order axis as the #-axis, and the y-axis perpendicular to one of the vertical 

planes of symmetry. In order to find the restrictions imposed on the com 

ponents of the tensor A mm by the presence of the axis C3, it is convenient 

to make a formal transformation using the complex co-ordinates f .v | iy, 

f] = x—iy, the z co-ordinate remaining unchanged. We transform the 

tensor Xmm to the new co-ordinate system also, so that its suffixes take the 

values rj, s. It is easy to see that, in a rotation through 2tt/3 about the 

axis C3, the new co-ordinates undergo the transformation £ - > 

7] -> rje~2ni/3, z -+z. By symmetry only those components Xmm which are 

unchanged by this transformation can be different from zero, These com 

ponents are evidently the ones whose suffixes contain f three times, or y 

three times (since (e2*i/3)3 = e2”* = 1), or £ and r\ the same nmnher of limes 
O—d /o n—j /o * \ ’ ^ 

(since e27Tme~Zri/^ = 1), i.c. XZ2 
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Furthermore, a reflection in the symmetry plane perpendicular to the y-axis 

gives the transformation x -> x> y -> —y, z -> #, or £ -> rjy rj £. Since 

becomes Aw* in this transformation, these two components must be 

equal. Thus crystals of the rhombohedral system have only six moduli of 

elasticity. In order to obtain an expression for the free energy, we must form 

the sum ^AmmUucUim, in which the suffixes take the values £, rj, z; since F 

is to be expressed in terms of the components of the strain tensor in 

the co-ordinates x, y, z, we must express in terms of these the components 

in the co-ordinates £, 77, z. This is easily done by using the fact that the 

components of the tensor ua transform as the products of the corresponding 

co-ordinates. For example, since 

it follows that 

£2 = = x2—y2jc 2ixy, 

= uXx Uyy T /2duxy* 

Consequently, the expression for F is found to be 

F ~ |AzzzzUzz2, + 2\gV£V(uXx + llyy)2 + ^uvv^Uxx ~ Uyy)2 + ^Uxy2} ~*~ 

+ 2X^ZZ(uXX + Uyy)uZZ + 4A £Z7}z{Uxz' 4“ UyZ2) + 4A £££z{{uXX “ Uyy)UXZ — 2 UxyUyz}. 

(10.7) 

This contains 6 independent coefficients. A similar result is obtained for the 

classes D3 and but in the classes C3 and S$, where the choice of the x and y 

axes remains arbitrary, requirements of symmetry allow also a non-zero value 

of the difference Agg£J8 — \)vnz- This, however, can be made to vanish by a 

suitable choice of the x and y axes. 

(6) Hexagonal system. Let us consider the class C§; we take the sixth- 

order axis as the z-axis, and again use the co-ordinates £ = x + iy, 77 = x—iy. 

In a rotation through an angle %ir about the s-axis, the co-ordinates £, 77 

undergo the transformation f -» £^/3, rj -> rje“^/3. Hence we see that only 

those components A mm are non-zero which contain the same number of 

suffixes £ and 77. These are AZZZZy A^,, A^r A^vzz, AgZvz* Other symmetry 

elements in the hexagonal system give no further restrictions. There are 

therefore only five moduli of elasticity. The free energy is 

F = ^A zZZzUzz* + + Uyy)2 + Ag£Vl}[{UXX *” Uyy)2 T ^Uxy2] T 

+ 2AZyZzUzziUxX + Uyy) 4* 4A£Z7jZ{UX2 + UyZ2). (10.8) 

It should be noticed that a deformation in the xy-plane (for which uxx, 

Uyy and uxy are non-zero) is determined by only two moduli of elasticity, 

as for an isotropic body; that is, the elastic properties of a hexagonal crystal 

are isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the sixth-order axis. 

For this reason the choice of axis directions in this plane is unimportant and 

does not affect the form of F. The expression (10.8) therefore applies to all 

classes of the hexagonal system. 
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(7) Cubic system. We take the axes along the three fourth-order axes of 

the cubic system. Since there is tetragonal symmetry (with the fourth-order 

axis in the direction), the number of different components of the tensor 

^ikim is limited to at most the following six: \xxxx> Azzzzj Axxzzi AXxyy> Axyxy> 

Axzxz- Rotations through about the x and y axes give respectively the 

transformations x ->#, y -» — z> z ->yy and x ->#, y ->y9 z -> —x. The 

components listed are therefore equal in successive pairs. Thus there remain 

only three different moduli of elasticity. The free energy of crystals of the 

cubic system is 

F — \^xxxx{ux0? + Uyy2 + UZZ2) + A XXyy(ll XxUyy + UxxUzZ + UyyUzz) + 
+ 2A xyxyiUxy2 + UXZl + uyz5 ). (10.9) 

We may recapitulate the number of independent parameters (elastic moduli 

or angles defining the orientation of axes in the crystal) for the classes of the 

various systems: 

Triclinic 21 

Monoclinic 13 

Orthorhombic 9 

Tetragonal (C4, S4, C4/*) 7 

Tetragonal (C4v, D2d> Dh DAh) 6 

Rhombohedral (C3, 5*6) 7 

Rhombohedral (CsVj D3, Z)3,/) 6 

Hexagonal 5 

Cubic 3 

The least number of non-zero moduli that is possible by suitable choice ol 

the co-ordinate axes is the same for all the classes in each system: 

Triclinic 18 

Monoclinic 12 

Orthorhombic 9 

Tetragonal 6 

Rhombohedral 6 

Hexagonal 5 

Cubic 3 

All the above discussion relates, of course, to single crystals. Polycrystal I me 

bodies whose component crystallites are sufficiently small may be regarded 

as isotropic bodies (since we are concerned with deformations in regions 

large compared with the dimensions of the crystallites). Like any isotropic 

body, a polycrystal has only two moduli of elasticity. It might be thought at 

first sight that these moduli could be obtained from those of the individual 

crystallites by simple averaging. This is not so, however. If we regard the 

deformation of a polycrystal as the result of a deformation of its component 

crystallites, it would in principle be necessary to solve the equations ol 
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equilibrium tor every crystallite, taking into account the appropriate boun¬ 
dary conditions at their surfaces of separation. Hence we see that the relation 
between the elastic properties of the whole crystal and those of its component 
crystallites depends on the actual form of the latter and the amount of correla¬ 
tion of their mutual orientations. There is therefore no general relation 
between the moduli of elasticity of a polycrystal and those of a single crystal 
of the same substance. 

The moduli of an isotropic polycrystal can be calculated with fair accuracy 
from those of a single crystal only when the elastic properties of the single 
crystal are nearly isotropic.f In a first approximation, the moduli of elasticity 
of the polycrystal can then simply be put equal to the “isotropic part” of the 
moduli of the single crystal. In the next approximation, terms appear which 
are quadratic in the small “anisotropic part” of these moduli. It is foundj 
that these correction terms are independent of the shape of the crystallites 
and of the correlation of their orientations, and can be calculated in a general 
form. 

Finally, let us consider the thermal expansion of crystals. In isotropic 
bodies, the thermal expansion is the same in every direction, so that the 
strain tensor in free thermal expansion is (see §6) z/^ = |a(jT— To)8ijCy where 
a is the thermal expansion coefficient. In crystals, however, we must put 

Uik = £a**(r-7o), (10.10) 

where is a tensor of rank two, symmetrical in the suffixes i and k. Let us 
calculate the number of independent components of this tensor in crystals 
of the various systems. The simplest way of doing this is to use the result of 
tensor algebra that to every symmetrical tensor of rank two there corresponds 
a tensor ellipsoid.§ It follows at once from considerations of symmetry that, 
for triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic symmetry, the tensor ellipsoid has 
three axes of different length. For tetragonal, rhombohedral and hexagonal 
symmetry, on the other hand, we have an ellipsoid of revolution (with its 
axis of symmetry along the axes C4, C3 and C$ respectively). Finally, for cubic 
symmetry the ellipsoid becomes a sphere. An ellipsoid of three axes is 
determined by three quantities, an ellipsoid of revolution by two, and a 
sphere by one (the radius). Thus the number of independent components 
of the tensor a** in crystals of the various systems is as follows: triclinic, 
monoclinic and orthorhombic, 3; tetragonal, rhombohedral and hexagonal, 2; 
cubic, 1. 

Crystals of the first three systems are said to be biaxial, and those of the 
second three systems uniaxial. It should be noticed that the thermal expan¬ 
sion of crystals of the cubic system is determined by one quantity only, i.e. 
they behave in this respect as isotropic bodies. 

t For a “nearly isotropic” cubic crystal (e.g.), the difference Xxxxx ~^xxyy — l^xyxy must be small. 
t I. M. Lifshitz and I,. N. RozfntkvfTc, Z/nmnlrhsfu-rimcntat'imi i trnretirhvskal jizihi 16, 967, 1946. 
§ Determined by the equation Qr.,flxlxic I. 
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PROBLEM 

Determine the Young’s modulus of a cubic crystal as a function of direction. 

Solution. We take the axes of co-ordinates along the three axes of the fourth order. I ,ri 

the axis of a rod cut from the crystal be in the direction of the unit vector n. The st mss 

tensor one in the extended rod must satisfy the following conditions: when one is multiplied 

by nu the resulting extension force must be parallel to n (condition at the ends of the rod); 

when it is multiplied by a vector perpendicular to n, the result must be zero (condition on die 

sides of the rod). Such a tensor must be of the form oik — pnenkf where p is the extension 

force per unit area of the ends of the rod. Calculating the components one by means of iIn- 

expression (10.9) for the free energyf and comparing them with the formulae oik -= pn^k, 

we find the components of the strain tensor to be 

uxx = p 
(ci + 2c2)nx2—c2 

(ci-C2)(c1+2c2y 
uxy — Pnxnyl2cs, 

and similarly for the remaining components. Here we have put AXxxx = cu 

^xyxy ~ C$. 

Axxyy 

The relative longitudinal extension of the rod is m = (d/'—d/)/d/, where dV is given by 

formula (1.2) and dxjdl — nf. For small deformations this gives u = uiminic. The Younc’s 

modulus is determined by the coefficient of proportionality in p ~ Eu} and is 

C1 + C2, 

(c\ + 2c2){ci-c2) C\-C2 
nx2ny2 + nx2nz2 + n '1/W) 

E has extremum values in the directions of the edges (i.e. of the co-ordinate axes) and of the 

spatial diagonals of the cube. 

f In calculating the following fact must be borne in mind. If we effect the calculation, not 

directly from the formulae one — AnamUim, but by differentiation of the expression for the free energy 

with respect to the components of the tensor uik, the derivatives with respect to Ufa with i -/■ h give 

twice the values of the corresponding components one. This is because the expressions one — db'jdn,^ 
are meaningful only as indicating that dF — otfc dune] in the sum one dw,-*, however, the term in tbc 
differential duue for each component with i 3= k of the symmetrical tensor appears twice. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EQUILIBRIUM OF RODS AND PLATES 

§11. The energy of a bent plate 

In this chapter we shall study some particular cases of the equilibrium of 

deformed bodies, and we begin with that of thin deformed plates. When we 

speak of a thin plate, we mean that its thickness is small compared with its 

dimensions in the other two directions. The deformations themselves are 

supposed small, as before. In the present case the deformation is small if the 

displacements of points in the plate are small compared with its thickness. 

The general equations of equilibrium are considerably simplified when 

applied to thin plates. It is more convenient, however, not to derive these 

simplified equations directly from the general ones, but to calculate afresh 

the free energy of a bent plate and then vary that energy. 

When a plate is bent, it is stretched at some points and compressed at 

others: on the convex side there is evidently an extension, which decreases 

as we penetrate into the plate, finally becoming zero, after which a gradually 

increasing compression is found. The plate therefore contains a neutral 

surface, on which there is no extension or compression, and on opposite sides 

of which the deformation has opposite signs. The neutral surface clearly 

lies midway through the plate. 

Fig. 2 

We take a co-ordinate system with the origin on the neutral surface and the 

ar-axis normal to the surface. The yy-plane is that of the undeformed plate. 

We denote by £ the vertical displacement of a point on the neutral surface, 

i.e. its z co-ordinate (Fig. 2). The components of its displacement in the 

xy-plane are evidently of the second order of smallness relative to £, and can 

therefore be put equal to zero. Thus the displacement vector for points on the 

neutral surface is 

uj® - «;v(0) = 0, 
44 

«Z<0) = t(x9 y). (11.1) 

§11 The energy oj a bail plate 45 

For further calculations it is necessary to note the following property of 

the stresses in a deformed plate. Since the plate is thin, comparatively small 

forces on its surface are needed to bend it. These forces are always consider¬ 

ably less than the internal stresses caused in the deformed plate by the ex¬ 

tension and compression of its parts. We can therefore neglect the forces l\ 

in the boundary condition (2.8), leaving = 0. Since the platfe is only 

slightly bent, we can suppose that the normal vector n is along the z-axis. 

Thus we must have on both surfaces of the plate uXz = oyz = azz = 0. Since 

the plate is thin, however, these quantities must be small within the plate 

if they are zero on each surface. We therefore conclude that the components 

aXZy oyZy ozz are small compared with the remaining components of the stress 

tensor everywhere in the plate. We can therefore equate them to zero and 

use this condition to determine the components of the strain tensor. 

By the general formulae (5.13), we have 

°zy — i uzyy 
1 + cr 

°zz — ~ — - {(1 — o)uzz-\- o(uXx + uyy)}> 
(1 + cr)(l — Za) 

(11.2) 

Equating these expressions to zero, we obtain 8ux/Sz = — <hizl<)xt 

duyjdz = - duz/dyy uzz = - <r(uxx+uyy)l( 1-cr). In the first two of these 

equations uz can, with sufficient accuracy, be replaced by £(x, y):duxl<)z 

— dljdXy duy/dz = — d£/dy, whence 

ux z= —z dfydx, uy = — zd^jdy. (11.3) 

The constants of integration are put equal to zero in order to make 

ux = uy — 0 for z = 0. 

Knowing ux and uy, we can determine all the components of the strain 

tensor: 

uxx = -zd2£jdx2, Uyy = -zd^jdy2, uxy = -zd2lldxdy, 

a /dH a2£\ (H.4) 
UZZ — UyZ — 0, UZZ — - #1 + \' 

1 — cr \ dx2 dy2 

We can now calculate the free energy F per unit volume of the plate, using 

the general formula (5.10). A simple calculation gives the expression 

I*-)'- «5.1). (ii.5, 
1 + <j\ 2(1 — a) \ dx2 dy21 W dxdyj dx2 dy2 J ) 

The total free energy of the plate is obtained by integrating over the volume. 

The integration over z is from - \h to -| \h, where h is the thickness of the 
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plate, and that over xy y is over the surlace of the plate. The result is that 
the total free energy Fpl = JF dV of a deformed plate is 

W/[ 72)J J L\ dz 

+ 2(1 — a) 

d2£ 32£\2 

dx2 dy2 / 

//. ^ )2 a2c 92q- 
l\dxdy) dx2 dy2 )_ 

dx dy; (11.6) 

the element of area can with sufficient accuracy be written as dx dy simply, 
since the deformation is small. 

Haying obtained the expression for the free energy, we can regard the plate 

as being of infinitesimal thickness, i.e. as being a geometrical surface, since 

we are interested only in the form which it takes under the action of the 

applied forces, and not in the distribution of deformations inside it. The 

quantity £ is then the displacement of points on the plate, regarded as a surface, 
when it is bent. 

§12. The equation of equilibrium for a plate 

T he equation of equilibrium for a plate can be derived from the condition 

that its free energy is a minimum. To do so, we must calculate the variation 
of the expression (11.6). 

We divide the integral in (11.6) into two, and vary the two parts separately. 

The first integral can be written in the form J(A £)2 d/, where dIf = dx dy 

is a surface element and A = d2/dx2d2jdy2 is here (and in §§13, 14) the 

two-dimensional Laplacian. Varying this integral, we have 

SjJ(A£)2 d/ = Ja£AS£c1/ 

= J A £ div grad S£ d[/ 

= Jdiv (A £ grad SO dIf- JgradSC • grad AC d/. 

All the vector operators, of course, relate to the two-dimensional co-ordinate 

system (x, y). The first integral on the right can be transformed into an 

integral along a closed contour enclosing the plate :f 

Jdiv (AC grad SQ d/ = J AC(n • gradSC) d l 

where djdn denotes differentiation along the outward normal to the contour. 

f The transformation formula for two-dimensional integrals is exactly analogous to the one for three 
lmensions. The volume element dFis replaced by the surface element d/ (a scalar), and the surface 

element df is replaced by a contour element d/ multiplied by the vector n along the outward normal to 
the contour. The integral over d/is converted into one over d/ by replacing the operator dfd/Uxi by 

d/. for instance, ii </• is a scalar, we have f gnitl «/• ilf jr/.n <1/. 
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In the second integral we use the same transformation to obtain 

J grad SC • grad AC d/ = Jdiv (SC grad AC) df- JSC A2C df 

= JsC(n . grad AC) dl- JSCA2C df 

= JsC^d/-JsCA2Cd^. 

Substituting these results, we find that 

Si f(AC)2 df = JsCA2C df- <f SC——^ d/+ <( AC-t— dl. 
J J J on J on 

(12.1) 

The transformation of the variation of the second integral in (11.6) is 

somewhat more lengthy. This transformation is conveniently effected in 

components, and not in vector form. We have 

g ff/ d2£ \2 a2£ d2£ 

J I \ dxdy) dx2 dy2 

ffo a2£ a2§£ a2£ a2S£ a2S£ a2£) ^ 
J l dxdy dxdy dx2 dy2 dx2 dy2) 

The integrand can be written 

_a2£_ _ as£_a2£\ a /as£ a2£ as£ a2£\ 
dx\dy dxdy dx dy2/ dy\ dx dxdy dy dx2/y 

i.e. as the (two-dimensional) divergence of a certain vector. The variation 

can therefore be written as a contour integral: 

asc a2C asc a2C 
dx dxdy dy dx2 

+ <b dZ cos e “1 .11 _ 111 AJM (12.2) 
J [dy dxdy dx dy2) K ’ 

where 0 is the angle between the .Y-axis and tlie normal to the contour (Fig. 3). 

asc a2c asc 92C 
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The derivatives of 8£ with respect to x and y are expressed in terms of 

its derivatives along the normal n and the tangent 1 to the contour: 

a a . a 
— = cos #-sin 0—, 
dx dn dl 

a . a a 
— = sin a—f- cos a—. 
dy dn dl 

Then formula (12.2) becomes 

•JO dx2 dy2) 

= <£d/—(2sin0cos 0-- 
a2A 

-cos26—-> + 
dy2 J dn l dxdy dx2 dy2) 

r dSU . / 82£ 82A . 82£ \ 
4- (j) dl-j sin a cos # j-) 4- (cos2a — sin2#)—— . 

j dl [ \ dy2 dx2} dxdy) 

The second integral may be integrated by parts. Since it is taken along a 

closed contour, the limits of integration are the same point, and we have 

simply 

— cp d/S£- sin a cos a 
d2i d2i 

-I 4- (cos2a — sin2a) - 

Collecting all the above expressions and multiplying by the coefficients 

shown in formula (11.6), we obtain the following final expression for the 

variation of the free energy: 

12(1-a2) 
-(/AW- 

-<J)8£d/ + (1 ~ cr)~^(sin 9 cos d ( 
d2t d2l) 

4-(cos2# — sin2#)- 

4- (j) d/| A^+(l — cr)^2 sin a cos #- 

d2t dH\\\ 
— sin2a—- -cos2#—- . 

dx2 dy2/)/ 
(12.3) 

In order to derive from this the equation of equilibrium for the plate, we 

must equate to zero the sum of the variation 8F and the variation 8U of the 

potential energy of the plate due to the external forces acting on it. This 

latter variation is minus the work clone by the external forces in deforming the 

§12 The equation of equilibrium for a [date 

plate. Let P be the external force acting on the plate, per unit area ] anj 

normal to the surface. Then the work done by the external forces when the 

points on the plate are displaced a distance S£ is JP8£ dIf. Thus the condition 

for the total free energy of the plate to be a minimum is 

&Fvi — jP8l d/ = 0. 

On the left-hand side of this equation we have both surface and contour 

integrals. The surface integral is 

A2£-PS£d/. 
J 112(1-a2) J 

The variation 8£ in this integral is arbitrary. The integral can therefore 

vanish only if the coefficient of S£ is zero, i.e. 

12(1-a2) 
■A H-P = o. (12.5) 

This is the equation of equilibrium for a plate bent by external forces acting 

on itj. 

The boundary conditions for this equation are obtained by equating to 

zero the contour integrals in (12.3). Here various particular cases have t<> |)C 

considered. Let us suppose that part of the edge of the plate is free, i.c. no 

external forces act on it. Then the variations S£ and 8d^fdn on this part of 

the edge are arbitrary, and their coefficients in the contour integrals mu^t be 

zero. This gives the equations 

; a ( i a2£ a2A 
-+(1 — cr)—|cos# sin#( —  —) 4- 

\ dx2 dy2/ 

+ (sin2# — cos2#)-\ = 0, 
dxdy) 

[ d2t d2l d2Z) 
A£ + (l-<O2sin0cos0—-sin20— -cos20—■-J = 0, 

' [ dxdy dx2 dyL) 

(12.6) 

(12.7) 

which must hold at all free points on the edge of the plate. 

The boundary conditions (12.6) and (12.7) are very complex. Considerable 

simplifications occur when the edge of the plate is clamped or supported [j 

it is clamped (Fig. 4a), no vertical displacement is possible, and moreover n() 

j- The force P mny l>c the result of hotly forces (c.g. the force of gravity), *s then equal p, ||IC 

integral of the hotly force over the thirknrsH of the plate. 

J The coeOicient /> /i7i#/12(l —o1) in thin «*cpmtioii is culled the flexural rigidity or ‘VlitttjfUill 

rigidity of the phite. 
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bending is possible at the edge. The angle through which a given part of the 

edge turns from its initial position is (for small displacements £) the derivative 

d£/dn. Thus the variations S£ and S3£/5w must be zero at clamped edges, so 

that the contour integrals in (12.3) are zero identically. The boundary con¬ 

ditions have in this case the simple form 

£ = 0, d£ldn = 0. (12.8) 

The first of these expresses the fact that the edge of the plate undergoes no 

vertical displacement in the deformation, and the second that it remains 

horizontal. 

Fig. 4 

It is easy to determine the reaction forces on a plate at a point where it 

is clamped. These are equal and opposite to the forces exerted by the plate 

on its support. As we kfiow from mechanics, the force in any direction is 

equal to the space derivative, in that direction, of the energy. In particular, 

the force exerted by the plate on its support is given by minus the derivative 

of the energy with respect to the displacement £ of the edge of the plate, and 

the reaction force by this derivative itself. The derivative in question, how¬ 

ever, is just the coefficient of 8£ in the second integral in (12.3). Thus the 

reaction force per unit length is equal to the expression on the left of equation 

(12.6) (which, of course, is not now zero), multiplied by 2?/i3/12(l — a2). 

Similarly, the moment of the reaction forces is given by the expression on 

the left of equation (12.7), multiplied by the same factor. This follows at 

once from the result of mechanics that the moment of the force is equal to 

the derivative of the energy with respect to the angle through which the 

body turns. This angle is d£/8w, so that the corresponding moment is given 

by the coefficient of 8S£/d« in the third integral in (12.3). Both these expres¬ 

sions (that for the force and that for the moment) can be very much simplified 

by virtue of the conditions (12.8). Since £ and d£jdn are zero everywhere on 

the edge of the plate, their tangential derivatives of all orders are zero also. 

Using this and converting the derivatives with respect to x andy in (12.6) 

and (12.7) into those in the directions of n and 1, we obtain the following 

simple expressions for the reaction force F and the reaction moment M: 

(12.10) 

§12 The (qua!inn of vquilihrium for a fy/atv 51 

Another important case is that where the plate is supported (Mg. 4b), 

i.e. the edge rests on a fixed support, but is not clamped to it. In this case 

there is again no vertical displacement at the edge of the plate (i.e. on (lie 

line where it rests on the support), but its direction can vary. Accordingly, 

we have in (12.3) S£ — 0 in the contour integral, but d8£jdn ^ 0. lienee 

only the condition (12.7) remains valid, and not (12.6). The expression on the 

left of (12.6) gives as before the reaction force at the points where the plate is 

supported; the moment of this force is zero in equilibrium. The boundary 

condition (12.7) can be simplified by converting to the derivatives in the direc¬ 

tion of n and 1 and using the fact that, since £ = 0 everywhere on the edge, the 

derivatives d£jdl and d2£/0/2 are also zero. We then have the boundary 

conditions in the form 

a2£ dd d£ 
-j_ (j- 

dn2 dl dn 
(12.11) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the deflection of a circular plate (of radius R) with clamped edges, 

placed horizontally in a gravitational field. 

Solution. We take polar co-ordinates, with the origin at the centre of the plate. The force 

on unit area of the surface of the plate is P — phg. Equation (12.5) becomes Aa£ -- 64/1, 

where /l = 3/>g(l — a^/^h^E; positive values of £ correspond to displacements downward. 

Since £ is a function of r only, we can put A = r~l d(rd/dr)/dr. The general integral is 

£ — pr^d-ar^d-bd-cr2 log(r/i?) +d \og(rjR). In the case in question we must put d 0, 

since log(r/jR) becomes infinite at r =* 0, and c = 0, since this term gives a singularity in 

A £ at r = 0 (corresponding to a force applied at the centre of the plate; see Problem 3). The? 

constants a and b are determined from the boundary conditions £ = 0, d£/dr — 0 for r K 

The result is £ = P(R2— r2)2. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a plate with supported edges. 

Solution. The boundary conditions (12.11) for a circular plate are 

d2£ a d£ 
£ = 0, —! + = 0. 

dr2 r dr 

The solution is similar to that of Problem 1, and the result is 

C = f3(R2-r2)(5-^R2-rz). 

Problem 3. Determine the deflection of a circular plate with clamped edges when a form 

/ is applied to its centre. 

Solution. We have A3£ — o everywhere except at the origin. Integration gives 

£ = or1 -f b -f cr1 log(r/R\ 

the log r term ngnin being omitted. The total force on the plate is equal to the force f at its 
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centre. The integral of A2£ over the surface of the plate must therefore he 

277 rA2£ dr = 

Hence c = 3(1 —o2)fl2nEhd. The constants a and b are determined from the boundary 

conditions. The result is 

3/( 1-a2) 
C = log(R/r)]. 

Problem 4. The same as Problem 3, but for a plate with supported edges. 

Solution. 

3/(1 -*2) [-3 + 

\-rrEB 

r3 + <r /n 
-(R2-r2)-2r2 log— . 

,1 + 0- r. 

Problem 5. Determine the deflection of a circular plate suspended by its centre and in a 

gravitational field. 

Solution. The equation for £ and its general solution are the same as in Problem 1. 

Since the displacement at the centre is £ — 0, we have c = 0. The constants a and b are 

determined from the boundary conditions (12.6) and (12.7), which are, for circular symmetry, 

dA£ = d /d^+ldA = o 

dr \ dr2 r dr/ 

d2£ a d£ 
—+- — = 0. 
dr2 r dr 

The result is 

R 3 + ul 
f = £r2 r2 + 8R2 log — + 2jR2-. 

L r 1 + o-J 

Problem 6. A thin layer (of thickness h) is torn off a body by external forces acting against 

surface tension forces at the surface of separation. With given external forces, equilibrium is 

established for a definite area of the surface separated and a definite shape of the layer 

removed (Fig. 5). Derive a formula relating the surface tension to the shape of the 

layer removed.! 

_ 

Solution. The layer removed can be regarded as a plate with one edge (the line of separa¬ 

tion) clamped. The bending moment on the layer is given by formula (12.10). The work 

done by this moment when the length of the separated surface increases by 8# is 

Mdsydx = MSx&ydx2 

(the work of the bending force F itself is a second-order quantity). The equilibrium condition 

is that this work should be equal to the change in the surface energy, i.e. to 2aSx, where a is 

1 This problem was discussed by I. V. OnuitlMOV (1930) hi connection with a method which ho 

developed for measuring the surface tension of mica. The mcasiurmeiits which hr made by this 

method were the first direct measurements of the surface tension of solids. 

§13 Lon^i/udinol defontm/ions 4>f fdolrs S3 

the surface-tension coefficient, the lad or 2 allowing for the creation of two free surfaces by 

the separation. Thus 

eh3 /a2^2 

24(1 —a2) w/ * 

§13. Longitudinal deformations of plates 

Longitudinal deformations occurring in the plane of the plate, and not 

resulting in any bending, form a special case of deformations of thin plates. 

Let us derive the equations of equilibrium for such deformations. 

If the plate is sufficiently thin, the deformation may be regarded as uniform 

over its thickness. The strain tensor is then a function of x and y only (the 

#y-plane being that of the plate) and is independent of z. Longitudinal 

deformations of a plate are usually caused either by forces applied to its edges 

or by body forces in its plane. The boundary conditions on both surfaces of 

the plate are then atjctijc = 0, or, since the normal vector is parallel in the 

#-axis, viZ = 0, i.e. oxz = ayz = ozz — 0. It should be noticed, howevei, 

that in the approximate theory given below these conditions continue t<> 

hold even when the external tension forces are applied to the surfaces of the 

plate, since these forces are still small compared with the resulting longi ¬ 

tudinal internal stresses (aXXy ayyy oXy) in the plate. Since they arc zero at 

both surfaces, the quantities axz, oyz, ozz must be small throughout the 

thickness of the plate, and we can therefore take them as approximately zero 

everywhere in the plate. 

Equating to zero the expressions (11.2), we obtain the relations 

Uzz ~ Gfaxx T ^2/2/)/(l — °r)j UXZ ~ Uyz =0. (13.1) 

Substituting in the general formulae (5.13), we obtain for the non-zero com¬ 

ponents of the stress tensor 

E 
°xx — “ ~{uxx^~ aUyy)> 

1 — cr2 

E 
°yy ~ z „{uyy + cnixx)> (1 h2) 

1 — cr2 

E 
°xy — ~z tlxy. 

1 -j- cr 

It should be noticed that the formal transformation 

E ->£/(l-<72), cr cr/(l — a) (13.3) 

converts these expressions into those which give the relation between the 

stresses aXXy <rxyy <ryv and the strains uXXy umh uzz for a plane deformation 

(formulae (5.13) with uzt ~ 0). 

Having thus eliminated the displacement uZy we can regard the plate as a 

two-dimensional medium (an “elastic plane”), ol zero thickness, and take 
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the displacement vector u to be a two-dimensional vector with components 

ux and uy. If Px and Py are the components of the external body force per 

unit area of the plate, the general equations of equilibrium are 

I fiaxx d<?xy\ 

h(!f!i+^!l)+p o. 
\ dx dy J 

Substituting the expressions (13.2), we obtain the equations of equilibrium in 

the form 

1 d2ux i S2Uy\ 

2(1 +a) dy2 2(1 —a) dxdyj 

1 32Uy i d2ux\ 

2(1 +a) dx2 2(1 —a) dxdyf 

+ PX = 0, 

4~Py = 0. 

(13.4) 

These equations can be written in the two-dimensional vector form 

grad divu—1(1 — a) curl curlu — — (1 — a2)P/£Vz, (13.5) 

where all the vector operators are two-dimensional. 

In particular, the equation of equilibrium in the absence of body forces is 

grad divu —1(1 — 0”) curl curlu = 0. (13.6) 

It differs from the equation of equilibrium for a plane deformation of a body 

infinite in the ^-direction (§7) only by the sign of the coefficient (in accordance 

with (13.3)).f As for a plane deformation, we can introduce the stress function 

defined by 

<*xx = d2x/dy2, oxy = — d2x/dxdy, avy = d2x/dx2, (13.7) 

whereby we automatically satisfy the equations of equilibrium in the form 

d^xx d)crXy da yx d&yy d^xx d&xy 

dx dy * 
—— = 0. 
dx dy a 

The stress function, as before, satisfies the biharmonic equation, since for 

Ax we have 

AX = CFXX+Uyy = E(llxx + Uyy)l(l-ar) = {Ej( 1 — (j)} div U ] 

this differs only by a factor from the result for a plane deformation. 

It may be pointed out that the stress distribution in a plate deformed by 

given forces applied to its edges is independent of the elastic constants of the 

f A deformation homogeneous in the xr-direction for whirl 1 <t 

sometimes called a state of plane stress, as distinct from a plane d< 
uZz 0 everywhere. 

r wnf 7 <Tzz d everywhere is 
formation, for which nfX uZff 

§13 Longitudinal deformations of [dates 

material. lor these constants appear neither in the biharmonic equation 

satisfied by the stress function, nor in the formulae (13.7) which determine 

the components cr^ from that function (nor, therefore, in the boundary 
conditions at the edges of the plate). 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the deformation of a plane disc rotating uniformly about an axis 

through its centre perpendicular to its plane. 

Solution. The required solution differs only in the constant coefficients from the solution 

obtained in §7, Problem 5, for the plane deformation of a rotating cylinder. The radial 
displacement ur — u(r) is given by the formula 

p£l2(\ — a2) /3-fa \ 
u = ---r[-R2~r2\. 

8 E ll-fa / 

This is the expression which gives that of §7, Problem 5, if the substitution (13.1) L made 

Problem 2. Determine the deformation of a semi-infinite plate (with a mi night <dgi> 

under the action of a concentrated force in its plane, applied to a point on the edge 

/(hE ) \ 
! vx 

Solution. We take polar co-ordinates, with the angle <t> measured from the direetion o| 

the applied force; it takes values from — (fw-f a) to a, where a is the angle between (In¬ 

direction of the force and the normal to the edge of the plate (Fig. 6). At every point o! iIn- 

edge except that where the force is applied (the origin) we must have a$$ = ar^ () ii-.jug 

the expressions for and or$ obtained in §7, Problem 11, we find that the stress ..i 
must therefore satisfy the conditions 

= constant, - = constant, for <f> = -(fir + a), (Jw-a). 

Both conditions are satisfied if x = t/W)- With this substitution, the biharmonic <'<|iisiti«>n 

fl d / d \ d2 )2 

(r 'dr\'dr)+~djMX = ° 

gives solutions for/(</>) of the forms sin <f>, cos <f>, <f> sin <f>, </> cos </>. The first two of these lend to 

stresses which arc zero identically. 1 he solution which gives the correct value for the force 
applied at the origin is 

(F/nJrij) sin </», <rrr [IFjitr) cos 
"w = o, 0) 

wheie /' is the foiee pei unit thickness ol the plate. I'or, ping-cling tin* internal stresses on 

directions parallel and pei peiidieiilnr t<» the force I\ and intrgi ating mer a •uuall semieitele 
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§14. Large deflections of plates 

The theory of the bending of thin plates given in §§1113 is applicable only 

to fairly small deflections. Anticipating the result given below, it may be 

mentioned here that the condition for that theory to be applicable is that the 

deflection £ is small compared with the thickness h of the plate. Let us now 

derive the equations of equilibrium for a plate undergoing large deflections. 

The deflection £ is not now supposed small compared with h. It should be 

emphasised, however, that the deformation itself must still be small, in the 

sense that the components of the strain tensor must be small. In practice, 

this usually implies the condition £ /, i.e. the deflection must be small 

compared with the dimension l of the plate. 

The bending of a plate in general involves a stretching of it.f For small 

deflections this stretching can be neglected. For large deflections, however, 

this is not possible; there is therefore no neutral surface in a plate undergoing 

large deflections. The existence of a stretching which accompanies the 

bending is peculiar to plates, and distinguishes them from thin rods, which 

can undergo large deflections without any general stretching. This property 

of plates is a purely geometrical one. For example, let a flat circular plate be 

bent into a segment of a spherical surface. If the bending is such that the 

circumference of the plate remains constant, its diameter must increase. If the 

diameter is constant, on the other hand, the circumference must be reduced. 

The energy (11.6), which may be called the pure bending energy, is only 

the part of the total energy which arises from the non-uniformity of the 

tension and compression through the thickness of the plate, in the absence 

of any general stretching. The total energy includes also a part due to this 

general stretching; this may be called the stretching energy. 

Deformations consisting of pure bending and pure stretching have been 

considered in §§11-13. We can therefore use the results obtained in these 

sections. It is not necessary to consider the structure of the plate across its 

thickness, and we can regard it as a two-dimensional surface of negligible 

thickness. 

We first derive an expression for the strain tensor pertaining to the stretch¬ 

ing of a plate (regarded as a surface) which is simultaneously bent and 

stretched in its plane. Let u be the two-dimensional displacement vector 

(with components uXy uy) for pure stretching; £, as before, denotes the trans¬ 

verse displacement in bending. Then the element of length d/ = y^cbc2 + dy2) 

of the undeformed plate is transformed by the deformation into an element 

dwhose square is given by dl'2 — (&»+ dw^)2 + (dy + d%)2+ d£2. Putting 

here dux = (duxldx) dx + (dux/dy) dy, and similarly for duy and d£, we 

obtain to within higher-order terms d/'2 = dl2 + 2ua8dxtxdxJ3j where the 

two-dimensional strain tensor is defined as 

/dua du8 

\dxB dxa, 

duA 1 

dxj 2 dx„ dx/t 
(14.1) 

f An exception is, for instance, the bending of a flat plate into a cylindrical -tin face. 

§14 Large deflections of /dates 9) 

(In this and the following sections, Greek suffixes take the two values x and y; 

as usual, summation over repeated suffixes is understood.) The terms quad¬ 

ratic in the derivatives of ua are here omitted; the same cannot, of course, l>e 

done with the derivatives of £, since there are no corresponding first-order 

terms. 
The stress tensor crafi due to the stretching of the plate is given by formula 

(13.2), in which uafi must be replaced by the total strain tensor given by 

formula (14.1). The pure bending energy is given by formula (11.6), and can 

be written J Yi(£) da: dy, where Yi(£) denotes the integrand in (11.6). The 

stretching energy per unit volume of the plate is, by the general formulae. 

The energy per unit surface area is obtained by multiplying by h, 

so that the total stretching energy can be written J T2(ua/?) df, where 

Y2 = $huaPoaP. (14.2) 

Thus the total free energy of a plate undergoing large deflections is 

Fpl = J{Tx(0 + Y2(«0/!)} df. (14.3) 

Before deriving the equations of equilibrium, let us estimate the relative 

magnitude of the two parts of the energy. The first derivatives of £ are ol 

the order of £//, where / is the dimension of the plate, and the second deriva¬ 

tives are of the order of £/Z2. Hence we see from (11-6) that Yi ~ Eh3£"//4. 

The order of magnitude of the tensor components uaP is £2//2, and so 

T2 ~ Ehtffl4. A comparison shows that the neglect of Y2 in the approximate- 

theory of the bending of plates is valid only if £2 < h2. 

The condition of minimum energy is SF+8U = 0, where U is the poten¬ 

tial energy in the field of the external forces. We shall suppose that the 

external stretching forces, if any, can be neglected in comparison with tin- 

bending forces. (This is always valid unless the stretching forces are very 

large, since a thin plate is much more easily bent than stretched.) Then we 

have for 8U the same expression as in §12: SU = - JP8£ df where P is the 

external force per unit area of the plate. The variation of the integral J Tj df 

has already been calculated in §12, and is 

r Eh3 r 

slT‘d/-,l(wj/A2{S£d/' 

The contour integrals in (12.3) are omitted, since they give only the boundary 

conditions on the equation of equilibrium, and not that equation itself, which 

is of interest here. 
Finally, let us calculate the variation of the integral J Y2 df. The variation 

must be taken both with respect to the components of the vector u and with 

respect to £. We have 

r rdTa 
sj To df = J du 8uaff df 

The derivatives of the free energy per unit volume with respect to «,t/) are 
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hence d'Yzfduap = hoap. Substituting also for ua/3 the expression (14.1), 

we obtain 

SjV2 df = hj*a/l8ua/) df 

r i d§u dSuB a? 38£ as£ an = \h oj-? +--H  --H-- ——} df, 
J l dxjj dxa dxa dxp dxa dx^j 

or, by the symmetry of ox/}, 

r r i dhu as£ an 
8 T2 df = h\ aJ-^ + — — df. 

J J “'l dx„ dxfi dxj J 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

8 JV2 df = -h (^8ua+^LaJf-)8t\ df. 
J J I OXg OXg \ 3<#a/ ) 

d8ua ddi 

dxg dx^ dxa 

3xg\ dx0 
v U/. 

The contour integrals along the circumference of the plate are again omitted. 

Collecting the above results, we have 

SFpi + SU =J[ 12(1 — CT2) 

a / d£ 
A*!;-*— )-p)^-hd"af,8u\ d/ = 0. 

/ I dxfi “J J 

In order that this relation should be satisfied identically, the coefficients of 

8 £ and 8tia must each be zero. Thus we obtain the equations 

-A%-h- 
12(1-a2) dx„ 

dcjjdxfi = 

(-S (14.4) 

(14.5) 

The unknown functions here are the two components ux, Uy of the vector 

u and the transverse displacement £. The solution of the equations gives both 

the form of the bent plate (i.e. the function £(#, y)) and the extension resulting 

from the bending. Equations (14.4) and (14.5) can be somewhat simplified 

by introducing the function y related to aa^ by (13.7). Equation (14.4) then 

becomes 

12(1-*2) 
A 

d2x d2£ d2X d2X 

dy2 dx2 dx2 dy2 dxdy dxdy 
P: (14.6) 

Equations (14.5) are satisfied automatically by the expressions (13.7). Hence 

another equation is needed; this can be obtained by eliminating ua from the 

relations (13.7) and (13.2). 

To do this, we proceed as follows. We express ua^ in terms of cra/?, obtaining 

from (13.2) 

UXX — (jaV7l)l^y (<ryv- <ra:rr)jE, Uxy (1 \ o)irXyfE. 

§14 1stii or ({cjli'ifions (if jihilt's 

Substituting here the expression (14.1) for uctfh and (13.7) lor </a^, we find 

the equations 

dux 1/d£ 

dx 2\dx. E\dy2 

duy 1/S^\2 = y/fx 
dy 2\dy) E \ dx2 

(d*l 92£ ( SH N*j 

i dx2 dy2 \dxdy) j 

dux duy di di 2(1 + o) d2x 

dy dx dx dy E dxdy 

We take d2fdy2 of the first, d2jdx2 of the second, ~d2/dxdy of the third, and 

add. The terms in ux and uv then cancel, and we have the equation 

(14,7) 

Equations (14.6) and (14.7) form a complete system of equations for large 

deflections of thin plates (A. Foppl 1907). These equations are very compli¬ 

cated, and cannot be solved exactly, even in very simple cases. It should be 

noticed that they are non-linear. 

We may mention briefly a particular case of deformations of thin plate s, 

that of membranes. A membrane is a thin plate subject to large external 

stretching forces applied at its circumference. In this case we can neglect 

the additional longitudinal stresses caused by bending of the plate, and 

therefore suppose that the components of the tensor crajS are simply equal to 

the constant external stretching forces. In equation (14.4) we can then 

neglect the first term in comparison with the second, and we obtain the 

equation of equilibrium 

h*xJ®L+P = 0, (14.8) 
dxa dx y 

with the boundary condition that £ = 0 at the edge of the membrane. This 

is a linear equation. The case of isotropic stretching, when the extension of 

the membrane is the same in all directions, is particularly simple. Let T be 

the absolute magnitude of the stretching force per unit length of the edge of 

the membrane. Then huap = TSa/?, and we obtain the equation of equili¬ 

brium in the form 

T&Z + P - 0. (14.fi) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the deflection of a plate as a function of the force on it when 

SOLUTION. An estimate of the terms in equation (14.7) shows that % ^ For £ h, 

the first term in (14.6) is small compared with the second, which is of the order of magnitude 

^ AYf£#//4 (/ being the dimension of the plate). II this is comparable with the external 
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force P, we have £ ^ (/4P/£7i)h Hence, in particular, we see that £ is proportional to the 
cube root of the force. 

Problem 2. Determine the deformation of a circular membrane (of radius R) placed 
horizontally in a gravitational field. 

Solution. We have P — pgh; in polar co-ordinates, (14.9) becomes 

1 / dA __ pgh 

r dr \ dr/ T 

The solution finite for r — 0 and zero for r — R is £ = p^/j(P2 — r2)/4T. 

§15. Deformations of shells 

In discussing hitherto the deformations of thin plates, we have always 

assumed that the plate is flat in its undeformed state. However, deformations 

of plates which are curved in the undeformed state (called shells) have 

properties which are fundamentally different from those of the deformations 
of flat plates. 

The stretching which accompanies the bending of a flat plate is a second- 

order effect in comparison with the bending deflection itself. This is seen, 

for example, from the fact that the strain tensor (14.1), which gives this 

stretching, is quadratic in £. The situation is entirely different in the defor¬ 

mation of shells: here the stretching is a first-order effect, and therefore is 

important even for small bending deflections. This property is most easily 

seen from a simple example, that of the uniform stretching of a spherical 

shell. If every point undergoes the same radial displacement £, the length 

of the equator increases by 2tt£. The relative extension is = £/i?, 

and hence the strain tensor also is proportional to the first power of £. This 

effect tends to zero as R oo, i.e. as the curvature tends to zero, and is 

therefore due to the curvature of the shell. 

Let R be the order of magnitude of the radius of curvature of the shell, 

which is usually of the same order as its dimension. Then the strain tensor 

for the stretching which accompanies the bending is of the order of £/i?, 

the corresponding stress tensor is ~ Z?£/i?, and the deformation energy per 

unit area is, by (14.2), of the order of Eh(^jR)2. The pure bending energy, on 

the other hand, is of the order of Eh^l2jR^y as before. We see that the ratio of 

the two is of the order of (Rjh)2, i.e. it is very large. It should be emphasised 

that this is true whatever the ratio of the bending deflection £ to the thickness 

A, whereas in the bending of flat plates the stretching was important only 
for £ > h. 

In some cases there may be a special type of bending of the shell in 

which no stretching occurs. For example, a cylindrical shell (open at both 

ends) can be deformed without stretching if all the generators remain parallel 

(i.e. if the shell is, as it were, compressed along some generator). Such 

deformations without stretching are geometrically possible if the shell has 

free edges (i.e. is not closed) or if it is closed but its curvature lias opposite 

§15 Deformations of shells 

signs at different points. For example, a closed spherical shell cannot be 

bent without being stretched, but if a hole is cut in it (the edge of the hole 

not being fixed), then such a deformation becomes possible. Since the pure 

bending energy is small compared with the stretching energy, it is clear that, 

if any given shell permits deformation without stretching, then such defor¬ 

mations will, in general, actually occur when arbitrary external forces act on 

the shell. The requirement that the bending is unaccompanied by stretching 

places considerable restrictions on the possible displacements ua. These 
restrictions are purely geometrical, and can be expressed as differential 

equations, which must be contained in the complete system of equilibrium 

equations for such deformations. We shall not pause to discuss this question 

further. 

If, however, the deformation of the shell involves stretching, then the 

tensile stresses are in general large compared with the bending stresses, 

which may be neglected. Shells for which this is done are called membranes. 

The stretching energy of a shell can be calculated as the integral 

*pi = \h J uafioaB df, (15.1) 

taken over the surface. Here ua/3 (a, /? = 1, 2) is the two-dimensional strain 

tensor in the appropriate curvilinear co-ordinates, and the stress tensor 

is related to by formulae (13.2), which can be written, in two-dimensional 

tensor notation, as 

GaH = £[(1 - ctK/?+ oh^uyy\((\- a2). (15.2) 

A case requiring special consideration is that where the shell is subjected 

to the action of forces applied to points or lines on the surface and directed 

through the shell. These may be, in particular, the reaction forces on the shell 

at points (or lines) where it is fixed. The concentrated forces result in a 

bending of the shell in small regions near the points where they are applied; 

let d be the dimension of such a region for a force/ applied at a point (so that 

its area is of the order of d2). Since the deflection £ varies considerably over a 

distance d, the bending energy per unit area is of the order of £7z3£2/rf4, and tin* 

total bending energy (over an area ~ d2) is of the order of Eh^^2jd2. The strain 

tensor for the stretching is again ~ £//?, and the total stretching energy due to 

the concentrated forces is ~ Ehl,2d2jR2. Since the bending energy increases 

and the stretching energy decreases with decreasing dy it is clear that both 

energies must be taken into account in determining the deformation near the 

point of application of the forces. The size d of the region of bending is given 

in order of magnitude by the condition that the sum of these energies is a 

minimum, whence 

d ~ x (hR). (15.3) 
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The energy ~ Eti^QjR. Varying this with respect to £ ami equating the result 

to the work done by the force/, we find the deflection £ — fRjEli1. 

However, if the forces acting on the shell are sufficiently large, the shape of 

the shell may be considerably changed by bulges which form in it. The 

determination of the deformation as a function of the applied loads requires 

special investigation in this unusual case.f 

Let a convex shell (with edges fixed in such a way that it is geometrically 

rigid) be subjected to the action of a large concentrated force/along the in¬ 

ward normal. For simplicity we shall assume that the shell is part of a sphere 

of radius R. The region of the bulge will be a spherical cap which is almost a 

mirror image of its original shape (Fig. 9 shows a meridional section of the 

shell). The problem is to determine the size of the bulge as a function of the 

force. 

The major part of the elastic energy is concentrated in a narrow strip near 

the edge of the bulge, where the bending of the shell is relatively large; we 

shall call this the bending strip and denote its width by d. This energy may be 

estimated, assuming that the radius r of the bulge region is much less than Ry 

so that the angle a 1 (Fig. 9). Then r — R sin a ~ i?a, and the depth of the 

Fig. 9 

bulge H = 2R(\ — cos a) ~ Ret2. Let £ denote the displacement of points on 

the shell in the bending strip, just as previously, we find that the energies of 

bending along the meridian and of stretching along the circle of latitude:): per 

unit surface area are respectively, in order of magnitude, Eh%2jdA and 

f The results given below are due to A. V. Pogorelov (1960). A more precise analysis of the problem 
together with some similar ones is given in his book Teoriya obolochek pri zakriticheskikh deformatsiyahh 
(Theory of Shells at Supercritical Deformations), Moscow 1965. 

+ The curvature of the shell does not affect the bending along the meridian in the first approximation, 
so that this bending occurs without any general stretching along the meridian, as in the cylindrical 

bending of a flat plate. 

§15 Dcjonnahons o/ shells 6.5 

Eh^jR1. The order of magnitude of the displacement £ is in this case drier 

mined geometrically: the direction of the meridian changes by an angle ^ or 

over the width df and so £ ~ aid ~ rd/R. Multiplying by the area of the bend 

ing strip (~rd), we obtain the energies E/rh‘djR2d and Ehd:Y*jR ]. The eondi 

tion for their sum to be a minimum again gives d~ \/(hR), and the total 

elastic energy is then ~ £V3(//R)5/2, orf 

constant x Eh*12. H^jR. (15,1) 

In this derivation it has been assumed that d<^r; formula (15.4) is therefore 

valid if the condition:); 

Rhjr2<l (15.5) 

holds. 

The required relation between the depth of the bulge H and the applied 

force/ is obtained by equating/to the derivative of the energy (15.4) with 

respect to H. Thus we find 

H~f2R2IE2h*. (15.6) 

It should be noticed that this relation is non-linear. 

Finally, let the deformation (bulge) of the shell occur under a uni form 

external pressure/. In this case the work done is/AF, where AFH R 

is the change in the volume within the shell when the bulge occurs. Fq anting 

to zero the derivative with respect to H of the total free energy (the dillerencr 

between the elastic energy (15.4) and this work), we obtain 

H ~ h5E21 R*p2. (15.7) 

The inverse variation (//increasing when / decreases) shows that in this cast* 

the bulge is unstable. The value of H given by formula (15.7) corresponds to 

unstable equilibrium for a given /: bulges with larger values of II grow ol 

their own accord, while smaller ones shrink (it is easy to verify that (15.7) 

corresponds to a maximum and not a minimum of the total free energy). 

There is a critical value /cr of the external load beyond which even small 

changes in the shape of the shell increases in size spontaneously. This value 

may be defined as that which gives H~h in (15.7): 

pcr~Eh2IR2. (I5,S) 

We shall add to the above brief account of shell theory only a few simple 

examples in the following Problems. 

t A more accurate calculation shows that the constant coefficient is 1.2 (1— <r2) :,/4. 
t When a bulge is formed, the outer layers of a spherical segment become the inner ones ami air 

therefore compressed, while the inner layers become the outer ones and are stretched. The relative 
extension (or compression) and so the corresponding total energy in the region of the bulge 
~ F(/i/i?)a/ir2. With the condition (15.5) it is in fact small in comparison with the energy (IS. 1) in 
the bending strip. 
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PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Derive the equations of equilibrium for a spherical shell (of radius R) deformed 

symmetrically about an axis through its centre. 

Solution. We take as two-dimensional co-ordinates on the surface of the shell the angles 

0y $ in a system of spherical polar co-ordinates, whose origin is at the centre of the sphere and 

polar axis along the axis of symmetry of the deformed shell. 

Let Pr be the external radial force per unit surface area. This force must be balanced by a 

radial resultant of internal stresses acting tangentially on an element of the shell. The con¬ 

dition is 

h{a$<f>+ a0d)IR ~ Pr. (1) 

This equation is exactly analogous to Laplace’s equation for the pressure difference between 

two media caused by surface tension at the surface of separation. 

Next, let Qz(8) be the resultant of all external forces on the part of the shell lying above the 

co-latitude 9; this resultant is along the polar axis. The force Qz(9) must be balanced by the 

projection on the polar axis of the stresses IttRIi^qq sin 9 acting on the cross-section 2nRh sin 9 

of the shell at that latitude. Hence 

2irR.hudQ sin2# = Qz(#). (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) determine the stress distribution, and the strain tensor is then given 

by the formulae 

uee - uM = (aH~ aage)jE, ugrj) = 0. (3) 

Finally, the displacement vector is obtained from the equations 

1 f dud \ 1 
uoo = ^-Hy+Wrl. uH = —(ug cote+Ur). (4) 

Problem 2. Determine the deformation under its own weight of a hemispherical shell 

convex upwards, the edge of which moves freely on a horizontal support (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 10 

Solution. We have Pr = —pgh cos 9y Qz = — 27rR2pgh(l — cos 9); Qz is the total weight 

of the shell above the circle of co-latitude 9. From (1) and (2) of Problem 1 we find 

Oqq — 

RPS 

1 + cos#’ - Mid; 
From (3) we calculate u^ and uqq, and then obtain uq and ur from (4); the constant in the 

integration of the first equation (4) is chosen so that for 9 — we have uq — 0. The result 

is 

UQ = 

UT = 

R2pg(l + a) f COS # 

E 1 (l +COS# 

R2Pg(l + o), 
[l - — 
l 1+. E 1 

4- log( 1 -f cos #)| sin #, 

-cos 8 — cos 8 log(l + cos 0)]. 

The value of ur for 9 — \tt gives the horizontal displacement of the support. 
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Problem 3. Determine the deformation of a hemispherical shell with clamped edgea, 

convex downwards and filled with liquid (Fig. 11); the weight of the shell itself can be 

neglected in comparison with that of the liquid. 

Fig. 11 

Solution. We have 

Pr = pogR cos 6, Pe = 0, 

e 

Qz = 2TrR2jPr cos 9 sin 6 dd 

0 

2 
^7ri?3p0£(l ~ COS3#), 

where p0 is the density of the liquid. We find from (1) and (2) of Problem 1 

Rtpog 1 — cos3# R2p0g -1 + 3 cos#-2 cos3# 

96 3h sin2# ? ^ 3h sin2# 

The displacements are 

R*Pog(l + <^) . 
-sin 

3 Eh 

f cos # 
#-h log(l + COS #) , 

,1+cos# J 

R3p0g( 1 + cr) f 3 cos # ■ 
Ur-—-- C0S#l0g(l+C0S#)-l+- . 

ZEh L 1 + a . 

For $ — ur is not zero as it should be. This means that the shell is actually so severely bent 

near the clamped edge that the above solution is invalid. 

Problem 4. A shell in the form of a spherical cap rests on a fixed support (Fig. 12). 1 )etn 

mine the bending resulting from the weight Q of the shell. 

Fig. 12 
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Solution. The main deformation occurs near the edge, which is bent as shown by the 

dashed line in Fig. 12. The displacement uq is small compared with the radial displacement 

ur = £. Since £ decreases rapidly as we move away from the supported edge, the deformation 

can be regarded as that of a long flat plate (of length 2-nR sin a). This deformation is composed 

of a bending and a stretching of the plate. The relative extension at each point is IjR (R 

being the radius of the shell), and therefore the stretching energy is E£2/2R2 per unit volume. 

Using as the independent variable the distance x from the line of support, we have for the 

total stretching energy 

Eh r 
F\ pi = 2ttR sin a- £2 dv. 

2R2J 

The bending energy is 

Fv, ni = 2ttR sin a- 
£/z3 n d2£ T\ 2 

i) d- 24(1 — a2) J \ d*2/ 

Varying the sum Fpl — Fi Pi+F2 pj with respect to £, we obtain 

d4£ 12(1 -a2) 
—+ —-1 = 0. 
d*4 WR2 

For x ->■ oo, £ must tend to zero, and for x — 0 we must have the boundary conditions of 

zero moment of the forces (£" — 0) and equality of the normal force and the corresponding 

component of the force of gravity: 

2ttR sin a-=* 0 cos a. 
12(1-a2) * 

The solution which satisfies these conditions is £ = Ae~KX cos kx, where 

3(1 — cr2) *] 1/4 

JfiR2 J ’ 
Q cot a 3.R2(1 — a2)" 

Eh Snh2 

The bending of the shell is 

£(0) cos a = A cos a. 

§16. Torsion of rods 

Let us now consider the deformation of thin rods. This differs from all 

the cases hitherto considered, in that the displacement vector u may be large 

even for small strains, i.e. when the tensor unc is small.')' For example, when 

a long thin rod is slightly bent, its ends may move a considerable distance, 

even though the relative displacements of neighbouring points in the rod 

are small. 

There are two types of deformation of a rod which may be accompanied by 

a large displacement of certain parts of it. One of these consists in bending 

t The only exception is a simple extension of a rod without change of shape, in which case tin 
vector u is always small if the tensor i/f* is small, i.c. if the extension is small. 
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the rod, and the other in twisting it. We shall begin by considering the latter 

case. 

A torsional deformation is one in which, although the rod remains straight, 

each transverse section is rotated through some angle relative to those below 

it. If the rod is long, even a slight torsion causes sufficiently distant cross- 

sections to turn through large angles. The generators on the sides of the rod, 

which are parallel to its axis, become helical in form under torsion. 

Let us consider a thin straight rod of arbitrary cross-section. We take a 

co-ordinate system with the #-axis along the axis of the rod and the origin 

somewhere inside the rod. We use also the torsion angle r, which is the angle 

of rotation per unit length of the rod. This means that two neighbouring 

cross-sections at a distance dz will rotate through a relative angle d</> t il;r 

(so that r = df/dz). The torsional deformation itself, i.e. the relative dis¬ 

placement of adjoining parts of the rod, is assumed small. The condition 

for this to be so is that the relative angle turned through by cross-sections 

of the rod at a distance apart of the order of its transverse dimension R is 

small, i.e. 

rR 1. (1 (>. I) 

Let us examine a small portion of the length of the rod near the origin, and 

determine the displacements u of the points of the rod in that portion. Am 

the undisplaced cross-section we take that given by the ^y-plane.* When a 

radius vector r turns through a small angle 8<j>9 the displacement of its end 

is given by 

Sr = §4>Xr, (16.2) 

where 8<p is a vector whose magnitude is the angle of rotation and whose 

direction is that of the axis of rotation. In the present case, the rotation is 

about the s’-axis, and for points of co-ordinate z the angle of rotation relative* 

to the xy-plane is tz (since r can be regarded as a constant in some region 

near the origin). Then formula (16.2) gives for the components ux, uy of the 

displacement vector 

ux = — rzy, uy = rzx. (16.1) 

When the rod is twisted, the points in it in general undergo a displacement 

along the #-axis also. Since for r = 0 this displacement is zero, it may In- 

supposed proportional to r when r is small. Thus 

uz = rip(x, y\ (16.4) 

where f{xy y) is some function of x and y, called the torsion function. Am n 

result of the deformation described by formulae (16.3) and (16.4), each ci om.h- 

section of the rod rotates about the tf-axis, and also becomes curved instead 

of plane. It should be noted that, by taking the origin at a particular point in 

the xy-plane, we “fix” a certain point in the cross-section of the rod in such a 
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way that it cannot move in that plane (but it can move in the ^-direction). 

A different choice of origin would not, of course, affect the torsional deforma¬ 

tion itself, but would give only an unimportant displacement of the rod as a 

whole. 

Knowing u, we can find the components of the strain tensor. Since u is 

small in the region under consideration, we can use the formula 

The result is 

uoc = l(duildxje+ dujc/dxi). 

UXX — Uyy — 11 xy — Uzz — 0, 

/dip \ /dip \ 

= Hr,-yh u'‘~irWxr (16.5) 

It should be noticed that uu = 0; in other words, torsion does not result in 

a change in volume, i.e. it is a pure shear deformation. 

For the components of the stress tensor we find 

axx — Gyy — azz ~ axy — 0, 

axz = 2\xaixz = /xr^— “ °yz = 2fiuyz = (16.6) 

Here it is more convenient to use the modulus of rigidity /x in place of E and 

cr. Since only and (jyz are different from zero, the general equations 

of equilibrium doacjdxjc = 0 reduce to 

dazx ^ daZy 

dx dy 
(16.7) 

Substituting (16.6), we find that the torsion function must satisfy the equation 

A«A = 0, (16.8) 

where A 1S the two-dimensional Laplacian. 

It is rather more convenient, however, to use a different auxiliary function 

X (#, y), defined by 

Oxz = 2 ^irdy/dy, °yz = -Ifirdy/dx; (16.9) 

this function satisfies more convenient boundary conditions on the circum¬ 

ference of the rod (see below). Comparing (16.9) and (16.6), we obtain 

# Jx 
— = y + 2—, — = —X—2—. 

dx dy dy dx 
(16.10) 

Differentiating the first of these with respect toy, the second with respect t< 
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x, and subtracting, we obtain for the function y the equation 

Ax=—1. (16.11) 

To determine the boundary conditions on the surface of the rod, we note 

that, since the rod is thin, the external forces on its sides must be small com¬ 

pared with the internal stresses in the rod, and can therefore be put equal to 

zero in seeking the boundary conditions. This fact is exactly analogous to 

what we found in discussing the bending of thin plates. Thus we must have 

oanje = 0 on the sides of the rod; since the ^-direction is along the axis, 

nz = 0, and this equation becomes 

azxnx + ®zyny — 0. 
Substituting (16.9), we obtain 

dx dx n 
—nx - —% = 0. 
dy ox 

The components of the vector normal to a plane contour (the circumference 

of the rod) are nx — — dy/d/, ny — dxjdl, where .v and y are co-ordinates 

of points on the contour and dl is an element of arc. Thus we have 

dy dy 
— dx + —dy = dy = 0, 
dx dy J A 

whence y = constant, i.e. y is constant on the circumference. Since only 

the derivatives of the function y appear in the definitions (16.9), it is clear 

that any constant may be added to y. If the cross-section is singly connected, 

we can therefore use, without loss of generality, the boundary condition 

on equation (16.11).f 

X = 0 (16.1?) 

Fig.13 

For a multiply connected cross-section, however, y will have different 

constant values on each of the closed curves bounding the cross-section. 

| The problem of determining the torsion deformation from equation (16.11) with the boundmv 

condition (16.12) is formally identical with that of determining the bending of a uniformly loaded 

plane membrane from equation (14.9). 

It is useful to note also an analogy with fluid mechanics: mi equation of the form (16.1 1) determiner! 

the velocity distribution r>(.r, y) for a viscous fluid in a pipe, and the Imunduiy condition (16.12) 

corresponds to the condition v 0 at the fixed walls of the pipe (see V'luul Mn haniist §17). 
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Hence we can put x — 0 on only one ol these curves, for instance the outer¬ 

most (Co in Fig. 13). The values of x on the remaining bounding curves are 

found from conditions which are a consequence of the one-valuedness of the 

displacement uz = njj(xy y) as a function of the co-ordinates. For, since the 

torsion function \}j{x, y) is one-valued, the integral of its differential difi round 

a closed contour must be zero. Using the relations (16.10), we therefore 

have 

or 

(x dy—y dv) 

(16.13) 

where dx/dn is the derivative of the function x along the outward normal 

to the curve, and S the area enclosed by the curve. Applying (16.13) to each 

of the closed curves Ci, C2, ... , wre obtain the required conditions. 

Let us determine the free energy of a rod under torsion. The energy per 

unit volume is 

F = \oijclliic = OxzUxz+ VyzUyz = (o-^2-!- ai/Z2)/2/x 

or, substituting (16.9), 

F = 2/ir2 0 + (iy) ] a V2(grad x)2> 

wLere grad denotes the two-dimensional gradient. The torsional energy 

per unit length of the rod is obtained by integrating over the cross-section 

of the rod, i.e. it is ^Cr2, vdiere the constant C = 4/x J (grad x)2 d/, and is 

called the torsional rigidity of the rod. The total elastic energy of the rod is 

equal to the integral 

-Frod = if Cl-2 ds, (16.14) 

taken along its length. 

Putting 

(gradx)2 = div(xgradx)-xAx = div(x gradx) + x 

and transforming the integral of the first term into one along the circumference 

of the rod, we obtain 

c = 4d/+4/x Jx Af- (16.15) 
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If the cross-section is singly connected, the first term vanishes by (In* 

boundary condition x = 0, leaving 

C = J x dx dy. (16.10) 

For a multiply connected cross-section (Fig. 13), we put x = 0 on the out< 1 

boundary Co and denote by xk the constant values of x on the inner boun¬ 

daries C*, obtaining by (16.13) 

C = 4/x^xicSk+4/x [x da; dy; (16.17) 

k 

it should be remembered that, in integrating in the first term in (U>. 13), we 

anti-clockwise round the contour Co and clockwise round all the others. 

Let us consider now a more usual case of torsion, where one of the ends <>l 

the rod is held fixed and the external forces are applied only to the othn end 

These forces are such that they cause only a twisting of the rod, and no othei 

deformation such as bending. In other words, they form a couple which twiat** 

the rod about its axis. The moment of this couple will be denoted by l\l 

We should expect that, in such a case, the torsion angle r is const ant 

along the rod. This can be seen, for example, from the condition that the lire 

energy of the rod is a minimum in equilibrium. The total energy of a dc 

formed rod is equal to the sum Fr0dT Uy where U is the potential energy 

due to the action of the external forces. Substituting in (16.14) r d</>/dvr 

and varying with respect to the angle </>, we find 

r / dc&\2 r deb d86 
Si C— d z + W = C—L-—-~dz + 8U = 0, 

J \ dz / J dz dz 

or, integrating by parts, 

dz + 8U+[CrS(j)] = 0. 

The last term on the left is the difference of the values at the limits of mt< 

gration, i.e. at the ends of the rod. One of these ends, say the lower one, m 

fixed, so that 3^ — 0 there. The variation SC of the potential energy is 

minus the work done by the external forces in rotation through an angle <*></» 

As we know from mechanics, the work done by a couple in such a rotation 

is equal to the product MS<f> of the angle of rotation and the moment of the 

couple. Since there are no other external forces, SC =--■ - M8<j>, and we 

have 

fC% dz ] [S</>(- M + (h)] - n. 
J d^r 

(U>.1M) 

The second term on the left has its value at the upper end of the rod. In the 
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integral over z, the variation 8<f) is arbitrary, and so we must have 

C dr/dz = 0, 
i.e. 

r = constant. (16.19) 

Thus the torsion angle is constant along the rod. The total angle of rotation 

of the upper end of the rod relative to the lower end is rl, where / is the length 
of the rod. 

In equation (16.18), the second term also must be zero, and we obtain the 

following expression for the constant torsion angle: 

t = M/C. (16.20) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the torsional rigidity of a rod whose cross-section is a circle of 
radius R. 

Solution. The solutions of Problems 1-4 are formally identical with those of problems of 

the motion of a viscous fluid in a pipe of corresponding cross-section (see the last footnote 

to this section). The discharge Q is here represented by C. 

For a rod of circular cross-section we have, taking the origin at the centre of the circle, 

X « \{R2— x2—y2), and the torsional rigidity is C = ifntR\ For the function we have, 

from (16.10), ^ = constant. A constant «/r, however, corresponds by (16.4) to a simple dis¬ 

placement of the whole rod along the #-axis, and so we can suppose that t/t = 0. Thus the 

transverse sections of a circular rod undergoing torsion remain plane. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for an elliptical cross-section of semi-axes a 
and b. 

Solution. The torsional rigidity is C — nfta2b2l(a2jrb2). The distribution of longitudinal 

displacements is given by the torsion function <// = (b2 — a2)xyj(b2~\-a2)y where the co-ordinate 
axes coincide with those of the ellipse. 

Problem 3. The same as Problem 1, but for an equilateral triangular cross-section of 
side a. 

Solution. The torsional rigidity is C — V/3/li<34/80. The torsion function is 

i/j ~ y(xs/3-hy)(x\/3~-y)l6a 

the origin being at the centre of the triangle and the x-axis along an altitude. 

Problem 4. The same as Problem 1, but for a rod in the form of a long thin plate (of 
width d and thickness h<^d). 

Solution. The problem is equivalent to that of viscous fluid flow between plane parallel 
walls. The result is that C — ifxdh3. 

Problem 5. The same as Problem 1, but for a cylindrical pipe of internal and external 
radii and R2 respectively. 

Solution. The function \ “ I(R22—r2) (in polar co-ordinates) satisfies the condition 

(16.13) at both boundaries of the annular cross-section of the pipe. From formula (16.17) 
we then find C = %iot(R2*—R^). 

Problem 6. The same as Problem 1, but for a thin-walled pipe of arbitrary cross-section. 

Solution. Since the walls are thin, we can assume that x varies through the wall thickness 

h, from zero on one side to Xi on the other, according to the linear law x = XiV/h (y being a 
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co-ordinate measured through the wall). Then the condition (16.13) gives xdjlh *V, 

where L is the perimeter of the pipe cross-section and S the area which it encloses. The 

second term in the expression (16.17) is small compared with the first, and we obtain 

C — 4hS2fjLjL. If the pipe is cut longitudinally along a generator, the torsional rigidity falls 

sharply, becoming (by the result of Problem 4) C — £txLha. 

§17. Bending of rods 

A beqt rod is stretched at some points and compressed at others. Lines on 

the convex side of the bent rod are extended, and those on the concave side 

are compressed. As with plates, there is a neutral surface in the rod, which 

undergoes neither extension nor compression. It separates the region of 

compression from the region of extension. 

Let us begin by investigating a bending deformation in a small portion of 

the length of the rod, where the bending may be supposed slight; by this we 

here mean that not only the strain tensor but also the magnitudes of the dis¬ 

placements of points in the rod are small. We take a co-ordinate system with 

the origin on the neutral surface in the portion considered, and the xr-axis 

parallel to the axis of the undeformed rod. Let the bending occur in the 

^-plane.j* 

As in the bending of plates and the twisting of rods, the external forces on 

the sides of a thin bent rod are small compared with the internal stresses, and 

can be taken as zero in determining the boundary conditions at the sides of the 

rod. Thus we have everywhere on the sides of the rod auctijc = 0, or, since 

nz = 0, (Txx^x + VxyKy = 0, and similarly for i = y, z. We take a point on 

the circumference of a cross-section for which the normal n is parallel to the 

jc-axis. There will be another such point somewhere on the opposite side 

of the rod. At both these points ny = 0, and the above equation gives 

axx — 0. Since the rod is thin, however, oXx must be small everywhere in the 

cross-section if it vanishes on either side. We can therefore put axx 0 

everywhere in the rod. In a similar manner, it can be seen that all the com 

ponents of the stress tensor except ozz must be zero. That is, in the bending 

of a thin rod only the extension (or compression) component of the internal 

stress tensor is large. A deformation in which only the component <r,v of 

the stress tensor is non-zero is just a simple extension or compression (§S). 

Thus there is a simple extension or compression in every volume element of 

a bent rod. The amount of this varies, of course, from point to point in every 

cross-section, and so the whole rod is bent. 

It is easy to determine the relative extension at any point in the rod. I ,cl 

us consider an element of length dz parallel to the axis of the rod and near 

the origin. On bending, the length of this element becomes dz'. The only 

elements which remain unchanged are those which lie in the neutral surface. 

Let R be the radius of curvature of the neutral surface near the origin. The 

f In a rod undergoing only small deflections we ran suppose that the bending occurs in n single 
plane. This follows from the result of differential geometry that the deviation of a slightly bent curve 

from a plane (its torsion) is of a higher order of smallness than its curvature. 
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lengths and d^r can be regarded as elements ol arcs oi circles whose radii 

are respectively R and R + xy x being the co-ordinate of the point where 
dzf lies. Hence 

R + x I x\ 
ds ___d,-(!+-) d.-. 

The relative extension is therefore (d*'- dsr)/ds = xjR. 

The relative extension of the element ds, however, is equal to the com¬ 
ponent uzz of the strain tensor. Thus 

uzz = xjR. (17.1) 

We can now find azz by using the relation azz = Euzz which holds for a 
simple extension. This gives 

<*» = ExjR. (17.2) 

The position of the neutral surface in a bent rod has now to be determined. 

This can be done from the condition that the deformation considered must 

be pure bending, with no general extension or compression of the rod. The 

total internal stress force on a cross-section of the rod must therefore be 

zero, i.e. the integral J azz df, taken over a cross-section, must vanish. Using 

the expression (17.2) for <r2Z, we obtain the condition 

J* d/ = 0. (17.3) 

We can now bring in the centre of mass of the cross-section, which is that 

of a uniform flat disc of the same shape. The co-ordinates of the centre of 

mass are, as we know, given by the integrals J x d// { df, jy d//J df. Thus the 

condition (17.3) signifies that, in a co-ordinate system with the origin in the 

neutral surface, the x co-ordinate of the centre of mass of any cross-section 

is zero. The neutral surface therefore passes through the centres of mass 
of the cross-sections of the rod. 

Two components of the strain tensor besides uzz are non-zero, since for a 

simple extension we have uxx = uyy = -auzz. Knowing the strain tensor, 

we can easily find the displacement also: 

uzz = duzjdz — x/R, duxjdx = duyjdy = — ax/R, 

duz dux dux du.y duv duz 
—+—=0, —+—- = 0, —+— = 0. 
ox oz oy dx dz dy 

Integration of these equations gives the following expressions for the com¬ 
ponents of the displacement: 

ux =-fa2-}- a(x2—y2)}, 
27t ' * (17.4) 

uy = — axy/R, uz = xzjR. 

The constants of integration have been put equal to zero; this means that 
we “fix” the origin. 
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It is seen from formulae (17.4) that the points initially on a cross-section 

z = constant = will be found, alter the deformation, on the surface 

z — Zo + uz — Zq(1-\-xIR). We see that, in the approximation used, the 

cross-sections remain plane but are turned through an angle relative to their 

initial positions. The shape of the cross-section changes, however; for 

example, when a rod of rectangular cross-section (sides a, h) is bent, the sides 

y = ± \b of the cross-section become y = ± Jb + uy = ± i/;(l -ax/R), i.<\ 

no longer parallel but still straight. The sides # = ± however, are bent 

into the parabolic curves 

1 
x = ±\a + ux = ±\a - —N2+o-(|a2-y2)] 

(Fig. 14). 
X 

Fig. 14 

The free energy per unit volume of the rod is 

l°ikUik = \ozzUzz = |£V2/jR2. 

Integrating over the cross-section of the rod, we have 

\{Em\x*df. (17.3) 

This is the free energy per unit length of a bent rod. The radius of cui vat me 

R is that of the neutral surface. However, since the rod is thin, R can heir 

be regarded, to the same approximation, as the radius of curvature of the 

bent rod itself, regarded as a line (often called an “elastic line”). 

In the expression (17.5) it is convenient to introduce the moment of 

inertia of the cross-section. The moment of inertia about the v-axis in its plane 

is defined as 

ly |.v2d/, (17.b) 

analogously to the ordinary moment of inertia, hut with the surface element 

d/instead of the mass element. 'Then \Uc free energy per unit length of tin* 

rod can be written 

Mtty/R''. (17.7) 
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We can also determine the moment of the internal stress forces on a given 

cross-section of the rod (the bending moment), A force d/ - (xE\R) df 

acts in the ^-direction on the surface element df of the cross-section. Its 

moment about the y-axis is xazz df. Hence the total moment of the forces 
about this axis is 

My = (E/R) I *2 df = ElyjR. (17.8) 

Thus the curvature l/R of the elastic line is proportional to the bending 

moment on the cross-section concerned. 

The magnitude of Iy depends on the direction of the y-axis in the cross- 

sectional plane. It is convenient to express Iy in terms of the principal 

moments of inertia. If 0 is the angle between the y-axis and one of the 

principal axes of inertia in the cross-section, we know from mechanics that 

Iy = h cos20 + /2 sin20, (17.9) 

where Ii and /2 are the principal moments of inertia. The planes through 

the s'-axis and the principal axes of inertia are called the principal planes of 
bending. 

If, for example, the cross-section is rectangular (with sides a, b), its centre 

of mass is at the centre of the rectangle, and the principal axes of inertia 

are parallel to the sides. The principal moments of inertia are 

h = (fib112, h = ab3/12. (17.10) 

h or a circular cross-section of radius R, the centre of mass is at the centre 

of the circle, and the principal axes are arbitrary. The moment of inertia 

about any axis lying in the cross-section and passing through the centre is 

I - (17.11) 

§18. The energy of a deformed rod 

In §17 we have discussed only a small portion of the length of a bent rod. 

In going on to investigate the deformation throughout the rod, we must 

begin by finding a suitable method of describing this deformation. It is 

important to note that, when a rod undergoes large bending deflections,f 

there is in general a twisting of it as well, so that the resulting deformation 

is a combination of pure bending and torsion. 

To describe the deformation, it is convenient to proceed as follows. We 

divide the rod into infinitesimal elements, each of which is bounded by two 

adjacent cross-sections. For each such element we use a co-ordinate system 

£, rjf {, so chosen that all the systems are parallel in the undeformed state, 

and their {-axes are parallel to the axis of the rod. When the rod is bent, the 

t By this, it should be remembered, we mean that the vector u is not Hinall, hut the strain tensor 
is still small. 
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co-ordinate system in each element is rotated, and in general differently in 

different elements. Any two adjacent systems are rotated through an infini¬ 

tesimal relative angle. 

Let d<J> be the vector of the angle of relative rotation of two systems at a 

distance dl apart along the rod (we know that an infinitesimal angle of rotation 

can be regarded as a vector parallel to the axis of rotation; its components 

are the angles of rotation about each of the three axes of co-ordinates). 

To describe the deformation, we use the vector 

ft = d<t>/d/, (i8.i) 

which gives the “rate” of rotation of the co-ordinate axes along the rod. If 

the deformation is a pure torsion, the co-ordinate system rotates only about 

the axis of the rod, i.e. about the {-axis. In this case, therefore, the vector 

ft is parallel to the axis of the rod, and is just the torsion angle r used in §H>. 

Correspondingly, in the general case of an arbitrary deformation we can call 

the component of the vector ft the torsion angle. For a pure bending of the 

rod in a single plane, on the other hand, the vector SI has no component if, 

i.e. it lies in the {^-plane at each point. If we take the plane of bending as the 

f {-plane, then the rotation is about the ?y-axis at every point, i.e. SI is parallel 

to the 77-axis. 

We take a unit vector t tangential to the rod (regarded as an elastic line). 

The derivative dt/d/ is the curvature vector of the line; its magnitude is 

1/i?, where R is the radius of curvature,f and its direction is that of the 

principal normal to the curve. The change in a vector due to an infinitesimal 

rotation is equal to the vector product of the rotation vector and the vector 

itself. Hence the change in the vector t between two neighbouring points ol 

the elastic line is given by dt = d<\> X t, or, dividing by d/, 

dt/d7 = ftxt. (18.Z) 

Multiplying this equation vectorially by t, we have 

ft - txdt/d/+t(t- ft). (I8J) 

The direction of the tangent vector at any point is the same as that ol thr 

{-axis at that point. Hence t • ft = Using the unit vector n along the 

principal normal (n = R dt/d/), we can therefore put 

ft - tXn/R4-tQc. (18.4) 

The first term on the right is a vector with two components if, if 

The unit vector tXn is the binormal unit vector. Thus the components 

form a vector along the binorrnal to the rod, whose magnitude equals tin* 

curvature \jR. 

j It may hr mailed that any < tirvt* in apace m cbai ai-lnist-d at. i*a< h point by a curvature anti a 

torsion. d’hifi torsion (which wr shall not use) should not l>r coiilusrd wslh tin* toiitional tlrloi mat ion, 

which is a twisting ol a rntl about its axis. 
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By using the vector £2 to characterise the deformation and ascertaining 

its properties, we can derive an expression for the elastic free energy of a 

bent rod. The elastic energy per unit length of the rod is a quadratic function 

of the deformation, i.e., in this case, a quadratic function of the components 

of the vector £2. It is easy to see that there can be no terms in this quadratic 

form proportional to Qg£2g and £2^£2g. For, since the rod is uniform along 

its length, all quantities, and in particular the energy, must remain constant 

when the direction of the positive £-axis is reversed, i.e. when £ is replaced 

by — £, whereas the products mentioned change sign. 

For £2g = Clv — 0 we have a pure torsion, and the expression for the 

energy must be that obtained in §16. Thus the term in Qg2 in the free 

energy is -|COg2. 

Finally, the terms quadratic in £2g and Clv can be obtained by starting from 

the expression (17.7) for the energy of a slightly bent short section of the rod. 

Let us suppose that the rod is only slightly bent. We take the ££-plane as 

the plane of bending, so that the component Qg is zero; there is also no torsion 

in a slight bending. The expression for the energy must then be that given 

by (17.7), i.e. \EIyjR2. We have seen, however, that 1/R2 is the square of the 

two-dimensional vector (Qg, £2^). Hence the energy must be of the form 

\EIyf^2. For an arbitrary choice of the f and 77 axes this expression becomes, 

as we know from mechanics, 

where Iyr}y Iygy are the components of the inertia tensor for the cross- 

section of the rod. It is convenient to take the £ and 77 axes to coincide with 

the principal axes of inertia. We then have simply %E(IiQg2 + 72Q7?2), where 

hy h are the principal moments of inertia. Since the coefficients of £2g2 and 

Qv2 are constants, the resulting expression must be valid for large deflections 
also. 

Finally, integrating over the length of the rod, we obtain the following 

expression for the elastic free energy of a bent rod: 

Froa = J $IiEa£*+$hEa*+lCQf}dl. (18.5) 

Next, we can express in terms of £2 the moment of the forces acting on 

a cross-section of the rod. This is easily done by again using the results 

previously obtained for pure torsion and pure bending. In pure torsion, the 

moment of the forces about the axis of the rod is CV. Hence we conclude 

that, in the general case, the moment Mg about the £-axis must be C£2g. 

Next, in a slight deflection in the ££-pIane, the moment about the 77-axis is 

EIo/R. In such a bending, however, the vector £2 is along the 77-axis, so that 

1/7? is just the magnitude of £2, and EI2/R = £72iQ. Hence we conclude 

that, in the general case, we must have Mg = Ef\ilgy My = Ef2ily (the £ and 

Tj axes being along the principal axes of inertia in the cross-section). Thus 

l/if rnay v nf a tlrjoi met/ uni 

the components ol the moment vector M arc 

Mg = Ehilc, Mr) EI >ntr Mg CLlg. (I 

The elastic energy (18.5), expressed in terms of the moment of the luiee: 

Mr2 M2 M2' 

2hE + 2hEV 2C , 
(IK./) 

An important case of the bending of rods is that of a slight bending, m 

which the deviation from the initial position is everywhere small compan d 

with the length of the rod. In this case torsion can be supposed absent, and 

we can put £2g = 0, so that (18.4) gives simply 

£2 = t XnjR 1 Xdt/d/. (IK.X) 

We take a co-ordinate system xy y, z fixed in space, with the 2 axis along tin 

axis of the undeformed rod (instead of the system £, 77, £ lor each point m the 

rod), and denote by X, Y the co-ordinates x, y for points on the clastic line , 

X and Y give the displacement of points on the line* from then jurat 101 r» 

before the deformation. 

Since the bending is only slight, the tangent vector t is almost paiallel 

to the ,2-axis, and the difference in direction can be approximately neglected. 

The unit tangent vector is the derivative t dr/d/ ol the ladms vet mi r 

of a point on the curve with respect to its lengt h. 11 nice 

dt/d/ - d2r/d/2 cPr/ds2; 

the derivative with respect to the length can he approximately iejdat ed by 

the derivative with respect to 2. In particular, the x and y components ol 

this vector are respectively d2X/dz2 and d2Y/dz2. The components 

are, to the same accuracy, equal to llr, Llyy and we have from (1X.H) 

= — d2F/d22, r, d'kV/tbT (1M <>) 

Substituting these expressions in (18.5), we obtain the elastic energy ol .1 

slightly bent rod in the form 

d2 Y\2 fd2X \2\ 

■ 1 1 h( I ( IS Id) 

Here I± and 12are the moments of inertia about the axes of .vand v respectively, 

which are the principal axes of inertia. 

In particular, for a rod of circular cross-section, I\ ■■-!*> /, and the 

integrand is just the sum of the squared second derivatives, whic h m the 

approximation considered is the square of the curvature: 

/ d2 .Y \ 2 / d2 V \ 2 I 
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Hence formula (18.10) can be plausibly generalised to the case of slight 

bending of a circular rod having any shape (not necessarily straight) in its 

undeformed state. To do so, we must write the bending energy as 

<m,) 
where Ro is the radius of curvature at any point of the undeformed rod. This 

expression has a minimum, as it should, in the undeformed state (R = Ro)y 

and for Rq oo it becomes formula (18.10). 

§19. The equations of equilibrium of rods 

We can now derive the equations of equilibrium for a bent rod. We again 

consider an infinitesimal element bounded by two adjoining cross-sections 

of the rod, and calculate the total force acting on it. We denote by F the 

resultant internal stress on a cross-section.f The components of this vector 

are the integrals of o^ over the cross-section: 

Fi = J (7ic d/. (19.1) 

If we regard the two adjoining cross-sections as the ends of the element, a 

force F -f dF acts on the upper end, and — F on the lower end; the sum of 

these is the differential dF. Next, let K be the external force on the rod per 

unit length. Then an external force K dl acts on the element of length d/. 

The resultant of the forces on the element is therefore dF-f K dl. This must 

be zero in equilibrium. Thus we have 

dF/dZ = - K. (19.2) 

A second equation is obtained from the condition that the total moment of 

the forces on the element is zero. Let M be the moment of the internal 

stresses on the cross-section. This is the moment about a point (the origin) 

which lies in the plane of the cross-section; its components are given by 

formulae (18.6). We shall calculate the total moment, on the element con¬ 

sidered, about a point O lying in the plane of its upper end. Then the 

internal stresses on this end give a moment M + dM. The moment about O 

of the internal stresses on the lower end of the element is composed of the 

moment — M of those forces about the origin O' in the plane of the lower 

end and the moment about O of the total force — F on that end. This latter 

moment is — dl X — F, where dl is the vector of the element of length of the 

rod between O' and O. The moment due to the external forces K is of a 

higher order of smallness. Thus the total moment acting on the element 

considered is dM-bdlxF. In equilibrium, this must be zero: 

dM+dlxF = 0. 

f This notation will not lead to any confusion with the free energy, winch does not appear in 
§§19-21. 

§19 The equal ions of njtnlihnttni of rods S.t 

Dividing this equation by dl and using the fact that dl/dl t is the unit 

vector tangential to the rod (regarded as a line), we have 

dM/dZ - Fxt. (19-8) 

Equations (19.2) and (19.3) form a complete set of equilibrium equations 

for a rod bent in any manner. 

If the external forces on the rod are concentrated, i.e. applied only at 

isolated points of the rod, the equilibrium equations at all other points air 

much simplified. For K = 0 we have from (19.2) 

F = constant, (19.-1) 

i.e. the stress resultant is constant along any portion of the rod between 

points where forces are applied. The values of the constant are found I mm 

the fact that the difference F2 — Fi of the forces at two points 1 and 2 is 

F2-Fx - — EK, (19 S) 

where the sum is over all forces applied to the segment of the rod between 

the two points. It should be noticed that, in the difference F2 Fi, ihr 

point 2 is further from the point from which / is measured than is the point 1 ; 

this is important in determining the signs in equation (19.5). In particular, il 

only one concentrated force f acts on the rod, and is applied at its her end, 

then F = constant = f at all points of the rod. 

The second equilibrium equation (19.3) is also simplified, butting; 

t = dl/dl — dr/d/ (where r is the radius vector from any fixed point to the 

point considered) and integrating, we obtain 

M = F Xr-f constant, (19.6) 

since F is constant. 
If concentrated forces also are absent, and the rod is bent by the applies lion 

of concentrated moments, i.e. of concentrated couples, then F eon .taut 

at all points of the rod, while M is discontinuous at points where couples 

are applied, the discontinuity being equal to the moment of the couple. 

Let us consider also the boundary conditions at the ends ol a bent iml. 

Various cases are possible. 

The end of the rod is said to be clamped (Fig. 4a, §12) il it cannot move 

either longitudinally or transversely, and moreover its direction (i.e. the thiec 

tion of the tangent to the rod) cannot change. In this case the bound,uy 

conditions are that the co-ordinates of the end of the rod and the unit tangrn 

tial vector t there are given. The reaction force and moment exerted on the 

rod by the clamp are determined by solving the equations. 

The opposite case is that of a free end, whose position and direction air 

arbitrary. In this case the boundary conditions are that the force F and 

moment M must be zero at the end of the rod. ) 

| If n concrntrulrd force f is ii|>|>lirtl to the (tee cm! ol the rod, the hmindaiy tonditioii i* I* - I 

not F 0. 
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If the end of the rod is lixed to a Jiingr, it cannot he displaced, hut its 

direction can vary. In this case tlxe moment oi the forces on the freely turning 
end must be zero. 

Finally, if the rod is supported (Fig. 4b), it can slide at the point of support 

but cannot undergo transverse displacements. In this case the direction t of 

the rod at the support and the point on the rod at which it is supported are 

unknown. The moment of the forces at the point of support must be zero, 

since the rod can turn freely, and the force F at that point must be perpen¬ 

dicular to the rod; a longitudinal force would cause a further sliding of the 
rod at this point. 

The boundary conditions for other modes of fixing the rod can easily be 

established in a similar manner. We shall not pause to add to the typical 
examples already given. 

It was mentioned at the beginning of §18 that a rod of arbitrary cross- 

section undergoing large deflections is in general twisted also, even if no 

external twisting moment is applied to the rod. An exception occurs when a 

rod is bent in one of its principal planes, in which case there is no torsion. 

For a rod of circular cross-section no torsion results for any bending (if there 

is no external twisting moment, of course). This can be seen as follows. The 

twisting is given by the component = ft • t of the vector ft. Let us 

calculate the derivative of this along the rod. To do so, we use the fact that 
ftc - MJC: 

d dflb 

—(M-t) = C-^ 
dr J d i 

dM dt 
-t + M-—. 
d l dl 

Substituting (19.3), we see that the first term is zero, so that 

CdQJdl = M-dt/d/. 

For a rod of circular cross-section, h = /2 == I; by (18.3) and (18.6), we can 

therefore write M in the form 

M = F/t xdt/d/(19.7) 

Multiplying by dt/d/, we have zero on the right-hand side, so that 

dQJdl — 0, 

whence 

= constant, (19.8) 

i.e. the torsion angle is constant along the rod. If no twisting moments are 

applied to the ends of the rod, then is zero at the ends, and there is no 

torsion anywhere in the rod. 

For a rod of circular cross-section, we can therefore put for pure bending 

dr d‘2r 
M ------ Kit xdt/d/ = El x 

d/ dr 
(19.9) 

Thr rtffti/lums a/ rqut/ihnum <>j jW< 

Substituting this in (19.3), we obtain (he equation lor pure bending of a 

circular rod: 

dr d3r dr 
El— X-= F X—. 

dl d/3 dl 
(19.10) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Reduce to quadratures the problem of determining the shape of a m«l <>( 

circular cross-section bent in one plane by concentrated forces. 

Solution. Let us consider a portion of the rod lying between points where the loim 

are applied; on such a portion F is constant. We take the plane of the bent rod as ihr xy 

plane, with the y-axis parallel to the force F, and introduce the angle 0 between the tangent 

to the rod and the y-axis. Then dx/dl — sin 9, dy/dl = cos 8, where x, y are the co-on I mat r;i 

of a point on the rod. Expanding the vector products in (19.10), we obtain the following 

equation for 8 as a function of the arc length lx EId29jdl2 — F sin 0 = 0. A 1 li st integral ion 

gives %EI(dO/dl)2d-F cos 8 — cx, and 

i- ±vaEj)I TL s*>+" "> 

The function 0(1) can be obtained in terms of elliptic functions. The co-oi dinatr-i 

J sin 9 d/, y = cos 9 dl 

± \l[2EI(c\ — F cos 6)/F2] -f constant, 

vm)j 
V(a~P cos 9) 

-+ constant. 

The moment M (19.9) is parallel to the 5r-axis, and its magnitude is M - EldO/dl. 

Problem 2. Determine the shape of a bent rod with one end clamped and the oilier undn 

a force f perpendicular to the original direction of the rod (Fig. 15). 

Fig. 15 

Solution. We have F = constant — f everywhere on the rod. At the (lamped mil 

(/ = 0), 9 = ^7r, and at the free end (/ — Lt the length of the rod) M =• 0, i.e. (V 0. 1’lilting 

0(L) = 60, we have in (1), Problem 1, Ci ~ / cos 90 and 
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For a small deflection, 0o ■ 1, ami we can wi ile 

0a 

W(,M = W(£,,A 
0 

i.e. 60 does not appear. This shows that, in accordance with the result of §21, Problem 3, 

the solution in question exists only for / > 7t2EI/4L2, i.e. when the rectilinear shape ceases 

to be stable. 

y 
/ 

x 

Fig.17 

Problem 4. The same as Problem 2, but for the case where both ends of tint rod air sup 
ported and a force f is applied at its centre. The distance between the supports is 

SOLUTION. We take the co-ordinate axes as shown in Fig. 17. The force F is consianl on 

each of the segments AB and BC, and on each is perpendicular to the direction of the: rod at 

the point of support A or C. The difference between the values of F on AB and BC is f, 

and so we conclude that, on AB, F sin 90 — — if, where 90 is the angle between the y-axis 

and the line AC. At the point A (l = 0) we have the conditions 9 — and M — 0, i.e. 

8' — 0, so that on AB 

The angle 0O is determined from the condition that the projection of AB on the straight line 

AC must be £L0, whence 

j EI sin 90 j*”cos(0 - 90) 

1 ° V 7 J Vsin0 
For some value d0 lying between 0 and Jtt the derivative d//d0o(/being regarded as a function 

of 80) passes through zero to positive values. A further decrease in 0O, i-e. increase in the 

deflection, would mean a decrease in /. This means that the solution found here becomes 

unstable, the rod collapsing between the supports. 

PROBLEM 5. Reduce to quadratures the problem of three-dimensional bending of a rod 

under the action of concentrated forces. 
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Solution. Let us consider a segment of the rod between points where forces are applied, 
on which F = constant. Integrating (19.10), we obtain 

dr d2r 
EI^x- 

dl d/2 
Fxr + cF; 

the constant of integration has been written as a vector cF parallel to F, since, by appro¬ 

priately choosing the origin, i.e. by adding a constant vector to r, we can eliminate any vector 

perpendicular to F. Multiplying (1) scalarly and vectoriaily by r' (the prime denoting 

differentiation with respect to /), and using the fact that r*r" = 0 (since r'2 = 1), we obtain 

F-rxr'-j-cF^F = 0, Elr" = (Fxfjxt'+^XL In components (with the #-axis parallel 

to F) we obtain (xy'-yx') + cz' = 0, EIz" = -F(xx'+yy'). Using cylindrical polar co¬ 
ordinates r, <j>, z, we have 

r2y + cz1 = 0, EIz" = ~Frr'. (2) 

The second of these gives 

*' = F(A-r*)l2EI, (3) 

where A is a constant. Combining (2) and (3) with the identity r'2+r2f*+^/2 — 1, we find 

n-—_, 
V[r2~ (r2 + c2)(A - r2)2F2/4£2/2]’ 

and then (2) and (3) give 

F r (A — r2)r dr 

2E/J \/[r2-F2(r2 +^XA^r2^/4E2I2f 

cF r (A — r2) dr 

2 El J ry[r2~F2(r2 + c2)(A - RfftE2!2] 

which gives the shape of the bent rod. 

Problem 6. A rod of circular cross-section is subjected to torsion (with torsion angle r) 

and twisted into a spiral. Determine the force and moment which must be applied to the 
ends of the rod to keep it in this state. 

Solution. Let R be the radius of the cylinder on whose surface the spiral lies (and along 

whose axis we take the ^-direction) and a the angle between the tangent to the spiral and a 

plane perpendicular to the .2-axis; the pitch h of the spiral is related to a and R by h — 2ttR tan a. 

The equation of the spiral is * = R cos <£, y = R sin </>, z = <j>R tan a, where <f> is the angle 

of rotation about the #-axis. The element of length is dl = (2?/cos a)d<A Substituting these 

expressions in (19.7), we calculate the components of the vector M, and then the force F 

from formula (19.3); F is constant everywhere on the rod. The result is that the force F is 

parallel to the z-axis and its magnitude is F = Fz = (Cr/R) sin <x~(EIlR2) cos2 a sin a. 

The moment M has a ^-component Mz — Ct sin ot —{— (.EljH) cos3 oc and a ^-component, along 

the tangent to the cross-section of the cylinder, M$ = FR. 

Problem 7. Determine the form of a flexible wire (whose resistance to bending can be 

neglected in comparison with its resistance to stretching) suspended at two points and in a 
gravitational field. 

Solution. We take the plane of the wire as the ary-plane, with the y-axis vertically down¬ 

wards. In equation (19.3) we can neglect the term dM/d/, since M is proportional to FA. 

Then Fxt — 0, i.e. F is parallel to t at every point, and we can put F — Ft. liquation (19.2) 
then gives 

d / d.v\ (1 / dy\ 
F 0, If 

d/\ dll <i/1 diJ 

Small deflations of rods 

where q is Uicweif-ht of the wire per unit length; hence F dx/dl = c, F dy/dl = ql and ho 

f 7 V(f +«/80 that dxldl = A/V(A*-|-/a). dy/dl = ll^(A*+P) where - cl„ 
Integrate gtves * = A sinh y = VW+P), whence^ -aZoX/aA e t 

ire takes the form of a catenary. The choice of origin and the constant A are determined 

v the fact that the curve must pass through the two given points and have a given length. 

§20. Small deflections of rods 

The equations of equilibrium are considerably simplified in the important 

case of small deflections of rods. This case holds if the direction of the 

vector t tangential to the rod varies only slowly along its length, i.e. the dcriva- 

tive dt/d/ is small. In other words, the radius of curvature of the bent rod is 

everywhere large compared with the length of the rod. In practice this 

condition amounts to requiring that the transverse deflection of the rod is 

small compared with its length. It should be emphasised that the deflection 

need not be small compared with the thickness of the rod, as it had to be in 

the approximate theory of small deflections of plates given in §§11-12 f 

Differentiating (19.3) with respect to the length, we have 

dF dt 
— Xt+Fx-. 
d/ dl 

(20.1) 

I he second term contains the small quantity dt/d/, and so can usually he 

neglected (some exceptional cases are discussed below). Substituting in the 

rst term dF/d/ = -K, we obtain the equation of equilibrium in the form 

d2M/d/2 = txK. (20.2) 

(18 9)TltC ^ eqUati°n in comPonents> substituting in it from (18.6) and 

Mx = -EhY", 
(20.3) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z. The unit vector t 

may be supposed to be parallel to the .sr-axis. Then (20.2) gives 

EhXM-Kx = 0, EhY^-Ky = 0. (20.4) 

These equations give the deflections X and Y as functions of*, i.e. the shape 
of a slightly bent rod. 

The stress resultant F on a cross-section of the rod can also be expressed in 

terms of the derivatives of X and Y. Substituting (20.3) in (19.3), we obtain 

Fx = — EIZX'", Fy = -EhY"'. (20.5) 

We see that the second derivatives give the moment of the internal stresses 

while the third derivatives give the stress resultant. The force (20.5) is 

called the shearing Joyce. If the bending is due to concentrated forces, the 

shearing force is constant along cadi segment of the rod between points 

dcfonrnr.f'bilt'oiilv*V<* ’’"i V ",r »' I. „ir ..might wl.cn aeiorrm.tl, hut only «M..ii.|ri nnr outmplr (W l»i „|.lrin.i « m„| «/). 

4 
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where forces are applied, and has a discontinuity at each of these points 

equal to the force applied there. 

The quantities Eh and EI± are called the flexural rigidities of the rod in 

the xz and yz planes respectively.f 

If the external forces applied to the rod act in one plane, the bending takes 

place in one plane, though not in general the same plane. The angle between 

the two planes is easily found. If a is the angle between the plane of action of 

the forces and the first principal plane of bending (the xsr-plane), the equa¬ 

tions of equilibrium become X(lv) = (KjhE) cos a, Y(lv) = (KjliE) sin a. 

The two equations differ only in the coefficient of K. Hence X and Y are 

proportional, and Y = (X/2//i) tan a. The angle 6 between the plane of 

bending and the xsr-plane is given by 

tan# = (/2//i)tana. (20.6) 

For a rod of circular cross-section I\ = /2 and a = #, i.e. the bending occurs 

in the plane of action of the forces. The same is true for a rod of any cross- 

section when oc = 0, i.e. when the forces act in a principal plane. The magni¬ 

tude of the deflection £ = <\/(X2+ Y2) satisfies the equation 

EIVM = K, I « /1/2/vW cos2a-b J22 sin2a). (20.7) 

The shearing force F is in the same plane as K, and its magnitude is 

F - -Ell"'. (20.8) 

Here I is the ' effective’ * moment of inertia of the cross-section of the rod. 

We can writ< down explicitly the boundary conditions on the equations of 

equilibrium for a slightly bent rod. If the end of the rod is clamped, we must 

have X — Y = 0 there, and also X' — Y9 = 0, since its direction cannot 

change. Thus the conditions at a clamped end are 

X = Y = 0, X9 = Y9 = 0. (20.9) 

The reaction force and moment at the point of support are determined from 

the known solution by formulae (20.3) and (20.5). 

When the bending is sufficiently slight, the hinging and supporting of a 

point on the rod are equivalent as regards the boundary conditions. The 

reason is that, in the latter case, the longitudinal displacement of the rod at 

its point of support is of the second order of smallness compared with the 

f An equation of the form 

DX™-Kx = 0 (20.4a) 
also describes the bending of a thin plate in certain limiting cases. Let a rectangular plate (with 
sides a, b and thickness h) be fixed along its sides a (parallel to the ^-axis) and bent along its sides b 
(parallel to the ar-axis) by a load uniform in the ^-direction. In the general case of arbitrary a and b, 
the two-dimensional equation (12.5), with the appropriate boundary conditions at the fixed and free 
edges, must be used to determine the bending. In the limiting case a b, however, the deformation 
may be regarded as uniform in the ^-direction, and then the two-dimensional equilibrium equation 
becomes of the form (20.4a), with the flexural rigidity replaced by ]) ■-■■■ EfPaj 12(1 <r!). Equation 
(20.4a) is also applicable to the opposite limiting case a b, when the plate ran he regarded as a 
rod of length b with a narrow rectangular cross-section (a rectangle of aides a and h)\ in this case, 
however, the flexural rigidity is 1) ET% ■■ KUAaj\2. 

§20 Small deflations of tads 

transverse deflection, and can therefore be neglected. The boundary con¬ 

ditions of zero transverse displacement and moment give 

X = Y = 0, X” = Y" = 0. (20.10) 

The direction of the end of the rod and the reaction force at the point nl 

support are obtained by solving the equations. 

Finally, at a free end, the force F and moment M must be zero. According 

to (20.3) and (20.5), this gives the conditions 

X" = Y" = 0, X"' = Y"' *= 0. (20.11) 

If a concentrated force is applied at the free end, then F must be equal to this 

force, and not to zero. 

It is not difficult to generalise equations (20.4) to the case of a rod of 

variable cross-section. For such a rod the moments of inertia l\ and L arc 

functions of z. Formulae (20.3), which determine the moment at any cross 

section, are still valid. Substitution in (20.2) now gives 

/ d2 Y\ 

- 

d2 / d2X 

Ed^\2~d^ 

in which h and /2 must be differentiated. The shearing force is 

F, = -E- 
d / d2 Y \ 

(20.0) 

(20.13) 

Let us return to equations (20.1). Our neglect of the second term on the 

right-hand side may in some cases be illegitimate, even if the bending is 

slight. The cases involved are those in which a large internal stress resultant 

acts along the rod, i.e. Fz is very large. Such a force is usually caused by a 

strong tension of the rod by external stretching forces applied to its ends. 

We denote by T the constant lengthwise stress Fz. If the rod is strongly 

compressed instead of being extended, T will be negative. In expanding the 

vector product Fxdt/dl we must now retain the terms in 1\ but those in Er 

and Fy can again be neglected. Substituting X", Y", 1 for the components 

of the vector dt/d/, we obtain the equations of equilibrium in the form 

h$XW>-TX"-Kx = 0, 

hEYW-TT'-Ky = 0. 

The expressions (20.5) for the shearing force will now contain additional 

terms giving the projections of the force T (along the vector t) on the .v and 

y axes : 

Fx = -EhX'" + TX\ Fv - -FlyY"' + TY\ (20.15) 

These formulae can also, of course, be obtained directly from (19.3). 

In some easels a large force T can result from the bending itself, even if 

no stretching lorccs are applied, bet us consider a rod with both ends 
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clamped or hinged to fixed supports, so that no longitudinal displacement is 
possible. Then the bending of the rod must result in an extension of it, 
which leads to a force T in the rod. It is easy to estimate the magnitude of the 
deflection for which this force becomes important. The length L 4- AL of the 
bent rod is given by 

L 

L+AL = JV(1 + V'2+ Y'2) dz, 
0 

taken along the straight line joining the points of support. For slight bending 
the square root can be expanded in series, and we find 

L 

AL = ij(X'2+ Y'2) d~. 
6 

The stress force in simple stretching is equal to the relative extension multi¬ 
plied by Young’s modulus and by the area S of the cross-section of the rod. 
Thus the force T is 

ES ^ 
T = — [(X'2 + Y'2) d*. (20.16) 

2Lo 

If 8 is the order of magnitude of the transverse bending, the derivatives 
X' and Yr are of the order of S/L, so that the integral in (20.16) is of the 
order of 82/L, and T ~ ES(8/L)^. The orders of magnitude of the first and 
second terms in (20.14) are respectively EI8JL4 and T8/L2, ~ TSS3/Z,4. The 
moment of inertia / is of the order of A4, and S ~ A2, where A is the thickness 
of the rod. Substituting, we easily find that the first and second terms in 
(20.14) are comparable in magnitude if 8 ~ A. Thus, when a rod with fixed 
ends is bent, the equations of equilibrium can be used in the form (20.4) only 
if the deflection is small in comparison with the thickness of the rod. If 8 
is not small compared with A (but still, of course, small compared with L), 
equations (20.14) must be used. The force T in these equations is not known 
a priori. It must first be regarded as a parameter in the solution, and then 
determined by formula (20.16) from the solution obtained; this gives the 
relation between T and the bending forces applied to the rod. 

The opposite limiting case is that where the resistance of the rod to bending 
is small compared with its resistance to stretching, so that the first terms in 
equations (20.14) can be neglected in comparison with the second terms. 
Physically this case can be realized either by a very strong tension force T or 
by a small value of El, which can result from a small thickness A. Rods under 
strong tension are called strings. In such cases the equations of equilibrium 
are 

(20.17) 

§20 Small dr jin turns of rods ‘M 

The ends of the string are fixed, in the sense that their co-ordinates are given, 
i.e. 

X = Y = 0. (20.1K) 

The direction of the ends cannot be decided arbitrarily, but is given by the 
solution of the equations. 

In conclusion, we may show how the equations of equilibrium of a slightly 
bent rod may be obtained from the variational principle, using the expression 

(18.10) for the elastic energy: 

Froa = p J {/17"2+/2X"2} d*. 

In equilibrium the sum of this energy and the potential energy due to the 

external forces K acting on the rod must be a minimum, i.e. we must have 
SFrod-Ki^ajSJYfl-i^j/Sy) dz = 0, where the second term is the work done 

by the external forces in an infinitesimal displacement of the rod. In varying 

Trod, we effect a repeated integration by parts: 

fsjx"2d* = fX"8X''dz 

= [X"8X']- jx'"8X'dz 

= [X"SX'] - [X"'8X] + J X™8X dz, 

and similarly for the integral of Y"2. Collecting terms, we obtain 

| [(EhY^-Ky)8Y+(EhX^-Kx)8X] ds+ 

+ Eh[( Y"8 Y' - F"'S Y)] + Eh[{X"8X’- X’"8X)) = 0. 

The integral gives the equilibrium equations (20.4), since the variations <SA' 
and 8Y are arbitrary. The integrated terms give the boundary conditions on 
these equations; for example, at a free end the variations 8Xy 8 Y, 8X\ 8Y' 
are arbitrary, and the corresponding conditions (20.11) are obtained. Also, 
the coefficients of 8X and 8Y in these terms give the expressions (20.5) loi 
the components of the shearing force, and those of SX' and 8 V’' give thr 
expressions (20.3) for the components of the bending moment. 

Finally, the equations of equilibrium (20.14) in the presence ol a tension 
force T can be obtained by the same method if we include in the energy a 
term TAL ~ \T J (X'2+ Y,2) dsr, which is the work done by the force T ova a 
distance AL equal to the extension of the rod. 

VKOHUCMS 

VnoiiIJ'.M 1. IVlcnninr (hr shapr of n roil (of IniKlh /) hrnt l>y il» own wrip.hl, lor vmioim 

iimkIcm of support (it thr roils. TX" | Kx 0, TY" I Ky 0. 
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Solution. The required shape is given hy a solution «>1 the equation £<lv) — q! El, where 

q is the weight per unit length, with the appropriate boundary conditions at its ends, as shown 

in the text. The following shapes and maximum displacements are obtained for various 

modes of support at the ends of the rod. The origin is at one end of the rod in each case. 

(a) Both ends clamped: 

£ = qz2(z-l)2j24EI, £Q2) = #/384£7. 

(b) Both ends supported: 

£ - qz(z3 — 2lz2 + /3)/24£7, £(i/) - 5#/384£7. 

(c) One end (z — l) clamped, the other supported: 

£ = qz(2z*- 3lz2 + /3)/48£7, £(042/) - 0-0054?/4/E7. 

(d) One end (z = 0) clamped, the other free: 

£ = qz2{z2 — Mz 4- 6/2)/24£7, £(/) » ql^8EI. 

Problem 2. Determine the shape of a rod bent by a force/ applied to its mid-point. 

Solution. We have £(,v> = 0 everywhere except at z — \l. The boundary conditions 

at the ends of the rod (z — 0 and z — l) are determined by the mode of support; at z = \l, 
£, £' and i" must be continuous, and the discontinuity in the shearing force F — —Ell,"' 
must be equal to/. 

The shape of the rod (for 0 ^ z < £/) and the maximum displacement are given by the 

following formulae: 

(a) Both ends clamped: 

£ = /s2(31—4-z) 148 El, £(£/) = PIX92EI. 

(b) Both ends supported: 

£ = fz( 3/2 - 4z2)/48EI, £(|Z) = //3/48E7. 

The rod is symmetrical about its mid-point, so that the functions l(z) in £Z < z ^ / are 

obtained simply by replacing z by l—z. 

Problem 3. The same as Problem 2, but for a rod clamped at one end (z = 0) and free 

at the other end {z — /), to which a force/is applied. 

Solution. At all points of the rod F = constant =/, so that £"' = —f[EI. Using the 

conditions £ — 0, £' — 0 for z = 0, £" = 0 for z = /, we obtain 

£ = fz2‘(3l—z)/6EI, £(/) = W/3EI. 

Problem 4. Determine the shape of a rod with fixed ends, bent by a couple at its 

mid-point. 

Solution. At all points of the rod £<lv> — 0, and at z = J/ the moment M = Eli" has 

a discontinuity equal to the moment m of the applied couple. The results are: 

(a) Both ends clamped: 

£ = mz\l —2z)j8EIl for 0 ^ * < \l, 

£ = -m(l-zf[l-2(l-z)]l8EIl for \l < * < /. 

(b) Both ends hinged: 

£ = mz(l2-\z2)l2\EIl for 0 ^ z < U, 

£ = -m{l-z)[l2-A{l-zf]l2AEIl for \l ^ z ^ l 

§20 Small dr/fn f/ons of t ads 9S 

The rod is bent in opposite directions on the two sides ol z --- \l. 

Problem 5. The same us Problem 4, but for the case where one end is clamped and the 

other end free, the couple being applied at the latter end. 

Solution. At all points of the rod M = Eli" ~ m> and at z — 0 we have £ --- 0, £' * 0, 

The shape is given by £ = mz212EI> 

Problem 6. Determine the shape of a circular rod with hinged ends stretched by a lou r 

T and bent by a force / applied at its mid-point. 

Solution. On the segment 0 < z ^ \l the shearing force is so that (20.15) given 1114- 

equation 

£"'— TCI El = —fj2EL 

The boundary conditions are £ = i" = 0 for z = 0 and l\ £' = 0 for z =■» £/ (since. £' in 

continuous). The shape of the rod (in the segment 0 < z < \l) is given by 

/ / sinh kz \ 

2TV ~~ /ecosh\klV 
k = V(TIEI). 

For small k this gives the result obtained in Problem 2 (b). For large k it becomes £ - /*/ * I, 

i.e., in accordance with equations (20.17), a flexible wire under a force / takes live bum ol 

two straight pieces intersecting at z = £/. 

If the force T is due to the stretching of the rod by the transverse force, it must be dein 

mined by formula (20.16). Substituting the above result, we obtain the equation 

1 

ifi 

r3 1 1 3 li 
-4--tanh2-&Z-tanh -kl 

12 2 2 kl 2\ 

8E273 

/2 S’ 

which determines T as an implicit function of/. 

Problem 7. A circular rod of infinite length lies in an elastic substance, i.e. when it in 

bent a force K = —a£ proportional to the deflection acts on it. Determine the shape ol the 

rod when a concentrated force / acts on it. 

Solution. We take the origin at the point where the force / is applied. The equation 

£7£(lv) = —a£ holds everywhere except at z = 0. The solution must satisfy the condition 

£ = 0 at z = dr00, and at z = 0 £' and i" must be continuous; the difference between tbn 

shearing forces F = —Eli"' for z —► 0+ and z —> 0— must be/. The required solution i« 

£ = JL-e-P\z\[cos p\z\ + smp\z\], 

Problem 8. Derive the equation of equilibrium for a slightly bent thin circular mml which, 

in its undeformed state, is an arc of a circle and is bent in its plane by radial lorcfcs. 

Solution. Taking the origin of polar co-ordinates ry <f> at the centre of the circle, wr wi 11 r 

the equation of the deformed rod as r = £ + £(</>), where a is the radius of the arc and £ a »mull 

radial displacement. Using the expression for the radius of curvature in polar co-nnlinatm, 

we find as far as the first order in £ 

1 r2 — rrf, + 2r'2 1 £ + £" 

Jt ~ (r2 + r'2)3/2 ~ a aV' 
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to <f>. According to (18.11), lb<* <*lantic 

bending energy is 

(t> 0 </>o 
r t 1 1 \2 El r 

Fr" ~ ,wf (« -;,) " ^J(£ H ) , K 
0 O 
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<j> o being the angle subtended by the arc at its centre. The equation of equilibrium is obtained 

from the variational principle 

<p 0 

SFrod- j&tKradi = 0, 

0 

where Kr is the external radial force per unit length, with the auxiliary condition 

<j)0 

J ( d</> = 0, 

0 

which is, in this approximation, the statement of the fact that the total length of the rod is 

unchanged, i.e. it undergoes no general extension. Using Lagrange’s method, we put 

8FTQa — J aKr8l d(j> -f aoi J d<f> — 0, 

where a is a constant. Varying the integrand in FrQd and integrating the term twice by 

parts, we obtain 

J+ 2£"+ £(lv>) - *Kr + aaj§£ d.</> + 

-^Ki'+rosa = o. a6 a6 

Hence we find the equation of equilibrium! 

EI{^+2i" + t>)!a*-Kr+«. = 0, (1) 

the shearing force F = — EI(£' +£'")/a*, and the bending moment M = EI(C+£")la*; 
cf. the end of §20. The constant a is determined from the condition that the rod as a whole 

is not stretched. 

Problem 9. Determine the deformation of a circular ring bent by two forces / applied 

along a diameter (Fig. 18). 

C 

D 

Fig. 18 

| In the absence of external forces, A'r 0 and a 0; the non-zero solutions of the resulting 

homogeneous equation correspond to a simple rotation or translation of the whole rod. 

§21 7he stability of clastic systems T/ 

SOLUTION, integrating equation (1), Problem K, along the circuit demure of the ling, we 

have Irrcta = $ Krtn\</> -- 2f. We have equation. (1) with Kr 0 everywhere exeept at 

4> — 0 and <f> = 7r: 

£(lv) + 2£" + £ + fcfijirEI - 0. 

The required deformation of the ring is symmetrical about the diameters AH and (7\ and 

so we must have £' = 0 at A, By C and D. The difference in the shearing forces f or */* ► 0 I 

must be/. The solution of the equation of equilibrium which satisfies these conditions in 

>3/1 1 i i 
- —b-o!> cos (I)-7r cosoS-sin 
El W V Y 8 r 4 

0 ^ (f> ^ 7T. 

In particular, the points A and B approach through a distance 

m+m 

§21. The stability of elastic systems 

The behaviour of a rod subject to longitudinal compressing forces is the 

simplest example of the important .phenomenon of elastic instability, Inst 

discovered by L. Euler. 

In the absence of transverse bending forces KXy KV) the equations ol 

equilibrium (20.14) for a compressed rod have the evident solution 

X — Y = 0, which corresponds to the rod’s remaining straight under a 

longitudinal force |T|. This solution, however, gives a stable equilibrium 

of the rod only if the compressing force |T| is less than a certain critical value 

Tcr. For |r| < TCr, the straight rod is stable with respect to any small pertur¬ 

bation. In other words, if the rod is slightly bent by some small force, it will 

tend to return to its original position when that force ceases to act. 

If, on the other hand, \ T\ > Tcr, the straight rod is in unstable equilibi mm. 

An infinitesimal bending suffices to destroy the equilibrium, and a laigr 

bending of the rod results. It is clear that, if this is so, the compressed mil 

cannot actually remain straight. 

The behaviour of the rod after it ceases to be stable must satisfy the equa 

tions for bending with large deflections. The value Tcr of the critical load, 

however, can be obtained from the equations for small deflections. I’m 

|T| = Tcr, the straight rod is in neutral equilibrium. This means that, brsiden 

the solution X = Y = 0, there must also be states where the rod is slightly 

bent but still in equilibrium. Hence the critical value of Tvr is the value of 

|T| for which the equations 

EhX^+\T\X" - 0, EI\ T(,v)+ |T| Y" - 0 (21.1) 

have a non-zero solution. This solution gives also the nature of the deforma¬ 

tion of the rod immediately after it ceases to be stable. 
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The following Problems give some typical eases of the loss of stability in 

various elastic systems. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the critical compression force for a rod with hinged ends. 

Solution. Since we are seeking the smallest value of | Tj for which equations (21.1) have 

a non-zero solution, it is sufficient to consider only the equation which contains the smaller 

of I1 and /2. Let I2 < J\. Then we seek a solution of the equation EI2X^v)-\- \ T\X" — 0 

in the form X = A~hBz-\-C sin kz~\~D cos kz, where k — \/(\T\lEI2), The non-zero 

solution which satisfies the conditions X — X" = 0 for z = 0 and z — / is X — C sin kz, 

with sin kl — 0. Hence we find the required critical force to be Tcr = tt2EI2I12. On ceasing 

to be stable, the rod takes the form shown in Fig. 19a. 

Fig.19 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a rod with clamped ends (Fig. 19b). 

Solution. Tcr = 4tt2EJJ12. 

Problem 3. The same as Problem 1, but for a rod with one end clamped and the other 

free (Fig. 19c). 

Solution. Tcr — tt2EIJ412. 

Problem 4. Determine the critical compression force for a circular rod with hinged ends 

in an elastic medium (see §20, Problem 7). 

Solution. The equations (21.1) must now be replaced by EIX^-\~\T\X"olX — 0. 

A similar treatment gives the solution X — A sin mrzjl, 

rflEI / a Z4 \ 

~¥T2+ nWEl)’ 

where n is the integer for which Tcv is least. When a is large, n > 1, i.e. the rod exhibits 

several undulations as soon as it ceases to be stable. 

Problem 5. A circular rod is subjected to torsion, its ends being clamped. Determine 

the critical torsion beyond which the straight rod becomes unstable. 

Solution. The critical value of the torsion angle is determined by the appearance of 

non-zero solutions of the equations for slight bending of a twisted rod. To derive these 

equations, we substitute the expression (19.7) M — EltX dt/dZ + Crt, where t is the constant 

torsion angle, in equation (19.3). This gives 

Fxt = o. 

§21 The stability of this fit systems 

We differentiate; since the bending is not large, t may be regarded as a constant vector t0 

along the axis of the rod (the sr-axis) in differentiating the first and third terms. Since also 

dF/dZ = 0 (there being no external forces except at the ends of the rod), we obtain 

dH 

HtoXdP+cvdp - °’ 

or, in components, 

yav)_Kx"' - 0, 

XW+kY"' = 0, 

where k = CrjEI. Taking as the unknown function £ = X-\-iY, we obtain £<lv> /«-£"' <>. 

We seek a solution which satisfies the conditions £ = 0, £' = 0 for z — 0 and z t, in the 

form £ = a(\-\-if<z—eiKZ)-\~bz2, and obtain as the compatibility condition of tin* equation* 

for a and b the relation eiKl = (2-hz/cZ)/(2— i>d), whence \kI — tan J #cZ. 'PI ie smallest mot 

of this equation is 4 atZ — 4-49, so that Tcr = 8-98 El/CL 

Problem 6. The same as Problem 5, but for a rod with hinged ends. 

Solution. In this case we have £ = a{\ — eiKZ—\K2z2)4~bz, where k is given by 

eUl i e K[ _ 277-. 

Hence the required critical torsion angle is rcr = IttEI/CL 

Problem 7. Determine the limit of stability of a vertical rod under its own weight, the 

ower end being clamped. 

Solution. If the longitudinal stress Fz ~ T varies along the rod, dEejdl / 0 in the 

first term of (20.1), and equations (20.14) are replaced by 

hEXW-{TX')' -Kx = 0, 

I\E Yav)—(TY')' — Ky = 0. 

In the case considered, there are no transverse bending forces anywhere in the rod, mul 

T = — q(l—z)t where q is the weight of the rod per unit length and z is mesisiired horn the 

lower end. Assuming that /2 < Ilt we consider the equation 

hEXnt - TXf = — q(l — z)X'; 

for z ~ Z, X'" = 0 automatically. The general integral of this equation for the function 

u «= X' is 

u = +bJi(v)l> 
where 

-n = WW-zWhl 
The boundary conditions X' = 0 for z = 0 and X" ” 0 for z = l give for the function 

u(tj) the conditions u = 0 for y = 77 0 ~ u'rjil3 = 0 for i? = 0. In older to mil inly 

these conditions we must put b = 0 and J0) = 0. The smallest root of this equation 

is 770 *=* 1 -87, and so the critical length is Zcr — 1 -98(/i7a/r/),/3. 

PROBLEM 8. A rod has an elongated cross-section, so that /,!■* 1V. One end is c lumped 

and a force /is applied to the other end, which is free, so as to bend it in the principal xz-pint in 

(in which the flexural rigidity is Elt). Determine the critical forceat which the rod bent 

in a plane becomes unstable and the rod is bent sideways (in the yat-plane), at thn same time 

undergoing torsion. 
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Solution. Since the rigidity EE is large compared with Eli (and with the torsional 

rigidity C),| the instability as regards sideways bending occurs while the deflection in the 

xs-plane is still small. To determine the point where instability sets in, we must form the 

equations for slight sideways bending of the rod, retaining the terms proportional to the 

products of the force / in the a^-plane and the small displacements. Since there is a concen¬ 

trated force only at the free end of the rod, we have F — f at all points, and at the free end 

(z — /) the moment M — 0; from formula (19.6) we find the components of the moment 

relative to a fixed system of co-ordinates x, y, z: Mx = 0, My = (/—z)f, Mz — ( Y— Y0)/, 

where YQ = Y(Z). Taking the components along co-ordinate axes £, 77, £ fixed at each point 

to the rod, we obtain as far as the first-order terms in the displacements Mg = f(l~z)ft 

Mv — (l—z)f, Mg = (l~z)fd Y/d#+/( Y— Y0), where <f> is the total angle of rotation of a 

cross-section of the rod under torsion; the torsion angle r = d<j>/dz is not constant along 

the rod. According to (18.6) and (18.9), however, we have for a small deflection 

Mg = -EhY", Mv = EhX", Ms = Cf; 

comparing, we obtain the equations of equilibrium 

EI2X” = (/-*)/, EhY" = 

C<j>' = (l-z)fY' + {Y- Y0)f. 

The first of these equations gives the main bending of the rod, in the x-z-plane; we require 

the value off for which non-zero solutions of the second and third equations appear. Eliminat¬ 

ing Y, we find 

</>" + k\l-zf </> = 0, k2 = plEhC. 

The general integral of this equation is 

4> = aV(l-Z)MW- *)21 +W{1-z)U[W-*)21- 

At the clamped end (z — 0) we must have <j> = 0, and at the free end the twisting moment 

C<j>' — 0. From the second condition we have <2 = 0, and then the first gives J-^kE) = 0. 

The smallest root of this equation is %kl2 — 2-006, whence/cr = 4-01 

f For example, for a narrow rectangular cross-section of sides b and h (6 h), we have 
Ef =* bh3El 12, Elz = PhEjll, C = bh*fxl3. 

CHAPTER III 

ELASTIC WAVES 

§22. Elastic waves in an isotropic medium 

If motion occurs in a deformed body, its temperature is not in general 

constant, but varies in both time and space. This considerably complicates 

the exact equations of motion in the general case of arbitrary motions. 

Usually, however, matters are simplified in that the transfer of heat liom 

one part of the body to another (by simple thermal conduction) occurs very 

slowly. If the heat exchange during times of the order of the period nl 

oscillatory motions in the body is negligible, we can regard any part of the 

body as thermally insulated, i.e. the motion is adiabatic. In adiabatic del01 

mations, however, 0%% is given in terms of uoc by the usual formulae, the 

only difference being that the ordinary (isothermal) values of E and 0 must he 

replaced by their adiabatic values (see §6). We shall assume in what billows 

that this condition is fulfilled, and accordingly E and a in this chapter will be 

understood to have their adiabatic values. 

In order to obtain the equations of motion for an elastic medium, we must 

equate the internal stress force daijcjdxjc to the product of the acceleration 

ill and the mass per unit volume of the body, i.e. its density p: 

pih = dvibldxjc. (22.1) 

This is the general equation of motion. 

In particular, the equations of motion for an isotropic elastic medium ran 

be written down at once by analogy with the equation of equilibrium (7.2). 

We have 

E E 
pu = -Au4-grad div u. 

2(1-ha) 2(l + a)(l-2a)6 
(22 2) 

Since all deformations are supposed small, the motions considered in tlir 

theory of elasticity are small elastic oscillations or elastic waves. We shall 

begin by discussing a plane elastic wave in an infinite isotropic medium, i.e. 

a wave in which the deformation u is a function only of one co-ordinate 

(#, say) and of the time. All derivatives with respect to y and in equations 

(22.2) are then zero, and wc obtain for the components of the vccto* 11 11 it* 

equations 

dhix 1 d*ux dhiv 1 dh ly 
-. - - . = 0, y- - - = 0 (22.2) 
dx2 c,2 Dl2 ,lx2 <c ill2 

tut 
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(the equation for uz is the same as that for uy); hercf 

/ E(l-o) / E 

Cl ~ VP( 1 + a)(l -2<r)’ Ct ~ V 2P(l+o)‘ (22'4) 

Equations (22.3) are ordinary wave equations in one dimension, and the 

quantities ci and ct which appear in them are the velocities of propagation of 

the wave. We see that the velocity of propagation for the component ux is 

different from that for uy and uz. 

Thus an elastic wave is essentially two waves propagated independently. 

In one (ux) the displacement is in the direction of propagation; this is called 

the longitudinal wave, and is propagated with velocity ci. In the other wave 

(%, uz) the displacement is in a plane perpendicular to the direction of propa¬ 

gation ; this is called the transverse wave, and is propagated with velocity ct. 

It is seen from (22.4) that the velocity of longitudinal waves is always greater 

than that of transverse waves: we always havej 

ci > V(4/3)q. (22.5) 

The velocities ci and ct are often called the longitudinal and transverse veloci¬ 

ties of sound. 

We know that the volume change in a deformation is given by the sum of 

the diagonal terms in the strain tensor, i.e. by uu = div u. In the transverse 

wave there is no component uXy and, since the other components do not 

depend on y or zy div u = 0 for such a wave. Thus transverse waves do not 

involve any change in volume of the parts of the body. For longitudinal 

waves, however, div u ^ 0, and these waves involve compressions and 

expansions in the body. 

The separation of the wave into two parts propagated independently with 

different velocities can also be effected in the general case of an arbitrary 

(not plane) elastic wave in an infinite medium. We rewrite equation (22.2) in 

terms of the velocities ci and c%\ 

u ■ = 42Au-f (cj2 — Ct2) grad divu. (22.6) 

We then represent the vector u as the sum of two parts: 

of which one satisfies 

u = uz+u*, (22.7) 

and the other satisfies 

div u* = 0 (22.8) 

curl ui = 0. (22.9) 

We know from vector analysis that this representation (i.e. the expression of 

f We may give also expressions for cx ami ct in terms of the moduli of compression and rigidity 

and the Lam6 coefficients: cx ----- \ 4/t)/3p) \/{ (A | }, r* 

J Since a actually varies only between 0 and ^ (see the set ond footnote to t}5), we always have 

•O > \/2ct. 
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a vector as the sum of the curl of a vector and the gradient ol a scalar) is 

always possible. 

Substituting u = uz + uz in (22.6), we obtain 

iil + ut= ^t2A(uz+uz) + (cz2-cf2) grad div uz. (22.10) 

We take the divergence of both sides. Since div ut = 0, the result is 

diviii = ct2A div uz + (eft — Ct2)A divuz, 

or div(iiz — efi/yuz) = 0. The curl of the expression in parentheses is also 

zero, by (22.9). If the curl and divergence of a vector both vanish in all 

space, that vector must be zero identically. Thus 

d2u i 
—~-Q2Auz = 0. (22.11) 

oE 

Similarly, taking the curl of equation (22.10) we have, since the rmh ol u, 

and of any gradient are zero, curl (u$ — ct2/\Ut) 0. Since the divngnur 

of the expression in parentheses is also zero, we obtain an equation ol the 

same form as (22.11): 

d2ut 
—d2Aut= 0. (22.12) 

at* 

Equations (22.11) and (22.12) are ordinary wave equations in three dimen 

sions. Each of them represents the propagation of an elastic wave, with 

velocity ci and Ct respectively. One wave (u*) docs not involve a change in 

volume (since div u* = 0), while the other (u/) is accompanied by volume 

compressions and expansions. 

In a monochromatic elastic wave, the displacement vector is 

u = re{uo(r)£~*w*}, (2.2.1 1) 

where uo is a function of the co-ordinates which satisfies the equation 

<*2Auo + (cj2 —42) grad divu0+e)2u() 0, (22. M) 

obtained by substituting (22.13) in (22.6). The longitudinal and hanserine 
parts of a monochromatic wave satisfy the equations 

Auj + ^2u* = 0, Auf-h£t2u<- 0, (22 IS) 

where ki = <x>/ciy kt — <njct are the wave numbers of the longitudinal and 

transverse waves. 

Finally, let us consider the reflection and refraction of a plane mono 

chromatic elastic wave at the boundary between two dilferent elastic media. 

It must be borne in mind that the nature ol the wave is in general changed 

when it is reflected or refracted. If a purely transverse or purely longitudinal 

wave is incident on a surface of separation, the result is a mixed wave con¬ 

taining both transverse and longitudinal parts. The nature of the wave 
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remains unchanged (as we see from symmetry) only when it is incident 

normally on the surface of separation, or when a transverse wave whose 

oscillations are parallel to the plane of separation is incident (at any angle). 

The relations giving the directions of the reflected and refracted waves can 

be obtained immediately from the constancy of the frequency and of the 

tangential components of the wave vector.f Let 0 and O' be the angles of 

incidence and reflection (or refraction) and c, c the velocities of the two waves. 
Then 

sin# c 
= - (22.16) 

sin 0 c 

For example, let the incident wave be transverse. Then c = cti is the 

velocity of transverse waves in medium 1. For the transverse reflected wave 

we have c' = cti also, so that (22.16) gives 6 = 0', i.e. the angle of incidence 

is equal to the angle of reflection. For the longitudinal reflected wave, 
however, c' — cii, and so 

sin 6 cti 

sin 6' cn 

For the transverse part of the refracted wave c' = ct2, and for a transverse 
incident wave 

sin 9 ca 

sin 6' a2 

Similarly, for the longitudinal refracted wave 

sin 9 Cry 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the reflection coefficient for a longitudinal monochromatic wave 

incident at any angle on the surface of a body (with a vacuum outside) 

Fig. 20 

Solution. When the wave is reflected, there are in general both longitudinal and trans¬ 

verse reflected waves. It is clear from symmetry that the displacement vector in the trans¬ 

verse reflected wave lies in the plane of incidence (Fig. 20, where n0> nt and nt are unit 

t See Fluid Mechanics, §65. The arguments given there are applicable in their entirety. 

+ The more general case of the reflection of sound waves from a solid-liquid interlace, and the 

similar problem of the reflection of a wave in< ident from a I i« |i i id <>n to a mu! id, atr di» ussed l»y IM. 

Brekhovskikij, M'otvw in Layered lUrdia, §1, Academe Tie-ci, N.\v Ymli 
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vectors in the direction of propagation <>f the incident, longitudinal reflected and transverse 

reflected waves, and u„, u„ ut the corresponding displacement vectors) The total displace¬ 

ment in the body is given by the sum (omitting the common factor e for brevity) 

u = AoV-oeik«'T + Ainieikfr + Ata XH(<lk|'ri 

where a is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The magnitudes of the ware 

vectors are k„ = k, = o>/r>, = “>/e«. and the angles of incidence B„ and of reflection 8, 
Tare related by 8, = 80, sin 0t = (c/c,) sin 00. For the components of the strain tensor at 

the boundary we obtain 

Uxx = iko(Ao + Ai) cos20o + iAtht cos 6t sin 6t, un = ik0(A0 + Ai), 

uxy = ik0{A0-Ai) sin 0O cos 60 + \iAtkt (cos20<- sin2^), 

again omitting the common exponential factor. The components of the stress tensor can be 

calculated from the general formula (5.11), which can here be conveniently written 

aw = 2pct2uac 4" p{cr 2c{2)MzzSjj> 

The boundary conditions at the free surface of the medium are onnic = 0, whence 

axx = <jyx = 0, 

giving two equations which express A, and At in terms of Aa. The result is 

^ C{2 sin 291 sin 20q — Cj2 cos2 201 

Al = J V sin 20t sin 20,, +Q2 cos2 20t ’ 

2cict sin 20o cos 26t 

At = “ A°ct2 sin 20* sin 20o 4- c*2 cos2 20* * 

For J0 = 0 we have A, = -A„ At = 0, i.e. the wave is reflected as a purely longitudinal 

wave The ratio of the energy flux density components normal to the surface m the reflec t-. 

Tnd incident longitudinal waves is R, = \AJA,|*. The corresponding ratio for the reflected 

transverse wave is 

A0 r 

The sum of Ri and Rt is, of course, 1. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a transverse incident wave (with the <.-i. iN« 

tions in the plane of incidence).! 
Solution. The wave is reflected as a transverse and a longitudinal wave, will, th 

ct sin 61 = sin 60. The total displacement vector is 

u = a Xno^o^k°,r+ n^/^ki,r+ a Xn^^u<*f. 

The expressions for the amplitudes of the reflected waves are 

A t ct2 sin 29i sin 28q — o2 cos2 20o 

Aq eft sin 2Oi sin 20o + rr cosS 20o 

Ai 2ci,Cf sin 2(h) cos 20o 

Aq cc sin 20i sin 20q F Q2 cos2 20q 

f n flu- 0Hi-ilhilMM.ii arc ,.r. prmla ul;.. In ihr .>1 iif hU-iur, thr u 

wave of thr hhiih- Inml. nn«l ’><» h’l 1 

Ct COS 0t 

Cl COS 00 

vavr is rnlinlv rrllrt h*«l a* • 
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Problem 3. Determine the cluinictcristii' frequencies of radial vibrations of an elastic 
phere of radius R. 

Solution. We take spherical polar co-ordinates, with the origin at the centre of the sphere. 

For radial vibrations, u is along the radius, and is a function of r and t only. Hence curl u = 0. 
We define the displacement “potential” by ur = u = dj>{dr. The equation of motion^ 

expressed in terms of <f>, is just the wave equation cpA<f> = $, or, for oscillations periodic in 
time *wt), 

i 8/ 8d>\ 

<•> 

The solution which is finite at the origin is </> = (A/r) sin kr (the time factor is omitted). The 
radial stress is 

orr = p^(ci2~2ct2)Uii + 2ct2Urrj 

= PJ(^2-2Ct2)A^ + 2rt2f'J 

or, using (1), 

cjrrlp = — co2(f)-4ct2(l>'lr. (2) 

The boundary conditioning) = 0 leads to the equation 

tan kR 1 

kR = 1 — (kRci/lct)** (3) 

whose roots determine the characteristic frequencies to — kci of the vibrations. 

Problem 4. Determine the frequency of radial vibrations of a spherical cavity in an infinite 
elastic medium for which a ct (M. A. Isakovich 1949). 

Solution. In an infinite medium, radial oscillations of the cavity are accompanied by the 

emission of longitudinal sound waves, leading to loss of energy and hence to damping of the 

oscillations. When ci Ct (i.e. K ft), this emission is weak, and we can speak of the charac¬ 

teristic frequencies of oscillations with a small coefficient of damping. 

We seek a solution of equation (1), Problem 3, in the form of an outgoing spherical wave 

<j> = Aeikr/r, k = to I ci and, using (2), obtain from the boundary condition arr(R) = 0 the 
result (kRcijct)2 = 4(1 —ikR). Hence, when ci 

The real part of co gives the characteristic frequency of oscillation; the imaginary part gives 

the damping coefficient. In an incompressible medium (ci~>co) there would of course be no 

damping. These vibrations are specifically due to the shear resistance of the medium (/i ^ 0). 

It should be noticed that they have kR = 2ct/ci <1, i.e. the corresponding wavelength is 

large compared with R ; it is interesting to compare this with the result for vibrations of an 

elastic sphere, where with ci ct the first characteristic frequency is given by (3): kR — tt. 

§23. Elastic waves in crystals 

The propagation of elastic waves in anisotropic media, i.e. in crystals, is 

more complicated than for the case of isotropic media. To investigate such 

waves, we must return to the general equations of motion piit = d<jikjdxk 

and use for aik the general expression (10.3) „tk =■., Aikimu,m. According to 
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what was said at the beginning of §22, Xijcim always denotes the adiabatic 

moduli of elasticity. 

Substituting for in the equations of motion, we obtain 

duim, d / dui dum \ 
pik = hklmrz- = \hklmrz--— 1 

ox]c 8xk \ oXjfi oxi / 

82Ui d2Um 
= \^lklmrz—r-h i^iklmrz r • 

vXj^uX'ui oxjcOXi 

Since the tensor \ium is symmetrical with respect to the suffixes / ami m 

we can interchange these in the first term, which then becomes identical 

with the second term. Thus the equations of motion are 

d2um 
put — A mmrz—r—* (M.\) 

OXjcOXi 

Let us consider a monochromatic elastic wave in a crystal. YW can seek 

a solution of the equations of motion in the form u\, iM\ whin the 

tioi are constants, the relation between the wave vector k and the ln qiu m v <*» 

being such that this function actually satisfies equation (23.1). I >ilI< irnii.Hum 

of Ui with respect to time results in multiplication by /m, and dilleienlia 

tion with respect to Xjc leads to multiplication by ikic. 11 cnee tin* above subsli 

tution converts equation (23.1) into pcuhti = Aikimhkkphn- Uniting U( <’“>/, 

we can write this as 

(pafiSim — ^iklmfckki)Um = 0. (7J.2) 

This is a set of three homogeneous equations of the first degree for the 

unknowns uXy %, uz> Such equations have non-zero solutions only if the 

determinant of the coefficients is zero. Thus we must have 

l^iklm^kki — pco28im\ = 0. (73.3) 

This is a cubic equation in oA It has three roots, which are in grnnal 

different. Each root gives the frequency as a function of the wave* vrctoi k | 

Substituting each in turn in equation (23.2), we obtain equation:* giving 

the components of the corresponding displacement u\ (since the equations 

are homogeneous, of course, only the ratios of the three components ut air 

obtained, and not their absolute values, so that all the xi\ can be multiplied 

by an arbitrary constant). 

The velocity of propagation of the wave (thegroup velocity) is given by the 

derivative of the frequency with respect to the wave vector. In an isotiopie 

body, the frequency is proportional to the magnitude of k, and so the direc¬ 

tion of the velocity U == dosjdk is the same as that of k. In crystals this 

relation docs not hold, and the direction of propagation of the wave is there 

fore not the same as that of its wave vector. 

| In nn isotropic hotly, eqtmtinn (2J.3) gives (lit* 

lit! two coincident Minin to* t j*/t". 

nil pirviotisly ultlitinrd: imr mot to* — tj*A* 
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It is seen from equation (21. 3) that to is a homogeneous function, of degree 

one, of the components k% \ if the unknown quantity is taken as the ratio a>/k9 

the coefficients in the equation do not depend on h. Hence the velocity of 

propagation dajjdk is a homogeneous function, of degree zero, of kt. Thus 

the velocity of a wave is a function of its direction, but not of its frequency. 

Since there are three possible relations between o> and k for any direction 

in the crystal, there are in general three different velocities of propagation 

of elastic waves. These velocities are the same only in a few exceptional 
directions. 

In an isotropic medium, purely longitudinal and purely transverse waves 

correspond to two different velocities of propagation. In a crystal, on the 

other hand, to each velocity of propagation there corresponds a wave in which 

the displacement vector has components both parallel and perpendicular 
to the direction of propagation. 

Finally, we may notice the following. For any given wave vector k in a 

crystal there can be three waves, with different frequencies and velocities of 

propagation. It is easy to see that the displacement vectors u in these three 

waves are mutually perpendicular. For, when k is given, equation (23.3) may 

be regarded as determining the principal values pco2 of a tensor of rank two, 

hkimfckki, which is symmetrical with respect to the suffixes z, m.\ Equations 

(23.2) then give the principal axes of this tensor, which we know are mutually 
perpendicular. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the frequency as a function of the wave vector for elastic waves propagated in a 
crystal of the hexagonal system. 

Solution. The non-zero components of the tensor Xi1clm in the co-ordinates x, y z are 
related to those in the co-ordinates g, ij, a (see §10) by 

^xxxx ~ hyyyy = a+ b> AXXyy = a — by Xxyxy — b, 

Xxxzz = XyyZZ = c, Xxzxz = Xyzyz ~ d, XZZZZ = /, 

where we have put 

= ~ \vzz = , XgZVZ — 2d. 

The *-axis is along the sixth-order axis of symmetry; the directions of the * and y axes arc 

arbitrary. We take the *#-pIane such that it contains the wave vector k. Then kx = k sin 0, 
T k C°S 99 where.^ is the angIe between k and the *-axis. Forming the equation 

(23. J) and solving it, we obtain three different dependences of co on k: 

coi2 — k2(b sin29 + d cos2d)/p, 

k2 

002,32 = 2p^a+b^ s'm2e+fcos*e+d± V([(a+b-d) sin?6+(d-f) cos20]2-|- 

T 4(c + d)2 sin20 cos2#)}. 

f By th« symmetry of the tensor W, we have X,„mhh. Th. latte, 

expression differs from XmkHkkh only by the nnminj; of tli<- s,.Mixes h n„<] /, so that the tn.no, 
Xikimtik'<l has the symmetry stated. 
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§24. Surface waves 

A particular kind of elastic waves are those propagated near the surface 

of a body without penetrating into it (Rayleigh waves). We write the equation 

of motion in the form (22.11) and (22.12): 

where a is any component of the vectors u 1, u^, and c is the corresponding 

velocity ci or Ct, and seek solutions corresponding to these surface waves. 

The surface of the elastic medium is supposed plane and of infinite extent. 

We take this plane as the ary-plane; let the medium be in z < 0. 

Let us consider a plane monochromatic surface wave propagated along the 

tf-axis. Accordinglyu — eWz-^flz). Substituting this expression in (2F I), we 

obtain for the function/(#) the equation 

If k2 — a>2/c2 < 0, this equation gives a periodic function /, i.e. we obtain 

an ordinary plane wave which is not damped inside the body. We must 

therefore suppose that k2 — o)2jc2 > 0. Then the solutions for f arc 

constant x exp + 
(J021 \ 

k2-z). 
L c2\ / 

The solution with the minus sign would correspond to an unlimited i 1 iclease 

in the deformation for z -> — 00. This solution is clearly impossible, and 

so the plus sign must be taken. 

Thus we have the following solution of the equations of motion: 

u — constant x (21 2) 

where 

K — \/(k2— ofijc2). (2/1.1) 

It corresponds to a wave which is exponentially damped towards the mieunt 

of the medium, i.e. is propagated only near the surface. The quantity n 

determines the rapidity of the damping. 

The true displacement vector u in the wave is the sum of the vectors 11/ ami 

uf, the components of each of which satisfy the equation (24.1) with c it 

for uj and Ct for u^. For volume waves in an infinite medium, the two pails 

are independently propagated waves. For surface waves, however, this 

division into two independent parts is not possible, on account of the bourn la 1 y 

conditions. The displacement vector u must be a definite linear combination 

of the vectors u/ and U/,. Tt should also be mentioned that these latter veetois 

have no longer the simple significance of the displacement components 

parallel and perpendicular to the direction ol propagation. 
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To determine the linear combination of the vectors uz and u, which gives 

the true displacement u, we must use the conditions at the boundary of the 

body These give a relation between the wave vector k and the frequency o> 

and therefore the velocity of propagation of the wave. At the free surface 

we must have aiknk = 0. Since the normal vector n is parallel to the z-axis 
it follows that oxz = <jyz — azz = 0, whence 

UXZ — 0, Uyz ~ 0, v(uXX+ Uyy) + (1 — <j)uZZ = 0. (24.4) 

Since all quantities are independent of the co-ordinate y, the second of 
these conditions gives 

1 louy duz\ 

M|/z = 2fc+_^rj==^/fe = 0- 
Using (24.2), we therefore have 

% = 0. (24.5) 

Thus the displacement vector u in a surface wave is in a plane through the 
direction of propagation perpendicular to the surface. 

Hie transverse part u« of the wave must satisfy the condition (22 8) 
div = 0, or ' ' 

dutx dutz 

1 he dependence of utx and utz on x and z is determined by the factor 

e§1*'lK*s, where #c* is given by the expression (24.3) with c = cu i.e. 

K ~ V/(k2'~co2jci2). 

Hence the above condition leads to the equation 

ikutx+Ktutz = 0, or Utxjutz = - Ktjik. 

Thus we can write 

utx = Ktaelkx+Ktz^^ Ufz _ -ikaeVcx+KtZ-tot* (24.6) 

where a is some constant. 

The longitudinal part satisfies the condition (22.9) curl uz = 0, or 

duix duiz 

dz dx 

whence 

lkUlz — Killix = 0 (ki = ^/[^2— CD2/Cl2]). 

Thus we must have 

uix = kbetkx+Kiz-i(°t7 ulz = ~iKll,eifcx~\ KlZ-tMtt (24.7) 

where b is a constant. 

Sin /tirr waves 

We now use the first and third conditions (24.4). Expressing Uuc in terms 

of the derivatives of and using the velocities c\, c^ we can write these 

conditions as 

dux duz 
— +-= 0, 
dz dx 

duz dux 
2ct2)^ = o. 

dz ox 

(24.8) 

Here we must substitute ux = Uix + Utx, tiz = Uiz + Utz• The result is that 

the first condition (24.8) gives 

a(k2 + Kt2) + 2bkKi = 0. 

The second condition leads to the equation 

2act2Ktk+b[ci2(Ki2—k2) -f 2ct2k2] = 0. 

Dividing this equation by Ct2 and substituting 

Kt2-k2 « -co21ci2 = -(k2-Kt2)ct2lci29 

we can write it as 

2a,ctk + b(k2 + Kt2) = 0. 

(24.9) 

(24.10) 

The condition for the two homogeneous equations (24.9) and (24.10) 

to be compatible is (k2 + Kt2)2 — Ak2KtKi or, squaring and substituting 

the values of Kt2 and Ki2y 

l CO2 \4 / CO2 
hk2-= 16&4(&2 —- 
\ Ct2! I Ct2 , 

(Ml I) 

From this equation we obtain the relation between to and k. It is ronvemrnt 

to put 

co = ctk^\ (HI/) 

ks then cancels from both sides of the equation, and, expanding, wr obtain 

for £ the equation 

f6-8^ + 8^3-2^j-16^1 - —J = 0. (2*1.13) 

Hence we see that f depends only on the ratio ctjci, which is a constant 

characteristic of any given substance and in turn depends only on Poisson’s 

ratio: 

cth = V((U 2u)/2(l — </)}. 
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The quantity £ must, of course, he real and positive, and £ < 1 (so that 

Kt and ki are real). Equation (24.13) lias only one root satisfying these con¬ 

ditions, and so a single value of £ is obtained for any given value of ctjci. 

Thus, for both surface waves and volume waves, the frequency is pro¬ 

portional to the wave number. The proportionality coefficient is the velocity 
of propagation of the wave, 

U = ct£. (24.14) 

This gives the velocity of propagation of surface waves in terms of the 

velocities ct and c% of the transverse and longitudinal volume waves. The 

ratio of the amplitudes of the transverse and longitudinal parts of the wave 

is given in terms of £ by the formula 

a__ 2-i* 

b 2V(W2)' 
(24.15) 

The ratio ct[ci actually varies from lj\/2 to 0 for various substances, 

corresponding to the variation of cr from 0 to \\ £ then varies from 0*874 to 

0*955. Fig. 21 shows a graph of f as a function of a. 

Fig. 21 

PROBLEM 

A plane-parallel slab of thickness h (medium 1) lies on an elastic half-space (medium 2). 

Determine the frequency as a function of the wave number for transverse waves in the slab 

whose direction of oscillation is parallel to its boundaries. 

Solution. We take the plane separating the slab from the half-space as the ary-plane, 

the half-space being in jar < 0 and the slab in 0 ^ z ^ h. In the slab we have 

Ux i = Uz 1 = 0, Uyi = 

and in medium 2 a damped wave: 

UX2 = WZ2 = 0, Uy2i = AeKizei^]cx~0>t\ K2 = \/(^2~-(02/^22). 

For the function f(z) we have the equation 

/"+ki2/= 0, «i = V((,>2!ru2-kz) 
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(we shall see below that > 0), whence f(z) it sin Ktz \ C cos k{z. At the Ire*; surface 

of the slab (z = h) we must have ozy 0, i.e. duvJdz -- 0. At the boundary brlwcrn tlio 

two media (z — 0) the conditions are uyx — ttV2y Viduyjdz faduyjdz, /t, ami K being 11 »<- 

moduli of rigidity for the two media. From these conditions we find three equations fm 

A, B, C, and the compatibility condition is tan Kxh — This equation i*ivrs <<> 

as an implicit function of k; it has solutions only for real and k2, and so ct» * a>IU ■ oi- 

Hence we see that such waves can be propagated only if ct2 > tti- 

§25. Vibration of rods and plates 

Waves propagated in thin rods and plates are fundamentally different 

from those propagated in a medium infinite in all directions. 11 ere we are 

speaking of waves of length large compared with the thickness of the rod or 

plate. If the wavelength is small compared with this thickness, the rod or 

plate is effectively infinite in all directions as regards the propagation of llic 

wave, and we return to the results obtained for infinite media. 

Waves in which the oscillations are parallel to the axis of the rod or (lie 

plane of the plate must be distinguished from those in which they are per 

pendicular to it. We shall begin by studying longitudinal waves in rod:;. 

A longitudinal deformation of the rod (uniform over any cross-section), wit It 

no external force on the sides of the rod, is a simple extension or compression. 

Thus longitudinal waves in a ro4 are simple extensions or compressions 

propagated along its length. In a simple extension, however, only I lie com¬ 

ponent ozz of the stress tensor (the #-axis being along the rod) is different 

from zero; it is related to the strain tensor by azz -- Euzz lithtr/thr 

(see §5). Substituting this in the general equation of motion piiz - a , 

we find 

d2uz p d2uz 

dz2 E dt2 
(25.1) 

This is the equation of longitudinal vibrations in rods. We see that it is an 

ordinary wave equation. The velocity of propagation of longitudinal waves 

in rods is 

V(E/p)- 
Comparing this with the expression (22.4) for ci, we see that it is less than 

the velocity of propagation of longitudinal waves in an infinite medium. 

Let us now consider longitudinal waves in thin plates. The equations of 

motion for such vibrations can be written down at once by substituting 

— phd2uxldt2 and — phdhiyjdt2 for Px and Py in the equilibrium equations 

(13.4): 

p d2ux 1 d2ux 1 d2ux l dhiy 

E dt2 1 — a2 dx2 ' 2(1-i' a) dy 2 ' 2(1 — a) dxdy ’ 

P d'’Uy 1 dhly 1 d’tly 1 
l. _ . .... 

dh,x 

E 3E ' 1 — it2 dy2 
J 

2(1 | «) dx2 2(1 - <r) dxdy 

(25.3) 
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We take the case of a plane wave propagated along the .v-axis, i.e. a wave in 

which the deformation depends only on the co-ordinate x> and not on y. 

Then equations (25.3) are much simplified, becoming 

p(l —a2) dx2 2/>(l + a) dx2 
(25.4) 

We thus again obtain wave equations. The coefficients are different for ux 

and uy. The velocity of propagation of a wave with oscillations parallel to the 
direction of propagation (ux) is 

V[E/p( 1-a2)]. (25.5) 

The velocity for a wave (%) with oscillations perpendicular to the direction 

of propagation (but still in the plane of the plate) is equal to the velocity ct of 
transverse waves in an infinite medium. 

Thus we see that longitudinal waves in rods and plates are of the same 

nature as in an infinite medium, only the velocity being different; as before, 

it is independent of the frequency. Entirely different results are obtained for 

bending waves in rods and plates, for which the oscillations are in a direction 

perpendicular to the axis of the rod or the plane of the plate, i.e. involve 
bending. 

I he equations for free oscillations of a plate can be written down at once 

from the equilibrium equation (12.5). To do so, we must replace -P by the 

acceleration £ multiplied by the mass ph per unit area of the plate. This 
gives 

92£ Eh2 
P-5-AH 

dt2 12(1-a2) b (25.6) 

where A is the two-dimensional Laplacian. 

Let us consider a monochromatic elastic wave, and accordingly seek a 
solution of equation (25.6) in the form 

£ = constant x e^k-T~at\ (25.7) 

where the wave vector k has, of course, only two components, kx and ky. 
Substituting in (25.6), we obtain the equation U 

—pm2 + EkH^j 12(1 — a2) = 0. 

Hence we have the following relation between the frequency and the wave 
number: 

<o h2V{Eh2/\2p(l-,r2)}. (25.8) 

Thus the frequency is proportional to the square of the wave number, whereas 

m waves in an infinite medium it is proportional to the wave number itself. 
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Knowing the relation between the frequency and the wave number, we can 

determine the velocity of propagation of the wave from the formula 

U = 3co/dk. 

The derivatives of k2 with respect to the components kXy ky are respectively 

2kXy 2ky% The velocity of propagation of the wave is therefore 

U = kV{£#73p(l - a2)}. (2521) 

It is proportional to the wave vector, and not a constant as it is for waves in 

a medium infinite in three dimensions.f 

Similar results are obtained for bending waves in thin rods. The bending 

deflections of the rod are supposed small. The equations of motion are 

obtained by replacing ~KX and ^Ky in the equations oi equilibrium loi a 

slightly bent rod (20.4) by the product of the acceleration .V m ) and the 

mass pS per unit length of the rod (S being its cross-sectional an a) Tlnn 

pSX — Elyd^Xjdz^y pS Y E\J;dl 1 '/th4. (25.10) 

We again seek solutions of these equations in tlie- form 

X — constant x e^kz~<at\ Y — constant ,ot). 

Substituting in (25.10), we obtain the following relations between the lie 

quency and the wave number: 

0) = kW(EIv!pS)y co - kW(Ehh>S)y (25.11) 

for vibrations in the x and y directions respectively. The corresponding 

velocities of propagation are 

W* - 2kV(EIylpS), m = 2kV(EIx/pS). (25.12) 

Finally, there is a particular case of vibration of rods called torsional 

vibration. The corresponding equations of motion are derived by equating 

Cdrfdz (see §18) to the time derivative of the angular momentum of the tod 

per unit length. This angular momentum is pld</)jdty where 3</»/d/ is thr 

angular velocity (<£ being the angle of rotation of the cross-sect ion considered) 

and I = f (x2+y2) dIf is the moment of inertia of the cross-section about its 

centre of mass; for pure torsional vibration each cross-section of the tod 

performs rotary vibrations about its centre of mass, which remains at rest. 

Putting r = dc/i/dz, we obtain the equation of motion in the form 

Cd^/dz2 = pBtydfl. (25.13) 

t The wave number k Itt/A, where A is llie wavelength. I Irnre the velocity of |iro|Miyalion 

should increase without limit as A tends to zero. This physically impossible result is obtained because 

formula (25.9) is not valid for nhoit wave*. 
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Hence we see that the velocity of propagation of torsional oscillations along 
the rod is 

V(c/pi). (25.14) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the characteristic frequencies of longitudinal vibrations of a rod 
of length /, with one end fixed and the other free. 

Solution. At the fixed end (z — 0) we must have uz = 0, and at the free end (z = /) 

otl = Euzz — 0, i.e. duzldz — 0. We seek a solution of equation (25.1) in the form 

uz — A cos(coZ-f a) sinkz, 

where k = a)^/(p/E). From the condition at z = l we have cos kl = 0, whence the charac¬ 
teristic frequencies are 

(O = V(Ejp)(2n+l)rrj2l, 

n being any integer. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a rod with both ends free or both fixed. 

Solution. In either case to — V(Efp) mrll. 

Problem 3. Determine the characteristic frequencies of vibration of a string of length /. 

Solution. The equation of motion of the string is 

d2X PS d2X 

~dz* YHtY = °: 

cf. the equilibrium equation (20.17). The boundary conditions are that X = 0 for # = 0 

and /. The characteristic frequencies are to = \/(pSJT)n7rjL 

Problem 4. Determine the characteristic transverse vibrations of a rod (of length /) with 
clamped ends. 

Solution. Equation (25.10), on substituting X — X0(z) cos(cat-fa), becomes 

d4Xo/cL4 = k4Xo, 
where k4 = oYpSjEIy. The general integral of this equation is 

Xq = A cos kz + B sin kz+C cosh kz + D sinh kz. 

The constants A, B, C and D are determined from the boundary conditions that X = dXIdz 
— 0 for z = 0 and /. The result is 

X0 — ^4{(sin kI— sinh kI)(co$kz — cosh kz) — 

— (cos kI— cosh k/)(sin kz — sinh kz)}, 

and the equation cos kI cosh kI — 1, the roots of which give the characteristic frequencies 
The smallest characteristic frequency is 

224 / Ely 

Problem 5. The same as Problem 4, but for a roil with supported ends. 
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Solution. In the same way as in Problem 4, we obtain X0 — A sin kz, and the frequent ien 

are given by sin/cZ — 0, i.e. k = mr/Z (n ™ 1, 2, ...). The smallest frequency is 

9*87 IEIV 

l2 V PS 

Problem 6. The same as Problem 4, but for a rod with one end clamped and the odiri 

free. 

Solution. We have for the displacement 

Xo = A {(cos kI+ cosh /cZ)(cos kz— cosh kz) 

+ (sin kI — sinh /c/)(sin kz — sinh /c^)} 

(the clamped end being at z — 0 and the free end at z ~ /), and for the characteristic lie 

quencies the equation cos kI cosh k/T1 “ 0. The smallest frequency is 

3-52 IEIV 

Z2 V pS 

Problem 7. Determine the characteristic vibrations of a rectangular plate of sides a am I h, 
with its edges supported. 

Solution. Equation (25.6), on substituting £— £,0(x, y) cos(a>f-f a), becomes 

AKo-kKo = 0, 
where #c4 = 12p(l — a2)o)2lEh2. We take the co-ordinate axes along the sides of the plate. 

The boundary conditions (12.11) become £ = dz£jdx2 = 0 for x =» 0 and a, 

c = d^/dy* = 0 

for y — 0 and b. The solution which satisfies these conditions is 

£o = A sm(mTrxla) sin(w7ry/Z>), 

where nt and n are integers. The frequencies are given by 

! r m2 w21 

-a2)7" \Y+Yn V 12p(l - a2) La2 Z.2J 

Problem 8. Determine the characteristic frequencies for the vibration of n m luttgulnt 

membrane of sides a and b. 

Solution. The equation for the vibration of a membrane is phi,’, cl. ili<* cqmh 

brium equation (14.9). The edges of the membrane must be fixed, so that £ 0. Tim 

corresponding solution for a rectangular membrane is 

£ = A sin(m7Tx[a) sin(_«7ry/i) cos cot, 

where the characteristic frequencies arc given by 

7V2 infl w2\ 

p/i Vi2 ft15/ 

m and n being integers. 
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Problem 9. Determine the velocity of propagation of torsional vibrations in a rod whose 

cross-section is a circle, an ellipse, or an equilateral triangle, and in a rod in the form of n 

long thin rectangular plate. 

Solution. For a circular cross-section of radius JR, the moment of inertia is / = £nR*; 
C is given in §16, Problem 1, and we find the velocity to be V(/*//>), which is the same as the 
velocity c*. 

Similarly (using the results of §16, Problems 2 to 4), we find for a rod of elliptical cross- 

section the velocity [2ab/(a2-\-b2)] \/(/*//>), for one with an equilateral triangular cross-section 

V(3 p-lSp), and for one which is a long rectangular plate (2hld)\/(plp). All these are less than ct. 

Problem 10. The surface of an incompressible fluid of infinite depth is covered by a thin 

elastic plate. Determine the relation between the wave number and the frequency for waves 

which are simultaneously propagated in the plate and near the surface of the fluid. 

Solution. We take the plane of the plate as z = 0, and the jc-axis in the direction of 

propagation of the wave; let the fluid be in z < 0. The equation of motion of the plate alone 
would be 

a2£ EJfi d4c 
poh---, 

dfi 12(1 —a2) dx4 

where p0 is the volume density of the plate. When the fluid is present, the right-hand side 

of this equation must also include the force exerted by the fluid on unit area of the plate, 

i.e. the pressure p of the fluid. The pressure in the wave, however, can be expressed in 

terms of the velocity potential by p = —pd<f>jdt (we neglect gravity). Hence we obtain 

_ Eh3 dH [ cty] 

P°dfi = - 12(1 — a2) ~ rad2_o 

Next, the normal component of the fluid velocity at the surface must be equal to that of the 
plate, whence 

dl/dt = [d(f>/dz]z = o. (2) 

The potential <f> must satisfy everywhere in the fluid the equation 

a2^ a2^> 

a*2 a*2 
(3) 

We seek £ in the form of a travelling wave £ = £0eikx-i(°t; accordingly, we take as the 

solution of equation (3) the surface wave <f> = <f>(>ei^kx~<0^ekz, which is damped in the interior 

of the fluid. Substituting these expressions in (1) and (2), we obtain two equations for <f>0 
and £0, and the compatibility condition is 

Eh3 £5 
CO2 —--. 

12(1 —ct2) p + hpok 

§26. Anharmonic vibrations 

The whole of the theory of elastic vibrations given above is approximate 

to the extent that any theory of elasticity is so which is based on Hookm’s 

law. It should be recalled that the theory begins from an expansion of the 

elastic energy as a power series with respect to the strain tensor, which 

includes terms up to and including ihe second order. The components of 

§26 Anharmotiir ribra/i<>/is 1 

the stress tensor are then linear functions of those of the strain tensor, and 

the equations of motion are linear. 

The most characteristic property of elastic waves in this approximation is 

that any wave can be obtained by simple superposition (i.e. as a linear com 

bination) of separate monochromatic waves. Each of these is propagated 

independently, and could exist by itself without involving any othei motion. 

We may say that the various monochromatic waves which are simultaneously 

propagated in a single medium do not interact with one another. 

These properties, however, no longer hold in subsequent approximations. 

The effects which appear in these approximations, though small, may be o! 

importance as regards certain phenomena. They are usually called anharmonic 

effects, since the corresponding equations of motion are non-linear and do 

not admit simple periodic (harmonic) solutions. 

We shall consider here anharmonic effects of the third order, arising lrom 

terms in the elastic energy which are cubic in the strains. It would be too 

cumbersome to write out the corresponding equations of motion in tlicit 

general form. However, the nature of the resulting effects can be ascertained 

as follows. The cubic terms in the elastic energy give quadratic terms in tin- 

stress tensor, and therefore in the equations of motion. Let us suppose that 

all the linear terms in these equations are on the left-hand side, and all I In- 

quadratic terms on the right-hand side. Solving these equations by tin- 

method of successive approximations, we omit the quadratic terms in lIn- 

first approximation. This leaves the ordinary linear equations, whose solution 

uo can be put in the form of a superposition of monochromatic travelling 

waves: constant xe*(k‘r_64), with definite relations between co and k. On 

going to the second approximation, we must put u = uo + ui and retain only 

the terms in uo on the right-hand sides of the equations (the quadratic terms). 

Since uo, by definition, satisfies the homogeneous linear equations obtained 

by putting the right-hand sides equal to zero, the terms in Uo on the left-hand 

sides will cancel. The result is a set of inhomogeneous linear equations lor the 

components of the vector Ui, where the right-hand sides contain only known 

functions of the co-ordinates and time. These functions, which are obtained 

by substituting uo for u in the right-hand sides of the original equations, air 

sums of terms each of which is proportional to 

k,) - r—(w,— w,)f J 

or 

^il(k1+ki). r—(ayl- 

where coi, C02, ki, ko are the frequencies and wave vectors of any two mono¬ 

chromatic waves in the first approximation. 

A particular integral of linear equations of this type is a sum of turns 

containing similar exponential factors to those in the free terms (the right- 

hand sides) of the equations, with suitably chosen coefficients. Eaeli such 

term corresponds to a travelling wave with frequency «»| I and wave 
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vector ki± k2. Frequencies equal to the sum or difference of the frequencies 

of the original waves are called combination frequencies. 

Thus the anharmonic effects in the third order have the result that the set 

of fundamental monochromatic waves (with frequencies an, a>2, ... and wave 

vectors ki, k2) ...) has superposed on it other “waves” of small intensity, 

whose frequencies are the combination frequencies such as on ± o>2, and 

whose wave vectors are such as kx + k2. We call these “waves” in quotation 

marks because they are a correction effect and cannot exist alone except in 

certain special cases (see below). The values coi ± a>2 and ki + k2 do not in 

general satisfy the relations which hold between the frequencies and wave 
vectors for ordinary monochromatic waves. 

It is clear, however, that there may happen to be particular values of coh ki 

and a>2, k2 such that one of the relations for monochromatic waves in the 

medium considered also holds for + and ki-fk2 (for definiteness, we 

shall discuss sums and not differences). Putting o>3 = coi + oi2, k3 = ki +k2, 

we can say that, mathematically, to3 and k3 then correspond to waves which 

satisfy the homogeneous linear equations of motion (with zero on the right- 

hand side) in the first approximation. If the right-hand sides in the second 

approximation contain terms proportional to t^en a particular 

integral will be a wave with the same frequency and an amplitude which 
increases indefinitely with time. 

Thus the superposition of two monochromatic waves with values of coh ki 

and oi2, k2 whose sum to3, k3 satisfies the above condition leads, by the 

anharmonic effects, to resonance: a new monochromatic wave (with para¬ 

meters cos, k3) is formed, whose amplitude increases with time and eventually 

is no longer small. It is evident that, if a wave with co3, k3 is formed on super¬ 

position of those with oji, ki and o)2, k2, then the superposition of waves with 

oil, ki and a>3, k3 will also give a resonance with co2 = co3 — co1} k2 = k3 —ki, 

and similarly o>2, k2 and o>3, k3 lead to coly kx. 

In particular, for an isotropic body o» and k are related by a> = ctk or 

~ Cik, with ci > ct. It is easy to see in which cases either of these relations 

can hold for each of the three combinations 

<*>i» ki; co2, k2; co3 = coi-f co2, k3 — kiH-k2. 

If ki and k2 are not in the same direction, k3 < h + k2, and so it is clear that 

resonance can then occur only in the following two cases: (1) the waves with 

o)i, ki and o>2, k2 are transverse and that with cu3, k3 longitudinal; (2) one of 

the waves with o>i, ki and oj2, k2 is transverse and the other longitudinal, and 

that with o)3, k3 is longitudinal. If the vectors k3 and k2 are in the same 

direction, however, resonance is possible when all three waves are longi¬ 
tudinal or all three are transverse. 

The anharmonic effect involving resonance occurs nut only when several 

monochromatic waves are superposed, but also when then* is only one wave, 
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homogreo'rjTd^ Se ts to° 
appearance, besides the monochromatic waves yu™ e<Ject resillt» 6, (he 
amed, of waves with 2an 2k> i e wbh t • c°1’ ^ previously oh- 

"Kr. - freqMncy 

*lo„mg: .*? UP ,he '1'“'""° ... 
by the complete expression (1.3); * tensor m,,st n«>w be g,V(„ 

«* = h^L+^f+3uLduL 

2\dx/c dxi dxt dx/c, 

.- 
must be written as a scalar formed from th ^ haVlng a glven symmetry, 

and some constant tensors characteristic of °f the tensor 
scalar will contain terms up to a given power^f lnvolved; this 

pression (26.1) for uik and omitting terms in « Tt SubstItutlng the ex- 
power, we find the energy g as a a,t “ U[ of hlgher orders than that 
required accuracy. ** * funCtl0n of the derivatives Su{/8xk to the 

The variation t^maybewr^tTn ^ WC n°tice the Allowing result. 

Sg = — dJL « du± 

d(dut/dxk) dxk ’ 
or, putting 

S(dui/dxky (26.2) 

8S = 

0X* 8xk 

of the force per unit volume of 

motion can again be written S C °re’ an<* so tbe e<luations of 

Poiit — dvikjdxfa 
(26.3) 

involved. *** ^ mternaI energy <?, and not the free energy F since il l, 
hY , since .iduihatK vibrations air 
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where po is the density of the undeformed body, and the components of the 

tensor <joc are now given by (26.2), with <o correct to the required accuracy. 

The tensor ow is no longer symmetrical.! 

PROBLEM 

Write down the general expression for the elastic energy of an isotropic body in the third 
approximation. 

Solution. From the components of a symmetrical tensor of rank two we can form two 

quadratic scalars (uu? and ult2) and three cubic scalars (uu*, mm*2 and Uimuukl). Hence the 

most general scalar containing terms quadratic and cubic in mu, with scalar coefficients 
(since the body is isotropic), is 

& = 1-l.Uik2 + (&K— hJ-)uU2 + lAuikUallki + BUi^Uu + ; 

the coefficients of uac2 and tin* have been expressed in terms of the moduli of compression 

and rigidity, and A, 2?, C are three new constants. Substituting the expression (26.1) for 

Uik and retaining terms up to and including the third order, we find the elastic energy to be 

(dlli dujc\2 / 

= +(pr'iM)( 

dlli \2 

dxi) + 

, du{ dlli dui dui / dui \2 

x dui dujc dui dui duk dui /dui\3 
+ y2A-f" $ I)-b f C I - ) . 

dxjc dxi dxi dxjc dx\ dxi \ dxi) 

t It should be emphasised that Oik is no longer the momentum flux density (the stress tensor). 
In the ordinary theory this interpretation was derived by integrating the body force density 
dcikldxk over the volume of the body. This derivation depended on the fact that, in performing the 
integration, we made no distinction between the co-ordinates of points in the body before and after 
the deformation. In subsequent approximations, however, this distinction must be made, and the 
surface bounding the region of integration is not the same as the actual surface of the region considered 
after the deformation. 

It has been shown in §2 that the symmetry of the tensor one is due to the conservation of angular 
momentum. This result no longer holds, since the angular momentum density is not xiiik—XkUi 
but (Xi+uJuic-ixk+uj^ui. 

CHAPTER IV 

DISLOCATIONS! 

§27. Elastic deformations in the presence of a dislocation 

Elastic deformations in a crystal may arise not only by the action of external 

forces on it but also because of internal structural defects present in the crystal. 

The principal type of defect that influences the mechanical properties of cry 

stals is called a dislocation. The study of the properties of dislocations on the 

atomic or microscopic scale is not, of course, within the scope of this book ; vve 

shall here consider only purely macroscopic aspects of the phenomenon as it 

aifects elasticity theory. For a better understanding of the physical significance 

of the relations obtained, however, we shall first give two simple examples to 

show what is the nature of dislocation defects as regards the structure* of the 

crystal lattice. 

Let us imagine that an “extra” half-plane is put into a crystal lattice of 

which a cross-section is shown in Fig. 22; in this diagram, the added half-plane 

y 

• •••!•••• 

x 

Fig. 22 

is the upper half of they#-plane. The edge of this half-plane (the a-axis, at 

right angles to the plane of the diagram) is then called an edge dislocation. In 

the immediate neighbourhood of the dislocation the crystal lattice is greatly 

distorted, but even at a distance of a few lattice periods the crystal planes fit 

together in an almost regular manner. The deformation nevertheless exists 

even far from the dislocation. It is clearly seen on going round a dosed circuit 

of lattice points in the xy-plane, with the origin within the circuit: if the 

t This chapter was written jointly willi A. M. KoHitvicii. 

m 
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displacement of each point from its position in the ideal lattice is denoted by the 

vector u, the total increment of this vector around the circuit will not be zero, 

but equals one lattice period in the x-direction. 

Another type of dislocation may be visualised as the result of “cutting” the 

lattice along a half-plane and then shifting the parts of the lattice on either 

side of the cut in opposite directions to a distance of one lattice period parallel 

to the edge of the cut (then called a screw dislocation). Such a dislocation 

converts the lattice planes into a helicoidal surface, like a spiral staircase 

without the steps. In a complete circuit round the dislocation line (the axis of 

the helicoidal surface) the lattice point displacement vector increment is one 

lattice period along that axis. Figure 23 shows a diagram of such a cut. 

Microscopically, a dislocation deformation of a crystal regarded as a 

continuous medium has the following general property; after a passage round 

any closed contour L which encloses the dislocation line D, the elastic 

displacement vector u receives a certain finite increment b which is equal to 

one of the lattice vectors in magnitude and direction; the constant vector b is 

called the Burgers vector of the dislocation concerned. This property may be 

expressed as 

(27.1) 

where the direction in which the contour is traversed and the chosen direction 

of the tangent vector t to the dislocation line are assumed to be related by the 

corkscrew rulef (Fig. 24). The dislocation line itself is a line of singularities of 

the deformation field. 

It is evident that the Burgers vector b is necessarily constant along the dis¬ 

location line, and also that this line cannot simply terminate within the crystal: 

it must either reach the surface of the crystal at both ends or (as usually hap¬ 

pens in actual cases) form a closed loop. 

f The simple cases of edge and screw dislocations mentioned above correspond to straight lines D 
with t J_ b and x || b. We may also note that in the representation given by big. 22 edge dislocations 

with opposite directions of b differ in that the “extra** crystal lntlf plane lies above or below the xx- 
plane; such dislocations are said to have opposite sit;ns. 
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The condition (27.1) signifies, therefore, that in the presence oi a dislocation 

the displacement vector is not a single-valued function of the co-ordinates, 

but receives a certain increment in a passage round the dislocation line. 

n 

L 

Fig. 24 

Physically, of course, there is no ambiguity: the increment b denotes an addi¬ 

tional displacement of the lattice points equal to a lattice vector, and this docs 

not affect the lattice itself. 

In the subsequent discussion it is convenient to use the notation 

wnc = duk/dxif (27.2) 

so that the condition (27.1) becomes 

wuc dxi = -h. (27.3) 

The (unsymmetrical) tensor w^ is called the distortion tensor. Itssymmetrit al 

part gives the ordinary strain tensor: 

Uiic = \{wik + wtci)- (27,1) 

According to the foregoing discussion the tensors w-uc and and there!ore 

the stress tensor <j^, are single-valued functions of the co-ordinates, unlike 

the function u(r). 
The condition (27.3) may also be written in a differential form. To do so, 

we transform the integral round the contour L into one over a surlace Sit 

spanning this contour ^ 

fiwmfr dxm = f 
J J OXi 

The constant vector b/c is written as an integral over the same surlace by 

f The transformation is made, areortling to Ktoki-n’ theorem, by repineiim <l.vM by the- operator 

d/iCitm djdxiy where rum is the antisymmetric tin it tensor. 



means of the two-dimensional delta function: 

where | is the two-dimensional radius vector taken from the axis of the dis¬ 

location in the plane perpendicular to the vector x at the point considered, 

bince the contour L is arbitrary, the integrals can be equal only if the inte- 
grands are equal: 

earn dwmk/dxi= — t^8(5). (27.6) 

This is the required differential form.f 

The displacement field u(r) around the dislocation can be expressed in a 

general form if we know the Green’s tensor Gik(r) of the equations of equilib- 

num of the anisotropic medium considered, i.e. the function which determines 

the displacement component m produced in an infinite medium by a unit 

force applied at the origin along the x*-axis (see §8). This can easily be done 
by using the following formal device. 

Instead of seeking many-valued solutions of the equations of equilibrium 

we shall regard u(r) as a single-valued function, which undergoes a fixed 

discontinuity b on some arbitrarily chosen surface SD spanning the dislocation 

loop D. 1 hen the strain tensor formally defined by (27.4) will have a delta- 
function singularity on the “surface of discontinuity”: 

uik{S) = +«*&)$(£)» (27.7) 

where £ is a co-ordinate measured from the surface SD along the normal n 
(which is in the direction relative to x shown in Fig. 24). 

Since there is no actual physical singularity in the space around the dis- 

ocation, the stress tensor aik must, as already mentioned, be a single-valued 

and everywhere continuous function. The strain tensor (27.7), however is 

formally related to a stress tensor oik(S) = Xiklm ulm(S), which also has a 

singularity on the surface SD. In order to eliminate this we must define ficti¬ 

tious body forces distributed over the surface SD with a certain density/(«). The 

/equiHbr.lum ln 1116 Presence °f body forces are daikl8xk + fiOS) = 0 
(cr. (2.7)). Hence it is clear that we must put 

/AS) — _ ^ duim(S) 
q — Mklrn— -. 
CXk dxk (27.8) 

Thus the problem of finding the many-valued function u(r) is equivalent to 

that of finding a single-valued but discontinuous function in the presence of 

t To avoid misunderstanding it should be noted that on the dislocation line its. lrC/ . m , - . . 
a hne of singularities, the representation of the „s the deriv ves (“ 7.2) ' s m. hmglr " 

§27 Elastic dcjoi /nations in the fnrsemr of a dislocation 17.7 

body forces given by formulae (27.7) and (27.8). We can now use die formula 

Ui{r) = J* G{j(r—r')//*v)(r')d V'. 

We substitute (27.8) and integrate by parts; the integration with die della 

function is then trivial, giving 

r 3 
wi(r) ” jklmfim nrz Gij(r — r )d/ . (2A^) 

J CXjc 
Sd 

This solves the problem. | 

The deformation (27.9) has its simplest form far from the closed dislncal ion 

loop. If we imagine the loop to be situated near the origin, then at distant es t 
large compared with the linear dimensions of the loop we have 

Ui{r) — dxic, (2 /. Id) 

where 

dik — Sjbk, Si — riidf— ) 
J J 

xkdxly (27.11) 

and €iki is the antisymmetric unit tensor. The axial vector S lias components 

equal to the areas bounded by the projections of the loop J) on planes per pen 

dicular to the corresponding co-ordinate axes; the tensor dik may be called the 

dislocation moment tensor. The components of the tensor <7/; are lirstordei 

homogeneous functions of the co-ordinates x9 y, z (see §8, Problem). We 

therefore see from (27.10) that Ui~\jr2, and the corresponding sties;; held 

oijc~l!rs. 

It is also easy to ascertain the way in which the elastic stresses vary with 

distance near a straight dislocation. In cylindrical polar co-ordinates v., /, </» 

(with the ^r-axis along the dislocation line) the deformation will depend only 

on r and (f>. The integral (27.3) must, in particular, be unchanged by an 

arbitrary change in the size of any contour in the xy-plane which leaves the 

shape of the contour the same. It is clear that this can be true only i( all the 

Wik~ 1/r. The tensor Uiky and therefore the stresses a**, will be pmpmtional 

to the same power, 1/r4 

f The tensor Gij for an anisotropic medium has been derived in the paper by • M I .li mn i / mnl 
L. N. RozentsveJg quoted in §8, Problem. This tensor is in general very onnpliniiol I «»i it nimif/hi 
dislocation, which corresponds to a two-dimensional problem of elasticity theory, it nmy hr nimpln (<« 
solve the equations of equilibrium directly. 

t Attention is drawn to a certain analogy between the elastic deformation field round a dinlo* itiimi 

line and the magnetic field of constant line currents. The current is replaced by the llurgein ve< i<*i, 

which must be constant along the dislocation line, like the current. Similar analogies will also be iruddy 

seen in the relations given below. However, quite apart from the entirely dillcreiil nttluir ol the two 

physical effects, these analogies are not far-reaching, because the tensor rluiniclei of the ( 011rripondmg 

quantities is different. 
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Although we have hitherto spoken only of dislocations, the formulae de¬ 

rived are applicable also to deformations caused by other kinds of defect in 

the crystal structure. Dislocations are linear defects; there exist also ciefects in 

which the regular structure is interrupted through a region near a given 

surface.f Such a defect can be macroscopically described as a surface of dis¬ 

continuity on which the displacement vector u is discontinuous but the stresses 

oik are continuous, by virtue of the equilibrium conditions. If the discontinuity 

b is the same everywhere on the surface, the resulting strain is just the same as 

that due to a dislocation along the edge of the surface. The only difference is 

that the vector b is not equal to a lattice vector. However, the position of the 

surface Sd discussed above is no longer arbitrary; it must coincide with the 

actual physical discontinuity. Such a surface of discontinuity involves a certain 

additional energy which may be described by means of an appropriate surface- 
tension coefficient. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Derive the differential equations of equilibrium for a dislocation deformation 

in an isotropic medium, expressed in terms of the displacement vector.}: 

Solution. In terms of the stress tensor or strain tensor the equations of equilibrium have the 

usual form doik/dxjc ~ 0 or, substituting oik from (5.11), 

dune O 8uu 

8xk 1—2 cr 8xi ^ 

To convert to the vector u we must use the differential condition (27.6). Multiplying (27.6) 
by eucn and summing over i and &, we obtain§ 

Writing (1) in the form 

dzVnfc ^Wkk 

vxk (JXn 

_ Swtk dwkt o dwn 

8xk 2 dxjc 1 — 2 a dxi 

and substituting (2), we find 

dwM 

dxjc 1 — 2 a dxi 
(TXb)4S(§). 

Now changing to u in accordance with (27.2), we find the required equation for the multi- 
valued function u(r): 

/\u+-—— grad div u = TXbS(|). 
1 — 2cr 

t A well-known example of a defect of this type is a narrow twinned layer in a crystal. 

+ The physical meaning of this and other problems relating to an isotropic medium is purely 

conventional, since actual dislocations by their nature occur only in crystals, i.e. in anisotropic media. 

Such problems have illustrative value, however. 

§ Using also the formula etimeikn = fiikBmn— 

§27 I Iasi it (L fui mat ions in the forsrmc of a t/is/omfntn I ?}) 

PROBLEM 2. Determine the deformation near a straight screw dislocation in an isotropic 

medium. 

Solution. We take cylindrical polar co-ordinates z, r, <j>t with the 2-axis along tlu* dialm a 

tion line; the Burgers vector is bx = by = 0, bz = b. It is evident from symmetry that tin- 

displacement u is parallel to the 2-axis and is independent of the co-ordinate z. The equation 

of equilibrium (3), Problem 1, reduces to A uz ~ 0. The solution which satis lies tlu* condition 

(27.1) ist uz = b<f>!27r. The only non-zero components of the tensors and arc 

bl4rrry os<f, = yb\2irry and the deformation is therefore a pure shear. 

The free energy of the dislocation (per unit length) is given by the integral 

F = ij2u^dV 

/j.b2 Cdr 

which diverges logarithmically at both limits. As the lower limit wc mii .t talu tin unl< i .■ I 

magnitude of the interatomic distances (^6), at which the deformation is huge ami tin mm m 

scopic theory is inapplicable. The upper limit is determined by a dimension <>l tin onU i <<1 tin- 

length X# of the dislocation. Theni? = (fib2l4ir)log(L/6). The energy of tin* ... tin 

“core” of the dislocation near its axis (in a region of cross-sectional area ^ />’)< no hreitomiii <1 

as '■*-■' fxb2. When log (Lfb) ^>1 this energy is small in comparison with that ol tin «Itisii«■ 
deformation field.}: 

Problem 3. Determine the internal stresses in an anisotropic medium near a ?u n-w dido* n 

tion which is perpendicular to a plane of symmetry of the crystal. 

SOLUTION. We take co-ordinates x, y, z so that the 2-axis is along the dislocation lint-, and 

again write bz — b. The vector u again has only the component uz =- «(.v, r). Sim <■ the a y 

plane is a plane of symmetry, all the components of the tensor \ncim are zero which e-on lain the 

suffix 2 an odd number of times. Thus only two components of the tensor <nk: are uon-zeru: 

8u 8u 
°xz — ^xzxz~^~ ^^xzyz~^~y 

ox oy 

8u 8u 
Oyz =» Ayzxz~z—I- ^yzyz—- 

ox oy 

We define a two-dimensional vector a and a two-dimensional tensor A«[i: <>„ ,V,(( 

Aaz$z (cc = 1,2). Then aa = Aa$dujdx$y and the equation of equilibrium becomes div o 0 

The required solution of this equation must satisfy the condition (27.1): -j grml // ■ dl /* 

In this form, the problem is the same as that of finding the magnetic induction and mugm in 

field (represented by a and grad u) in an anisotropic medium of magnetic pcim« ability -V.fi 

near a straight current of strength I = c6/4t7-. Using the solution derived in rln imdyminm **, 

we obtain § 

_ ^ 

2tt ' 

where |A| is the determinant of the tensor Aap. 

t In all the problems on straight dislocations we take the vector x in the negalivr x-dircelion, 

t These estimates are general ones and are valid in order of magnitude for any dislocation (mid not 

only for a screw dislocation). 

It should be noted that in practice the values of log (A.//») are usually not very large, and the eneigy 

of the “core” is therefore? a considerable fraction of the? total energy <»l the dislocation. 

§ See? Kin trodytuttttu \ of Cnnitnuom /lIrtiui, 1'ioblcm S. 
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Problem 4. Determine the deformation near a straight edge dislocation in an isotropic 

medium. 

Solution. Let the £-axis be along the dislocation line, and the Burgers vector be bx = b, 

by = bz — 0. It is evident from the symmetry of the problem that the displacement vector 

lies in the ay-plane and is independent of z, so that the problem is a two-dimensional one. In 

the rest of this solution all vectors and vector operations are two-dimensional in the xy-plane. 

We shall seek a solution of the equation 

Au + ——— grad div u = -6jS(r) 
1—2 G 

(see Problem 1; j is a unit vector along the y-axis) in the form u = uf°) 4* w, where u(0> is a 

vector with components u^x = b<f>j2iry u^y = (bj2tt) log r; these are the imaginary and real 

parts of (6/27r) log (x-\-iy\ t and (f> being polar co-ordinates in the xy-plane. This vector 

satisfies the condition (27.1). The problem therefore reduces to finding the single-valued 

function w. Since, as is easily verified, div = 0, Auw — &j§(r)> it follows that w satisfies 

the equation 

Aw-1-grad div w — — 2Z>j8(r). 
1 —2a 

This is the equation of equilibrium under forces concentrated along the #-axis with volume 

density F6jS(r)/2(l + o); cf. §8, Problem, equation (1). By means of the Green’s tensor found 

in that problem for an infinite medium, the calculation of w is reduced to that of the integral 

R = \Z(r2 + z'2). 

The result is 

b ( y 1 xy \ 
ux =-{tan-1-4-—- 

2tt1 x 2(1-a) x2+y2) 

b [ 1-2a 1 *2 

- 2^20^)108 ^ ^ )+^j- 

The stress tensor calculated from this has Cartesian components 

y(3x2+y2) 
a xx = -bD—-—, 

(x2 +y2)2 

y(x2-y2) 
Oyy - bD~-—, 

JV (x2+y2)2 

x(x2 —y2) 
(Jxy — hD 

(x2+y2)2 

and polar components 

°Vr = oH = - (bDjr) sin <f>, 

Or# = (bDjr) cos <f>, 

where D eee ^/2tt(1 — ct). 

§28 7 hr action of a shess Jirhl on a Jishu afton I.U 

Problem 5. An infinity of identical parallel straight edge dislocations in an isotropic 

medium lie in one plane perpendicular to their Burgers vectors and at equal distances h apntt. 

Find the shear stresses due to such a “dislocation wall” at distances large compared with h. 

Solution. Let the dislocations be in the ys-pjane and parallel to the ^ -axis. Accoidmg to 

the results of Problem 4, the total stress due to all the dislocations at the point (.v, y) is given by 
the sum 

°xy{x> y) = bDx^>' 
x2 — (y — nh)2 

[*2 + (y-«A)2]a’ 

This may be written in the form 

°xy — ~ bD— 
h 

7(a, /?) + a 
3J(a, PY 

»- i a ■ * p~yik 

According to Poisson’s summation formula 

CO 00 00 

2/(w) = 2 j f(x)e2nilcxdx1 
~ ~cx) fc — _oo —oo 

C df re2nik*d( 

J(*> P) = ~TT~62 + 2re e2”ikP ~~2~ "«a J a24-£2 ^ J a24-£2 
/ -oo A; =1 -oo 

77 277 ^ 
= -4--> e~2nkacos 2trkp. 

a a *—* 
A; =1 

When a = x/h^> 1 only the first term need be retained in the sum over U, and the result is 

bx 
axy = 4tt2D—e~27TXlh cos(27rylh). 

h2 

Thus the stresses decrease exponentially away from the wall. 

§28. The action of a stress field on a dislocation 

Let us consider a dislocation loop J) in a field of clastic stresses *r/A» 

created by given external loads, and calculate the force on the loop in such a 

field. 

According to the general rules, this must be done by finding the work 

done by internal stresses in an infinitesimal displacement of the loop /). If' 
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Suae is the change in the strain tensor due to this displacement, we have ftom 

(3.1)t 

= -J GiJc^&Uikd V. 

Since the distribution of the stresses aijc<e> is assumed independent of the 

position of the dislocation, we can take the difference symbol S outside the 

integral. Using also the symmetry of the tensor and the equation ol 

equilibrium daik(e)ldxk = 0, we can write 

— S J* vik«»uikdV 

-sf 
J dxi 

— sf— (cr 
J OXi 

(28.1) 

As explained in §27, we shall regard the displacement u as a single-valued 

function having a discontinuity on some surface Sd spanning the line D. 1 hen 

the volume integral in (28.1) can be transformed into an integral over a closed 

surface consisting of the upper and lower surfaces of the cut SD, joined by a 

tubular lateral surface of infinitesimal width enclosing the line D. The values 

of the continuous quantities oik^ are the same on both surfaces, but the values 

of u differ by a given amount b. We therefore obtain^ 

! = — bkS ^ oik^dfi* 

Let each element of length dl of the dislocation be displaced by an amount 

Sr. This displacement causes a change in the area of the surface *S/>, the 

elementary change being Sf = SrX dl, i.e. Sfi = €imn$xmdln — ^imn^xmrndL 

The work (28.2) therefore becomes a line integral round the dislocation loop; 

SR = — &bjceimnGkd€^&XffiT‘ndl, 

where t is the tangent vector to D. 
The coefficient of Sxm in the integrand is minus the force fm on unit length 

f To avoid misunderstanding we must emphasise that 6u<fc in this formula is to he taken (ina< conlnn. * 

with the sense of this quantity in (3.1)) as the total (geometrical) change in the deformation lollowmu *»»* 

infinitesimal movement of the dislocation. It comprises both elastic and plastic (sec §2<>) part**. 

I The integral over the tubular lateral surface of radius r vanishes as /* - 0, since the w* hr. mu* 

infinite more slowly than 1 jv- 

§28 77/r action of a shew field on a disloeafton 

of the dislocation line. 'Thus 
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fi = eikl'rk<nmU’)hm (28.3) 

(M. Peach and J. S. Koehler 1950). We may note that the force f is perpen 

dicular to the vector t, i.e. to the dislocation line, and also to the via tor 

a ik^bk- 
The plane which is defined by the vectors t and b at each point of the dis 

location is called the slip plane of the corresponding element of the dislocat ion; 

for every element this plane of course touches the slip surface of the whole 

dislocation, which is a cylindrical surface with generators parallel to tin* bur¬ 

gers vector b of the dislocation. The distinctive physical property of the slip 

plane is that it is the only one in which a comparatively easy mechanical dis¬ 

placement of the dislocation is possible.f For this reason it is of interest to 

determine the force (28.3) on this plane. 

Let k be a vector normal to the dislocation line in the slip plane. Then llu* 

required force component (/x, say) is f± = K\fi = eaciKiTjJ)mtrim^\ <>» 

f ±— HGlm^bm) ( h 'I) 

where v = k Xt is a vector normal to the slip plane. Since the vectors b .imI v 

are perpendicular, we see that the force f± is determined by only one com\ to 

nent if two of the co-ordinate axes are taken along these vectors. 

The total force acting on the whole dislocation loop is 

Fi = €ikibm^ oim^dxfc. (28.5) 

D 

This is zero except for a non-uniform stress field; when oimM = constant, 

the integral is §dxtc = 0. If the stress field varies only slightly over the loop, 

we can write 

d<rim{e) f , 
Fi — ZikPm T — 

OXp J 
D 

the loop being regarded as situated near the origin .This force can I >c ex\>t cssci! 

in terms of the dislocation moment dki defined by (27.11): 

Ft = dkidofci^jdx^ (28 (») 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the force of interaction between two parallel screw dislocations m mi 

isotropic medium. 

f This fact follows from the microscopic form of u dislocation defect, l-or example, to move the 

edge dislocation shown in Pig. 22 in its slip plane (the .vsr-plane) comparatively slight movements ol tlie 

atoms are sufficient, which make crystal planes farther and farther from the ys plane (but still pin a IId to 

it) into “extra” planes. 
The movement ol the dislocation in other din 

example, the dislocation shown in I'ifr. 22 nm mov 

half-plane by diffusion. Sorb u pus ess cun be ol p 

tions can occur only by diffusion plot esses, l ot 

in I lie y;v plane only when atoms leave (be “extut" 

n lii al iinpoitani e only at fnilly high lempemthu m. 
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SOLUTION. The force per unit length artin^ on one dislocation in tlu* stress lie hi 

other dislocation is determined from formula (28.4), using the results of §27, IVobl 

a radial force of magnitude/ = \ib\b2l'Xrnr. Dislocations of like sign (bLb2 > <)) re 

those of unlike sign (bib2 < 0) attract. 

Problem 2. A straight screw dislocation lies parallel to the plane free surface 

tropic medium. Find the force acting on the dislocation. 

Solution. Let the ysr-plane be the surface of the body, and let the dislocation be 

the #-axis with co-ordinates x = xo, y — 0. 

The stress field which leaves the surface of the medium a free surface is described 

of the fields of the dislocation and its image in the y^-plane, considered to lie in 

medium: 

due to the 

cm 2. h is 

‘pel, while 

of an iso¬ 

parallel to 

by the si im 

an infinite 

fib " 

CT“ = 2T \tt L(x — xo )2+y2 

fib r x—xo 

2n . (x — ,%o)2 4-y2 

y 

(x + #o)2+J>2J 

X + Xo 

(x+xo)2+y2_ 

Such a field exerts a force on the dislocation considered which is equal to the attraction exerted 

by its image, i.e. the dislocation is attracted to the surface of the medium by a force 

/ — fib2j4-7TXo. 

Problem 3. Find the force of interaction between two parallel edge dislocations in an 

isotropic medium which are in parallel slip planes. 

Solution. Let the slip planes be parallel to the xsr-plane and let the #-axis be parallel to the 

dislocation lines; as in §27, Problem 4, we put tz = — 1 ,bx~b. Then the force on unit lengi h 

of the dislocation in the field of elastic stresses a%k has components fx — boXy,fy = 

In the case considered, <jhc is determined by the expressions derived in §27, Problem 4. If one 

dislocation is along the #-axis, it exerts on the other dislocation (passing through the point 

(x, y, 0)) a force whose polar components are fr = bib2Dlr, /<{> = (b\b2Djr) sin 2<f>, I) 
/x/2w(l — a). The component of this force in the slip plane is fx = (b\b2Djr) cos cos 2«/», 

which is zero when 4> = in or \tt. The former position corresponds to stable equilibrium when 

bib2 > 0, the latter when b\b2 <0. 

§29. A continuous distribution of dislocations 

If a crystal contains several dislocations at the same time which are at 

relatively short distances apart (although far apart compared with the lattice* 

constant, of course), it is useful to treat them by means of an averaging process: 

we consider “physically infinitesimal” volume elements in the crystal with a 

large number of dislocation lines through each. 

An equation which expressed a fundamental property of dislocatiomlcforma 

tions can be formulated by a natural generalisation of equation (27.6). We 

define a tensor put (the dislocation density tensor) such that its integral over a 

surface spanning any contour L is equal to the sum b of the Burgers vectors 

of all the dislocation lines embraced by the contour: 

j* PlkAft = bfc. 

The continuous functions pf/l describe the distribution of dislocations in tl 
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crystal. This tensor now replaces the expression on the right ol equation 

(27.6): 

^ilmdWmk/ bxi = — puc. (29.2) 

This equation shows that the tensor puc must satisfy the condition 

dpikfixt = 0; (29.3) 

for a single dislocation, this condition simply states that the Burgers vector is 

constant along the dislocation line. 

When the dislocations are treated in this way, the tensor Wik becomes a 

primary quantity describing the deformation and determining the* strain ten 

sor through (27.4). A displacement vector u related to W\^ by the definition 

(27.2) cannot exist; this is clear from the fact that with such a definition the 

left-hand side of equation (29.2) would be identically zero throughout tlu* 

crystal. 

So far we have assumed the dislocations to be at rest. Let us now see how a 

set of equations may be formulated so as to allow in principle elastic dcfnrnia 

tions and stresses in a medium where dislocations are moving in a given man 

nerf (E. Kroner and G. Rieder 1956). 

Equation (29.2) is independent of whether the dislocations are at res! or m 

motion. The tensor wtu still determines the elastic deformation; its sy in inch i 

cal part is the elastic strain tensor, which is related to the stress tensor in tlu* 

usual way, by Hooke’s law. 

This equation, however, is now insufficient for a complete formulation of 

the problem. The full set of equations must also determine the velocity v of 

the points in the medium. 

It must be borne in mind that the movement of dislocations causes not only 

a change in the elastic deformation but also a change in the shape of the crystal 

which does not involve stresses, i.e. a plastic deformation. The motion of dm 

locations is in fact a mechanism of plastic deformation. This is clearly ilhml i a 

ted by Fig. 25, where the passage of the edge dislocation from left lo nght 

causes the part of the crystal above the slip plane to be shifted to l he right by 

one lattice period; since the lattice is then regular, the crystal remains mi 

stressed. Unlike an elastic deformation, which is uniquely defined by tlu* 

thermodynamic state of the body, a plastic deformation depends on the process 

which occurs. In considering dislocations at rest we have no need to dr.tin 

guish elastic and plastic deformations, since we are concerned only with 

stresses which are independent of the previous history of the crystal. 

Let u be the geometrical displacement vector of points in the medium, 

measured, say, from their position before the deformation process begins; its 

f We shall not <!i?w urm lirir tin- problem ol Uriel mining thm motion ilMrlf liom llir Idiith applied lo 
the body. The fiolut ion ol run li u pi ol deni i e« pm ra u detailed fit ml v ol I lie mirroaeopie inerhimiHin ol (hr 
motion of tlisdiM utionn mid then lelmdntion by vm mnn dele* In, wlneh lined take art omit of thr 
conditions o< < tin ii>k in in (mil « » ynlolo 
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derivative u v. If tin- “total distortion” tensor Wik = Sut/d* is 

l,u iiitd from the vector u, its “plastic part” it'a1"'1 obtained by subtracting 

Fig. 25 

from Wik the “elastic distortion” tensor, which is the same as the tensor wilc in 

(29.2). We use the notation 

—jik = Swi/c(vl> I dt; (29.4) 

the symmetrical part of gives the rate of variation of the plastic deformation 

tensor: the change in f/jjtb’1) in an infinitesimal time interval St is 

W,,) = +jki)St- (29.5) 

We may note, in particular, that, if a plastic deformation occurs without 

destroying the continuity of the body, the trace of the tensor jik is zero: a 

plastic deformation causes no extension or compression of the body (which 

would always involve the appearance of internal stresses), i.e. = 0, and 

therefore/** <'»/,*<1'l)/',/ b- 

/ i oiihnuous iinlnimltou ,*/ tlnloni/non 

Substituting in the definition (2«».-l) If,* we can write it as 
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an equation which relates the rates of change of the elastic and plastic deforma¬ 

tions. Here the must be regarded as given quantities which must satisfy 

conditions ensuring the compatibility of equations (29.6) and (29.2). These 

conditions are found by differentiating (29.2) with respect to time and sub¬ 
stituting (29.6), and are 

dpik djmk 

~sT+e""l^ 
(29.7) 

The complete set of equations is given by (29.2) and (29.6), together with the 
dynamical equations 

pVi = doik/dxk, (29.8) 

where tr** = AuamUlm = hocimWlm-The tensors pa and jik which appear in 

these equations are given functions of the co-ordinates (and time) which 

describe the distribution and movement of the dislocations. These functions 

must satisfy the compatibility conditions of equations (29.2) with one another 
and with (29.6), which are given by (29.3) and (29.7). 

The condition (29.7) may be regarded as a differential expression of fhe“lavv 

of conservation of the Burgers vector” in the medium: integrating both sides 

of this equation over a surface spanning some closed line /,, defining by (;>'>. I) 

the total Burgers vector b of the dislocations embraced by /., Vmd using 

Stokes’ theorem, we obtain 

- yjtkdxi. (29.9) 

The form of this equation shows that the integral on the right gives the “flux” 

of the Burgers vector through the contour L per unit time, i.e. the Burgers 

vector carried across L by moving dislocations. We may therefore call;)* the 
dislocation flax density tensor. 

In particular, it is clear that for an isolated dislocation loop the tensor has 
the form 

jik — eilmplkVm 

= eilmTlVmbk&(Q)y (29.10) 

pu being given by (27.6), and V being the velocity of the dislocation line at a 

particular point on it. 1 he flux vector through the element dl of the contour 

L is;j*d/j and is proportional to dl-r XV V-dl Xt, i.e. the component of V 

in a direction perpendicular In both ill and t; I win geometrical considerations 
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it is evident that this is correct, since only that velocity component causes the 

dislocation to intersect the element dl. 

We may note that the trace of the tensor (29.10) is proportional to the com¬ 

ponent of the velocity of the dislocation along the normal to its slip plane. It 

has been mentioned above that the absence of any inelastic change in density 

of the medium is ensured by the condition^ = 0. We see that for an indivi¬ 

dual dislocation this condition signifies motion in the slip plane, in accordance 

with the previous discussion of the physical nature of the movement of dis¬ 

locations; see the last footnote to §28. 

Finally, let us consider the case where dislocation loops are distributed in 

the crystal in such a way that their total Burgers vector (denoted by B) is zero.f 

Fig. 26 

This condition signifies that integration over any cross-section of the body 

gives 

(pikdft = 0. (29.11) 

From this it follows that the dislocation density in this case can be written as 

pik = €ilmdPmkjdxi (29.12) 

(F. Kroupa 1962); then the integral (29.11) becomes an integral along a con¬ 

tour outside the body, and is zero. It may also be noted that the expression 

(29.12) necessarily satisfies the condition (29.3). 

It is easy to see that the tensor P^ thus defined represents the dislocation 

moment density in the deformed crystal, and may therefore be called the 

“dislocation polarisation5': the total dislocation moment of the crystal is, 

by definition, 

Dik — Sibjc — \eum 

£UmxlpmkA V, 

t The presence of a dislocation involves a cchain bending of (lie ci vital, in shown diagrammatieully 

in Fig. 26 (greatly exaggerated). The condition It O means iImI there is n<> hum io-h upi< bending of 

the crystal as a whole. 

/)i\tufm/ion of m!nm tmy ihshu alions 

where the summation is over all dislocation loops and the integration is over 

the whole volume ol the crystal. Substituting (29.12), vve obtain 

i eilme 'UmPmpqXl— d \ 
VX'j) 

and, after integrating by parts in each term, 

Dik = jPikdV. (2«>.|.l) 

The dislocation flux density is given in terms of the same tensor /^A by 

jik = -dPikldt. (29. I I) 

This is easily seen, for example, by calculating the integral //,/, d/' over an 

arbitrary part of the volume of the body, using the expression (29. 10), to give 

a sum over all dislocation loops within that volume. We may note that tin- 

expression (29.14) together with (29.12) automatically satisfies the condition 

(29.7). 

A comparison of (29.14) with (29.4) shows that <3/^- II we 

agree to regard the plastic deformation as absent in the state with P,ft 0, 

then zvijc<f and 

mjc = Wijc - Wiifi*) = dujc/dxi - Puc, (29.1S) 

where ujc is again the vector of the total geometrical displacement from the 

position in the undeformed state. Equation (29.6) is then satisfied identically, 

and the dynamical equation (29.8) becomes 

pilf \mmd2umldxjcdxi = — AiJclmdPlmjd'VJe- (_2*f 10) 

Thus the determination of the elastic deformation due to moving dislocation?! 

withB = 0 reduces to a problem of ordinary elasticity theory will i body loimi 

distributed in the crystal with density —Aiklm^PimJ^k (A- IVI. ko:;i vicu 

1963). 

§30. Distribution of interacting dislocations 

Let us consider a large number of similar straight dislocations lying 

parallel in the same slip plane, and derive an equation to determine then 

equilibrium distribution. Let the #-axis be parallel to the dislocation?;, .uni 

the xsr-plane be the slip plane. 

t It is assumed that the entire deformation profess occurs with B ; 0. This point must be rmpbn 

sised, since there is a fundamental difference between the tensors I*a and whet cart in n Imn 

lion of the state of the body, the tensor n is not, but depends on (lie proems which bus In ought (hr 

body into that stale. 
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We shall suppose lor definiteness that the 1 lingers vectors of the disloca¬ 

tions are in the ^-direction. Then the force in the slip plane on unit length of 

a dislocation is bcrxy, where axy is the stress at the position of the dislocation. 

The stresses created by one straight dislocation (and acting on another 

dislocation) decrease inversely as the distance from it. The stress at a point x 

due to a dislocation at a point x' is therefore bD/(x — x')y where D is a constant 

of the order of the elastic moduli of the crystal. It may be shown that this 

constant D is positive, i.e. two like dislocations in the same slip plane repel 
each other.f 

Let p(x) be the line density of dislocations on a segment (ax, a2) of the 

A;-axis; p(x)dx is the sum of the Burgers vectors of dislocations passing through 

points in the interval dx. Then the total stress at a point x on the #-axis due to 

all the dislocations is given by the integral 

axy(x): 
£—x 

(30.1) 

For points in the segment (a±, a2) this integral must be taken as a principal 

value in order to exclude the physically meaningless action of a dislocation on 
itself. 

If the crystal is also subjected to a two-dimensional stress field axy^e\x, y) 

in the xy-plane, caused by given external loads, each dislocation will be sub¬ 

jected to a force b(aXy+p(x)), where for brevity p(x) denotes oxy^(x, 0). The 

condition of equilibrium is that this force should be zero: crxy-\~p = 0, i.e. 

£~X 
= 0)(x), (30.2) 

where P denotes, as usual, the principal value. This is an integral equation to 

determine the equilibrium distribution p(x). It is a singular equation with a 
Cauchy kernel. 

The solution of such an equation is equivalent to a problem in the theory of 

functions of a complex variable which may be formulated as follows. 

Let £!(#) denote a function defined throughout the complex #-plane (cut 

from a\ to #2) as the integral 

«(*) = f1 
pirn 

* 

(30.3) 

Let Q + (a:) and Q“(#) denote the limiting values of il(z)on the upper and lower 

edges of the cut. They are equal to similar integrals along the segment (a\, <i\>) 

f For an inotropic' medium lliin Im.-i Ihtm pim-rU m V'N, PMd»|im t. 

§30 l h\fi ihufnnt of wirmt Inn* ihslmafmns 

with an indentation m the form of an mlmitcsnnal srmu iiele below or above 

the point z x respec tively, i.e. 

ii'(.v) :Z>J ± »rp(.v). 

If p(|) satisfies equation (30.2), the principal value of the integral is «>(.v), and 

we therefore have 

Q+(aj) + fi~(A:) = 2co(x), (3()>) 

Q+(<v) — ~(x) = 2t7Tp(x). (30.0) 

Thus the problem of solving equation (30.2) is equivalent to (hat of'(hiding .m 

analytic function £)(#) with the property (30.5); p(a:) is then given by ( 4) n) 

The physical conditions of the problem in question also rec \ 11 i tv 11 ia t .U,( ■ < ■) (I, 

this follows because far from the dislocations (x->-f a>) the sin.1, „ nm .t 

be zero (by the definition (30.3), axy(x) = — I)Ll(x) outside* tin* .cgimm 

(ai, ^2))* 
Let us first consider the case where there are no external si rosses (/»(.' ) (l), 

and the dislocations are constrained by some obstacles (lattice* dr lee ts) at flu 

ends of the segment (ax, a%). When u>(a:) = 0 we have from (30.5) L\ ](.v) 

— £!“(#), i.e. the function £}(#) must change sign in a passage* round each <>! 

the points a±, a%. This condition is satisfied by any function of the bu m 

P(z) 
Q(*) = —jr,-w-rr» t ■«»•/) 

V[{a2~ z)(z—ai)\ 

where P(z) is a polynomial. The condition £I(oo) = 0 means that we* must 

take P(z) = 1 (apart from a constant coefficient), so that 

£!(*) = 
V[(*2-£)(#-■ «i)] 

( «»S) 

The required function p(x) will, according to (30.6), have the same* hum T 

coefficient is determined from the condition 

)df - B, (303)) 

where B is the sum of the Burgers vectors of all the dislocations, and so we have 

wv)(v -or 
We see that the disloe at ions pile* up tmvaids (lie obstacle s at the ends of the 
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segment, with density inversely pmpoil ion.il l<> the square root of the distance 
from the obstacle. The stress outside the segment (V/j, a^) increases in the same 
manner as the ends of the segment are approached, c.g. for x>ao 

In other words, the concentration of dislocations at the boundary leads to a 
stress concentration beyond the boundary. 

Let us now suppose that under the same conditions (obstacles at the fixed 
ends of the segment) there is also an external stress field p{x). Let fio(^) 
denote a function of the form (30.7), and let us rewrite equation (30.5) 
divided by flo + = — as 

£2+(#) Q~(^) 2a>(x) 

iQo+(^) Q<r(*) Qo+(*) 

A comparison of this with (30.6) shows that 

a 2 

..if 
l7Tj £W) €-■ 

-+mP(z), (30.11) 

where P(z) is a polynomial. A solution which satisfies the condition £2(oo) 
= 0 is obtained by taking as Qo(z) the function (30.8) and putting P(z) = C, 
a constant. The required function p(x) is hence found by means of (30.6), and 
the result is 

p(x) = 
W[(a2~ x)(x ~ ai)} 

f d£ 
PJ “>(£)V[(*2 -£)(£- «i)]—^+ 

V[(fl2-*)(*-fll)]' 
(30.12) 

The constant Cis determined by the condition (30.9). Here also p(x) increases 
as (a2 — x)~1/z when x^a2 (and similarly when x^a\), and a similar concentra¬ 
tion of stresses occurs on the other side of the boundary. 

If there is an obstacle only on one side (at a2, say) the required solution 
must satisfy the condition of finite stress for all x<a2, including the point x~ 
ai; the position of the latter point is not known beforehand and must be deter¬ 
mined by solving the problem. With respect to £2(.sr) this means that ii(«,) 
must be finite. Such a function (satisfying also the condition i2(«>) ()) is 

obtained from the same formula (30.11) by taking lor £>„(.-) the function 

I hxti tbufion of mtn at fmy dtslot of ions 

v/[(xr - a\ )/(*/;» w)|, which is also ol tlu* form (30.7), and putting I \ ;v) 0 in 

(30.11). The result is 

7t2V ci2~x J V £ — a\ t; --- v 

1 x- «1 

J -X 
(30.13) 

When p(x) tends to zero as \^{x~a\). The total stress <7rv(.v) | ) 
tends to zero according to a similar law on the other side of the point a\. 

Finally, let there be no obstacle at either end of the segment, and let the 
dislocations be constrained only by external stresses/>(#). The corresponding 
Q(z) is obtained by putting in (30.11) iQ0(z) = \/\(ao — z)(z-■ f/i)|, i\z) 0 
The condition Q(oo) = 0, however, here requires the fulfilment of a f m thri 
condition: taking the limit as z-+ oo in (30.11), we find 

The function p(x) is given by 

^ ® 2 

p(x) = _ ^V'[(«2-*)(*-ai)]Pj — 

(30.1 I) 

, (30. I S) 

the co-ordinates a\ and a2 of the ends of the segment being determined by tin- 
conditions (30.9) and (30.14). 

PROBLEM 

Find the distribution of dislocations in a uniform stress field />(.v) — />n over a MTinrni 

with obstacles at one or both ends. 

Solution. When there is an obstacle at one end («2) the calculation of the intental ( to I t) 
gives 

X—di 

a^ — x 

The condition (30.9) determines the length of the segment occupied by dislorai inns: o , n 1 

IBDjpQ. Beyond the obstacle there is a concentration of stresses near it according to 

&xy ~ pO 

d2~a\ 

x — d> 

Fora segment of length 2 L bounded by two obstacles we take the origin of .v at tlu* midpoint 

and obtain from (30.12) 

p(x) 
1 

77\/(/." 
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§31. Equilibrium of a crack in an clastic medium 

The problem of the equilibrium of a crack is somewhat distinctive among 

the problems of elasticity theory. From the point of view of that theory, a 

crack is a cavity in an elastic medium, which exists when internal stresses are 

present in the medium and closes up when the load is removed. The shape and 

size of the crack depend considerably on the stresses acting on it. The mathe¬ 

matical feature of the problem is therefore that the boundary conditions are 

given on a surface which is initially unknown and must itself be determined in 

solving the problem.f 

Let us consider a crack in an isotropic medium, of infinite length and uni¬ 

form in the ^-direction and in a plane stress field crude\xy y); this is a two- 

dimensional problem of elasticity theory. We shall suppose that the stresses 

are symmetrical about the centre of the cross-section of the crack. Then the 

outline of the cross-section will also be symmetrical (Fig. 27). Let its length be 

2L and its variable width h(x); since the crack is symmetrical, h( — x) = h{x) 

l* 
i 
i 

i 
i 

Fig. 27 

We shall assume the crack to be thin (h<^L). Then the boundary conditions 

on its surface can be applied to the corresponding segment of the #-axis. Thus 

the crack is regarded as a line of discontinuity (in the ary-plane) on which the 

normal component of the displacement % = + \h is discontinuous. 

Instead of h(x) we define a new unknown function p(x) by the formulae 

L 

h{x) - Jp(*)dx, p( — x) = — p(x). (31.1) 

x 

The function p(x) may be conveniently, though purely formally, interpreted 

as a density of straight dislocations lying in the ^-direction and continuously 

distributed along the #-axis, with their Burgers vectors in the ^-direction. J 

It has been shown in §27 that a dislocation line may be regarded as the edge of 

a surface of discontinuity on which the displacement u has a discontinuity b. 

In the form (31.1) the discontinuity h of the normal displacement at the point 

f The quantitative theory of cracks discussed here is due lo C. I. Haim nju./vtt (I'hSO). 

t It is for this reason that the theory of narliri is de:« tihed line in the < liaptri on dislocations, 

although physically the phenomena are <|iiite dilleient. 

§31 KipultU)mm of a n#/</.' /// ttn cLnhe medium 

x is regarded as the sum <il (lie Burgers vectors ol all the dislocations lying to 

the right of that point; the equation p( ;v) p(x) signifies that the dis 

locations to the right and to the left of the point v 0 have opposite signs 

By means of this representation we can write down inn ned iatcly an c \ pressioi i 

for the normal stresses (oyy) on the v-axis. These consist of the stresses 

<?yy(e\x, 0) resulting from the external loads (which for brevity we dcnoie by 

p(x)) and the stresses oyy^T\x) due to the deformation caused by the erai-k 

Regarding the latter stresses as being due to dislocations distributed over tin- 

segment ( — Ly L), we obtain (similarly to (30.1)) 

f p(f)df 
<Wcr)(*)= ('I.') 

Jl £-* 

for points in the segment ( —L, L) itself, the integral must be taken as a pi inn 

pal value. For an isotropic medium, 

IJL E 
D =---= —--; (31 i) 

277(1 — a) 47t(1 — a2) 

see §28, Problem 3. The stresses aXy due to such dislocations in an isoiropu 

medium are zero on the #-axis. 

The boundary condition on the free surface of the crack, applied (as already 

mentioned) to the corresponding segment of the x-axis, requires that 1 In- 

normal stresses ayy = ayy^CT^ +p(x) should be zero. This condition, howevci, 

needs to be made more precise, for the following reason. 

Let us make the assumption (which will be confirmed by the rcsuli) thai 

the edges of the crack join smoothly near its ends, so that the surfaces appma< h 

very closely. Then it is necessary to take into account the forces of moiccul.u 

attraction between the surfaces; the action of these forces extends to a distance 

ro large compared with interatomic distances. These forces will be ol impm 

tance in a narrow region near the end of the crack where // ro; the length ol 

this region will be denoted by d in order of magnitude, and will be estimated 

later. 

Let G be the force of molecular cohesion per unit: area of the ciaek, ii 

depends on the distance h between the surfaces.f When these forces are lake n 

into account, the boundary condition becomes 

opyy(cr) +p(x) — G = 0. (HI) 

It is reasonable to suppose that the shape of the crack near its end is dele 1 

mined by the nature of the cohesion forces and docs not depend on the ext< t nal 

loads applied to the body. Then, in finding the shape of the main part ol I he 

crack from the external forces p(x)> the quantity G becomes a given function 

G(x) independent of p(x) (over the region d, outside which it is unimporl.ml) 

f In the tnarnnrnpir theory, 1 lit' Itimlmti O’(.v) ri In 1m* tegaided tin m< inning rimnothly, in / \ 

deereases, up (<> a maximum value at lhr md <>1 the \ nu It 
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Substituting o-2/2/cr) from (31.2) in (31.4), wc thus obtain the following 

integral equation for p(x): 

LrP($) d£ 1 1 

PJ ~fTx =^P(x)-pg(x) = “(*)• (31.5) 

Since the ends of the crack are assumed not fixed, the stresses must remain 

finite there. This means that, in solving the integral equation (31.5), we now 

have the last of the cases discussed in §30, for which the solution is given by 

(30.15). With the origin at the midpoint of the segment (—Ly L) this formula 
becomes 

p(x) = - —G(I2-x2)P I-^-—. Jy(v-v> £-x 

The condition (30.14) must be satisfied, which in this case gives 

(31.6) 

p{x)dx /* G(x)dx 

V(V-x2) J V(L2-x2) 
(31.7) 

(where the integrals from - L to L have been replaced by integrals from 0 to 

L, using the symmetry of the problem). Since G(x) is zero except in the range 

L-x~d, in the second integral we can put L2-x2~2L(L-x)\ the condition 
(31.7) then becomes 

p(x) dx M 

V(T2-*2) = V(2L)' 
(31.8) 

where M denotes the constant 

'G(t)d{ 

Vi ’ 

(31.9) 

which depends on the medium concerned. This constant can be expressed in 

terms of the ordinary macroscopic properties of the body, its elastic moduli 

and surface tension a; as will be shown later, the relation is 

47= -y/ \jr%E I (1 — a2)]. (31.10) 

The equation (31.8) determines the length 21. of the crack from the given 

stress distribution p(x). For example, for a crack widened by concentrated 

1‘ ijinlihi nuu <</ a noil; /// mi rhislii iiirdiiiin 11/ 

lorecs / applied to the mulpoinls of the sides (/>(.v) /8(.v)) we find 

2L --- f2\M2 

~f‘\ 1 — o2)Itto.E. ('ll!) 

It must be remembered, however, that stable equilibrium of a crack is not 

possible for every distribution p(x). For instance, with uniform wide. 

stresses (p(x) = constant = p0) (31.8) gives 

2 L = 4Af2/772j&02 

= 4a£/7r(l - o2)p(p. (t|| 

This inverse relation (L decreasing whenpo increases) shows that tin t ii. 

unstable. The value of L determined by (31.12) correspond:. n> mi .iahh 

equilibrium and gives the “critical” crack length: longei . i.i, f . grow spot, 

taneously, but shorter ones close up, a result first derived l»v A A t turn mi 
(1920). 

Letusnowreturntotheconsiderationoftheshapcol ihm ia. k. \\ h. n/. v ,/, 

the region L — £~dis the most important in the integral in (31.0). The mn-gi.d 

can then be replaced by its limiting value as x the result is constant 
x \/(L — x), whence-]' 

h(x) = constant x (L-x)212 (L x~d). (31.1 t) 

We see that over the terminal region d the two sides of the crack in l;u I |om 

smoothly. The value of the coefficient in (31.13) depend s on tlie propel I in; < »l 

the cohesion forces and can not be expressed in terms of the ordinary.. 
scopic parameters.! 

For the part farther from the end, where d<^L-x<^L, the IV);ion L / J 
is again the most important in the integral in (31.6), and n,(/)~ </(/)//> |,, 

addition to putting L2-x2~2L(L-x), L2-£2~2L(L ••£), we can here 

replace i~x by L-x, obtaining p = M\tt2D^J(L-x), where M is the same 

constant as in (31.9), (31.10). Hence 

h(x) = 2M^/(L-x)jn2D {d^L — X’i I,). (.0.1-1) 

Thus the end of the crack has a shape independent of the applied forces (ami 

therefore of the length of the crack) throughout the range /, .v /,: when 

L-x^d the shape is given by (31.14), and when L-x~d it has an inluuicly 

t In order to proceed to the limit wc must first divide the inle|;r:il in (ll.o) into two inir,.iiil>i on It 

numerators a>(f) to(7,) and <*>(£); the second integral makes no conlrihution to the limitmp value 

+ estinaate of the coefficient in (31.1.1) ^ives a value n( t hi- order ol \/<ifd, vvliei e a is t In- duw< iciinii 

of an atom fusing a ~ aE, M ~ K V<i). An estimate of the length d is obtained from the n.ii.!iii.,n 

h{d) ~ ro, whence d ~ rn'jti :•> r». It should he mnilionecl, however, llial in pnulice the irquiird 

inequalities arc satisfied only hy a small maipm, w. llial the irsultin,: shape ol (hr leimtnal p,«,je. ho,, 
of the crack is not to hr (alien as exm I. 
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sharp projection (31.13) (Fig. 2«S). The shape of ihc remainder ol the crack 

does depend on the applied forces. 

Fig. 28 

If we ignore details, of the order of the radius of the action of the cohesion 

forces, the crack therefore has a smooth outline with ends rounded according 

to the parabolas (31.14), and this shape is entirely determined by the applied 

forces and the ordinary macroscopic parameters. The small (~d) terminal 

projections which actually occur are of fundamental significance, however, 

since they ensure that the stresses remain finite at the ends of the crack. 

The stresses caused by the crack on the continuation of the #-axis are given 

by formula (31.2). At distances x — L such that d<^x — L<^L, we havef 

(Jyy £ CJyyW £ MIttV(X-L). (31.15) 

The increase in the stresses as the edge of the crack is approached continues 

according to this law up to distances x—L~d, and ayy then drops to zero at 

the point x = L. 

It remains to derive the formula (31.10) already given above, which relates 

the constant M to the ordinary macroscopic quantities. To do this, we write 

down the condition for the total free energy to be a minimum by equating to 

zero its variation under a change in the length L. 

Firstly, when the length of the crack increases by §L the surface energy at 

its two free surfaces increases by 3FSurf = 2ocSL. Secondly, the “opening” ol 

the crack end reduces the elastic energy Fe\ by ^<Tyy(x)r}(x)dx> where 77(3:) is 

the difference in width between the displaced and undisplaced crack shapes. 

Since the shape of the crack end is independent of its length, r](x) = h(x — 8L) 

— h(x). The stress oyy = 0 for x<L, and h(x) = 0 for x>L. Hence 

L+SL 

SFe 1= — %jayy(x)h(x-~8L)dx. 

L 

f The integral is easily calculated <lim 11 y, bill il n. m»l net ennui y In tin ibis il we use the relation 

between the functions />(.r) Ini x and bn v / , wlm h m rvnlrnl Inmi the lesultw nl §10. 

§•0 /''iftnliln nun of n inith in tin clastic medium 

Substituting (31.14) and (31.15), we lit id 

SL 

M2 f \/y dy 

V(8L-~y) 

M2 
=-SL. 

2 7T2D 

Finally, the condition SFsurf 4-SLei = 0 gives the relaiion l\l An -//>, .ni<l 

hence we have (31.10).f 

f It may be noted that the theory described above, including the i elm mu ( U lili, mn In. i 

as it stands only to ideally brittle bodies, i.e. those which remain lincaiIv eluMi. >i|> <<> l'11' ,l1" ,l l'” 

glass and fused quartz. In bodies which exhibit plasticity the format inn nl the. i.h L nmv be u. 

by plastic deformation at its ends. 



CHAPTER V 

THERMAL CONDUCTION AND VISCOSITY IN SOLIDS 

§32. The equation of thermal conduction in solids 

Non-uniform heating of a solid does not cause convection as it generally 

does in fluids. Hence the transfer of heat is effected in solids by thermal 

conduction alone. The processes of thermal conduction in solids are there¬ 

fore described by somewhat simpler equations than those for fluids, where 

they are complicated by convection. 

The equation of thermal conduction in a solid can be derived immediately 

from the law of conservation of energy in the form of an “equation of con¬ 

tinuity for heat”. The amount of heat absorbed per unit time in unit volume 

of the body is TdSjdt, where N is the entropy per unit volume. This must 

be put equal to div q, where q is the heat flux density. This flux can 

almost always be written as — k grad T, i.e. it is proportional to the tempera- 

tuie gradient (k being the thermal conductivity). Thus 

TdSjdt = div (k grad T). (32.1) 

According to formula (6.4), the entropy can be written as 

S = So(T)+K*uu, 

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient and No the entropy in the 

undeformed state. We shall suppose that, as usually happens, the tempera¬ 

ture differences in the body are so small that quantities such as k, a, etc. 

may be regarded as constants. Then equation (32.1), after substitution of 
the above expression for S, becomes 

9N0 
T_- 

dt 

According to a well-known formula of thermodynamics, we have 

Cp-Cv= KoPT, 

whence 

aKT = (Cp — C„)/a. 

The time derivative of No can ho written as (9N0/97') • (dTjdl), where the 

derivative dSujtlT is taken for uu div u 0, i.e. at constant volume, and 
therefore is equal to ( 

I '.0 
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The resulting equation of thermal conduction is 

dT Cp-Cv 
c,—+—- 

dt a 

9 
— div u 
dt 

kAT. (32.2) 

In order to obtain a complete system of equations, it is necessary to add mi 

equation describing the deformation of a non-uniformly heated body. 1 his .a 

the equilibrium equation (7.8): 

2(1 _ CT) grad div u-(1 -2a) curl curl u = fa(l + a) grad T. (32.3) 

From equation (32.3) we can in principle determine the deformation of the 

body for any given temperature distribution. Substituting the expression for 

divu thus obtained in equation (32.2), we derive an equation giving the 

temperature distribution, in which the only unknown function is 7 (*, y, x, t). 

For example, let us consider thermal conduction in an infinite solid in 

which the temperature distribution satisfies only one condition: at infinity, 

the temperature tends to a constant value 7'„, and there is no drlor,nation. 

In such a case.equation (32.3) leads to the following iclatmn between div u 

and T (see §7, Problem 8): 

1 O’ 

divu = ——-~«(T— In). 
3(1-a) 

Substituting this expression in (32.2), we obtain 

(1 + a)Cj}+ 2(1 — 2a)Cj> dT 

3(1 —a) dt 

which is the ordinary equation of thermal conduction. 

An equation of this type also describes the temperature distribution along 

a thin straight rod, if one (or both) of its ends is free. The temperature may 

be assumed constant over any transverse cross-section, so that is a unci.,,,, 

only of the co-ordinate * along the rod and of the time. 'I he thermal exp.m 

sion of such a rod causes a change in its length, but no departure Iron. 

ness and no internal stresses. Hence it is clear that the denvalivi < ■ /' •" 

the general equation (32.1) must be taken at constant pressure and s„„r 

(dSjdt)p = CPIT, the temperature distribution will satisfy the one 

sional thermal conduction equation CPdTjdt = k92T/9x‘j. 
It should be mentioned, however, that the temperature distribution ... a 

solid can in practice always be determined, with sufficient accuracy, by a 

simple thermal conduction equation. The reason is that the sec...u trim on 

the left-hand side of equation (32.2) is a correction of order ((■„ ,.)/< , 

relative to the first term. In solids, however, the difference between the two 

specific heats is usually very small, and if it is neglected the equation of 

thermal conduction in solids can always be written 

dTjdl /VA7 (32.5) 
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where x *s the thermometric conductivity, defined as the ratio of the ther¬ 

mal conductivity k to some mean specific heat per unit volume C. 

§33. Thermal conduction in crystals 

In an anisotropic body, the direction of the heat flux q is not in general 

that of the temperature gradient. Hence, instead of the formula 

q =* — k grad T 

relating q to the temperature gradient, we have in a crystal the more general 

relation 

qt = -KikdTjdxk. (33.1) 

The tensor Kiki of rank two, is called the thermal conductivity tensor of the 

crystal. In accordance with (33.1), the equation of thermal conduction (32.5) 

has also a more general form, 

dT 
C— 

dt 
(33.2) 

A general theorem can be stated: the thermal conductivity tensor is 

symmetrical, i.e. 

*ik — Kjci. (33.3) 

This relation, which we shall now prove, is a consequence of the symmetry 

of the kinetic coefficients.f 

The rate of increase of the total entropy of the body by irreversible pro¬ 

cesses of thermal conduction is 

Stot = - = - JdivYdr+ Jq-gradddF". 

The first integral, on being transformed into a surface integral, is seen to be 

zero. Thus 

•Stot = Jq-grad2 dV = _ j* *^2 dVj 

or 

r 1 dT 

*—-Ji*srdr- <33'4) 

In accordance with the general definition of the kinetic coefficients,;!; wc 

f See Statistical Physics, §122. 

| We here use the definition n'vrn hi h'luul Mn harm t, §NH 

34 I tseostf oj solids 

can deduce from (33.4) that m the case considered the coefficients 7vaU in 

qi = 
" ~ -\T*dxt/ 

are kinetic coefficients. Hence the result (33.3) follows immediately from die 

symmetry of the kinetic coefficients. 

The quadratic form 

dT dT dT 

uXi uX'i 0Xk 

must be positive, since the time derivative (33.4) ol the eniropy nnr.i be 

positive. The condition for a quadratic form to be positive r. Mint the eir.,, 

values of the matrix of its coefficients are positive. I loner all Mir |>m.„ i|»..l 

values of the thermal conductivity tensor kuc are always positive, ibn n 

evident also from simple considerations regarding the direetiou <>1 the hent 

flux. 
The number of independent components of the tensor /.//, depends on tin 

symmetry of the crystal. Since the tensor kh is symmeti ieal, this ninnl.ei e. 

evidently the same as the number for the thermal expansion im«.i ((MO), 

which is also a symmetrical tensor of rank two. 

§34. Viscosity of solids 

In discussing motion in elastic bodies, we have so far assumed that the 

deformation is reversible. In reality, this process is thermodynamically 

reversible only if it occurs with infinitesimal speed, so that thermodynamic 

equilibrium is established in the body at every instant. An actual motion, 

however, has finite velocities; the body is not in equilibrium at every instant, 

and therefore processes will take place in it which tend to return it to cqmli 

brium. The existence of these processes has the result that the motion n 

irreversible, and, in particular, mechanical energy! is dissipated, ultimately 

into heat. 
The dissipation of energy occurs by two means. Firstly, when the tempna 

ture at different points in the body is different, irreversible processes ol t henna I 

conduction take place in it. Secondly, if any internal motion occms in il.r 

body, there are irreversible processes arising from the finite velocity 

that motion. This means of energy dissipation may be referred to, as m 

fluids, as internal friction or viscosity. 
In most cases the velocity of macroscopic motions in the body is so small 

that the energy dissipation is not considerable. Such almost irreversible 

processes can be described by means of what is called the dissipative futu turn, j 

j tty mnluwiail 1-nrrnv wr lirir menu llir hiiiii ol lli«- liini li. isi. icy ol llir mil. io-i. o|.i. .. 

the clastic laxly iln.l ila (.1.1. lx) (.olrnli.ll run KV Mliili.K Im.mi I I.e ilelo. r.u.1 ion. 

| Srr Stati\tiral l*hvtin, §12 1. 



If we have a mechanical system whose motion involves the dissipation ol 

energy, this motion can he described hy the ordinary equations ol motion, 

with the forces acting on the system augmented by the dissipative forces or 

frictional forces, which are linear functions of the velocities. These forces 

can be written as the velocity derivatives of a certain quadratic function M1* 

of the velocities, called the dissipative function. The frictional force ja 

corresponding to a generalised co-ordinate qa of the system is then given hy 

fa = — The dissipative function T is a positive quadratic form in 

the velocities qa. The above relation is equivalent to 

ST = -JjfaHa, (34.1) 
a 

where ST is the change in the dissipative function caused by an infinitesimal 

change in the velocities. It can also be shown that the dissipative function is 

half the decrease in the mechanical energy of the system per unit time. 

It is easy to generalise equation (34.1) to the case of motion with friction 

in a continuous medium. The state of the system is then defined by a con¬ 

tinuum of generalised co-ordinates. These are the displacement vector u at 

each point in the body. Accordingly, the relation (34.1) can be written in 

the integral form 

§jTdF= - jfiSuidV, (34.2) 

where/i are the components of the dissipative force vector f per unit volume 

of the body; we write the total dissipative function for the body as JT dl', 

where T is the dissipative function per unit volume. 

Let us now determine the general form of the dissipative function VF for 

deformed bodies. The function T, which describes the internal friction, 

must be zero if there is no internal friction, and in particular if the body 

executes only a general translatory or rotary motion. In other words, the dis¬ 

sipative function must be zero if u = constant or u = SI X r. This means that it 

must depend not on the velocity itself but on its gradient, and can contain only 

such combinations of the derivatives as vanish when u = fi X r. These are 

the sums 

dUi dtijc 

i.e. the time derivatives uuc of the components of the strain tensor.f Thus 

the dissipative function must be a quadratic function of u^. The most 

general form of such a function is 

T = Vrjiklmfiikfllvi' (33.3) 

The tensor ijikitn, ol tank lour, may be railed (hr vistosity fcnsoi. It lias the 

following evident symmetry properties: 

Viklm. = Vlmilc : V/aim — Vikml- (33.3) 

The expression (34.3) is exactly analogous to the expression (10.1) lot the 

free energy of a crystal: the elastic modulus tensor is replaced by the tensm 

r}tkim> and Ua by Hence the results obtained in §10 for the tensor A,/,/m 

in crystals of various symmetries are wholly valid for the tensor ////,/,„ also. 

In particular, the tensor rjijcim in an isotropic body has only two independent 

components, and T can be written in a form analogous to tin* expression 

(4.3) for the elastic energy of an isotropic body: 

T - + 

where r\ and £ are the two coefficients of viscosity. Sima* M is a positive 

function, the coefficients rj and £ must be positive. 

The relation (34.2) is entirely analogous to that for the elastic her rnrtgy, 

F dV = — $Fi&Ui dV, where F\ = doikjdxk is the loree p< r unit volume 

Hence the expression for the dissipative force ft in terms ol the trnsoi //a 

can be written down at once by analogy with the expression lor /q in Imin 

of uuc. We have 

fi = dv'ikldxkf (31 h) 

where the dissipative stress tensor ofk is defined by 

cvac ” dxYjdliik =-* vjiklmdlm- (33./) 

The viscosity can therefore be taken into account in the equations ol motion 

by simply replacing the stress tensor oik in those equations by the sum 

o'ffc 4- cr'ik- 
In an isotropic body, 

o'ik = 'fyipik— l&UcUll)-1" £m/Aa> ( ^ H) 

This expression is, as we should expect, formally identical with lh.it lm th< 

viscosity stress tensor in a fluid. 

§35. The absorption of sound in solids 

The absorption of sound in solids can be calculated in a manner cntiirly 

analogous to that used for fluids;f 1 lore we shall give the calculation:; bn an 

isotropic body. The thermal-conduction part of the energy dissipation 

/Wch is given by the integral - (/</'/’) f (grad 7T)a d l . On account ol visi us it y, 

an amount of energy 2T is dissipated per unit time and volume, so that the 

total viscosity part of /Lrei, is -2JT dV. Using the expression (34.5), vv< 

f Cf. the entirely analogous arguments on the viscosity of lluitls in Fluid Mcrfmtius, §15. 
| See fduid JMn funtu §77 
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( Ik l rloi v have 

i. ^ | (grail /)“ cl J 2ty I (uik \bikuuy d V £ J i/H2 d K. (35.1) 

To ealeulate 11io temperature gradient, we use the fact that sound oscilla- 

hons are adiabatic in the first approximation. Using the expression (6.4) lot 

(Ik entropy, we can write1 the adiabatic condition as Sq(T) + KolUu = Sq(To), 

where Vo is the temperature in the undeformed state. Expanding the diifer 

< i\cr >V0(V) »S'o(7o) in powers of T - - 7 o, we have as far as the first-order 

*»('/’) *S«(7«) (7' 7o) dSu/dTo - CV(T-T0)IT0. The derivative 
ol the entropy is taken for tin 0, i.c. at constant volume. Thus 

l " l {) ./ 

Using also the relations /v s /vis<> ~~ CvKAi\[Cp and K^a/p — Cp — 4ci2/3, 

we ran rewrite this result as 

Tapfcp — 4c*2/3) 
(35.2) 

I el us Inst consider the absorption of transverse sound waves. The 

fh<umal eonduetion cannot result in the absorption of these waves (in the 

appioxiniat ion considered). lor, in a transverse wave, we have tin = 0, and 

dieielou* the temperature in it is constant, by (35.2). Let the wave be propa¬ 

gated along the .Y-axis; then 

tt.c Uff 7/01/ CO*(kx <ol)y Uz = 7/0z COS{kx—<x)t), 

«oid the only non-zero components of the deformation tensor are 

".// !/v»o;v sin(A’.Y </>/), Uxz ; - Ikuoz sin(kx—cut). 

Wr shall consider the energy dissipation per unit volume of the body; tile 

(time) average value of this quantity is, from (35.1), 

/'nu'Hi “^/^(//0»/““hl/(te2)/^2, 

when1 w(■ have put k e>/o.. 4'he total mean energy of the wave is twice 

the mean kinetic, energy, i.e. 

F p | ifi d V; 

me w<1 have* 

F, l/»Ke(i/(),/' | /#„/■). 

I In' sound absorption eoelheienl is defined as the* ratio of the1 mean energy 
dissipation to twice the m< an energy flux in the wave-; this quantity given 
t lie in mm i of vaiialionol tin wave amplitude with distance'. *The amplitude 

l hr ohsoiplum of .somul ill solids §3-5 

decreases as e~yx. Thus we find the following expression for the absorption 

coefficient for transverse waves: 

yt = h\Emech\jctE = y]ofij2pcF. (35.3) 

In a longitudinal sound wave ux = Uo cos(kx- wt), uy — uz = 0. A 

similar calculation, using formulae (35.1) and (35.2), gives 

+ 
kTcFp^cR f 4rt2\2 

w) 
(35.4) 

These formulae relate, strictly speaking, only to a completely isotropic and 

amorphous body. They give, however, the correct order of magnitude for 

the absorption of sound in anisotropic single crystals also. 

The absorption of sound in polycrystalline bodies exhibits peculiar proper¬ 

ties. If the wavelength A of the sound is small in comparison with the 

dimensions a of the individual crystallites, then the sound is absorbed m 

each crystallite in the same way as in a large crystal, and the abruption 

coefficient is proportional to to2. 

If A > ay however, the nature of the absorption is dilh imi In mm h 

wave we can assume that each crystallite is subjec t to a mnlm mlv di 11 ibui< d 

pressure. However, since the crystallites air anisotiopie, and -.<> .m ih< 

boundary conditions at their surfaces of contact, the i cm ill mg, delm i nation r 

not uniform. It varies considerably (by an amount ol the same nidn .r. 

itself) over the dimension of a crystallite, and not over one wavelength a:, m .i 

homogeneous body. When sound is absorbed, the rate's ol change ol I In- 

deformation (uik) and the temperature gradients are of importances < >1 

these, the former are still of the usual order of magnitude. The temperature 

gradients within each crystallite are anomalously large, however. Hence the 

absorption due to thermal conduction will be large compared with that due to 

viscosity, and only the former need be calculated. 

Let us consider two limiting cases. The time during which the temperature 

is equalised by thermal conduction over distances ~ a (the relaxation time 

for thermal conduction) is of the order of a2/x* Let us first assume that 

a> <4 xM2- This means that the relaxation time is small compared with the 

period of the oscillations in the wave, and so thermal equilibrium is nearly 

established in each crystallite; in this case we have almost isothermal oscilla¬ 

tions. 
Let T' be the temperature difference in a crystallite, and To' the corres¬ 

ponding difference in an adiabatic process. The heat transferred by thermal 

conduction per unit volume is — div q = k/\T' ~ KTr]a2. The amount of 

heat evolved in the deformation is of the order of Tq'C ~ ojTq'C, where 

C is the specific heat. Equating the two, we obtain T ~ T0'wa2lx- The 

temperature varies by an amount of the order of Tf over the dimension of 

the crystallite, and so its gradient is of magnitude — T'ja. Finally, To is 
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IoimkI Imm (35.2), vvilli nn ktt <uu/r (u Ixtn^ the :im|)lilu<lc ol the 
displacement vector); 

T*> ~ TaLfu-mulC; (35.S) 

‘Plaining orders of magnitude, we naturally neglect the difference between 

I he various velocities of sound. Using these results, we can calculate the 
energy dissipated per unit volume: 

l; « k / T'\2 
Amax ~ -(grad 7')2 ~ — (—) . 

I >i viding this by the energy flux cK ~ cpofiifi, we find the damping coefficient 
to |>c 

y ~ ToPpccPaP/xC for m < xta~ (35.fi) 

(( . />-:ni-:k 1938). Comparing this expression with the general expressions 

(35.3) and (35.4), we can say that, in the case considered, the absorption of 

sound by a polycrystallinc body is the same as if it had a viscosity 

r; ~ 7a2£2c4a2/^C, 

which is much larger than the actual viscosity of the component crystallites. 

Next, let us consider the opposite limiting case, where oi > xla2* In other 

words, the relaxation time is large compared with the period of oscillations 

in the wave, and no noticeable equalisation of the temperature differences 

• hie to the deformation can occur in one period. It would be incorrect, 

however, to suppose that the temperature gradients which determine the 

ahsoiption of sound are of the order of To'ja. This assumption would take 

into account only thermal conduction in each crystallite, whereas heat ex¬ 

change between neighbouring crystallites must be of importance in the case in 

question (M. A. Isakovicii m<S). If the crystallites were thermally insulated 
I he temperature differences occurring at their boundaries would be of the 

anic order / o' as those within each individual crystallite. In reality, however, 

die boundary conditions require the continuity of the temperature across 

iIk surface separating two crystallites. We therefore have “temperature 

waves propagated away from the boundary into the crystallite; these arc 

• lamped at a distance) .3 - \/(*/">)• ln l*ic case under consideration <5 • 

'■*' dn main tcmpciaturc gradient is of tin* order of 7'ofj*) and occurs ovci 

distances small compared with the total dimension of a crystallite. The cor 

responding fraction of the volume of the crystallite is ~ u:!<3; taking the ratio 

[ II may hr irrullrd dial, il a llninwtlly ron.liK Imp; inrdiiiin jq hounded liy (hr plane y 0 at 

win. It file nmi, tempcinlm. v„.,r, pe....dually iin ... .linK In T Tn'r iW, then the Irmprriitui r 

. ,n 'll<* ... K'ven hy the "tenipei at in e wave" / Tn'r t<»t r {I I »)v\/("»/-*> - nee 
I’luiil l\lfi/mnn\, IjW 

I Jtr tfMn;/i//d/j <>/ sound m solids 1 V) §3S 

of this to the total volume ~ a‘-\ wi find llic mean uuT^y dissipation 

k / 7V\2a2S 

t It) 
kT0'2 

TaS ’ 

Substituting for TV the expression (35.5) and dividing by cE ~ cpa>2u2, we 

obtain the required absorption coefficient: 

y ~ ToL2pC'\/(xco)laC for a> > xla2- (35.7) 

It is proportional to the square root of the frequency.f 

Thus the sound absorption coefficient in a polycrystalline body varies as 

co2 at very low frequencies (a> x/a2)j f°r xla2 <1 w <1 eja it varies as 
and for cd > eja it again varies as oA 

Similar considerations hold for the damping of transverse waves in thin 

rods and plates (C. Zener 1938). If h is the thickness of the rod or plate, 

then for A > h the transverse temperature gradient is important, and the 

damping is mainly due to thermal conduction (see the Problems). If also 

oj x/h2> the oscillations may be regarded as isothermal, ami therefore, in 

determining (for example) the characteristic frequencies of vibrations of ihr 

rod or plate, the isothermal values of the moduli of elasticity must he used. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the damping coefficient for longitudinal vibrations ol a rod. 

Solution. The damping coefficient for the vibrations is defined as /J |/:m(,(ll |/.>/'/; 

the amplitude of the vibrations diminishes with time as e~^t. 

In a longitudinal wave, any short section of the rod is subject to simple extension or com¬ 

pression; the components of the strain tensor are uzz — duzjdz, uXx — uyy — — a^duzjdz. 

We put uz — m0 cos kz cos wt, where k = a)/ VC^ad/p)* Calculations similar to those given 

above lead to the following expression for the damping coefficient: 

effv 3q2-4Ct2 lct2 kT<X.Y\ 

2p\3 (cp-c(2)q2 (cj2 — ct2)(3ci2—4c*2)+ 9CP2 ) 

Here we have written Zsa(j and cra(i in terms of the velocities C(, ct by means of formulae (22.4). 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for longitudinal oscillations of a plate. 

Solution. For waves whose direction of oscillation is parallel to that of their propagation 

(the ar-axis, say) the non-zero components of the strain tensor are 

Uxx = duxjdx, Uzz = - [o-ad/(l - fJM\)]duxjdx\ 

see (13.1). The velocity of propagation of these waves is VITad/pCl “CTad8)] • A calculation 
gives 

__ OJ2fV 3q4 + 4ct4 _ 6ci2Ct2 lCt2 KTo2p\\ + CTad)2 

P~2p\3 O2o2(o2~o2) %2(q2-q2)+ 9C* 

| I hr same frr<|iiriity dr|>rii«irii« r 1*1 I.mhi.I j.»i flu* ;il>q.»i}>li.*n ol sound propagated in a fluid near 

a Molid wall (in u pipr. I<n iintiiix < ). nrr lluui 1,7 /. I'mblruiH. 
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For waves whose direction of oscillation is perpendicular to the direction of propagation, 

un — 0, and the damping is caused only by the viscosity ij. In this case the damping coHli 

cient is £ = 7/a>2/2pct2. This applies also to the damping of torsional vibrations of iod«. 

Problem 3. Determine the damping coefficient for transverse vibrations of a roil (with 

frequencies such that co x//*2» where h is the thickness of the rod). 

Solution. The damping is due mainly to thermal conduction. According to §17, we have 

for each volume element in the rod uzz = xjR> ux» “ uyy = —Onax/R (for bending in (he 

Aw-plane); for a> x//*2» the vibrations are adiabatic. For small deflections the radius ol 

curvature R — IjX", so that “ (1 —2aa,&)xX"t the prime denoting differentiation will* 

respect to z. The temperature varies most rapidly across the rod, and so (grad '/’)■ 
&(dT/dxy. Using (35.1) and (35.2), we obtain for the total mean energy dissipation in Mm 

rod ~(KTa2£’a(ia/S,/9Cip2) J A"2 dz, where S is the cross-sectional area of the rod. The mmti 

total energy is twice the potential energy E&<\IylX"2 d*. The damping coefficient is 

P = KTa?SE&aimyCp\ 

Problem 4. The same as Problem 3, but for transverse vibrations of a plate. 

Solution. According to (11.4), we have for any volume element in the plate 

l-2aad d% 

UU~ 1 -o«*d* 

for bending in the #£-plane. The energy dissipation is found from formulae ( 35 .1) and (5.2) 

and the mean total energy is twice the expression (11.6). The damping coefficient is 

IkTcPE^ 1 + crad 

3 CJh* l-aad 

IkT^p (3ci2-4ct2)2f(2 

3C//!2 ' (Q2-Cj2)Q2 • 

Problem 5. Determine the change in the characteristic frequencies of transverse vibration* 

of a rod due to the fact that the vibrations are not adiabatic. The rod is in the form of n 

long plate of thickness h. The surface of the rod is supposed thermally insulated. 

Solution. Let T^(x71) be the temperature distribution in the rod for adiabatic vibra 

tions, and T(xf t) the actual temperature distribution; x is a co-ordinate across the thickmvi* 

of the rod, and the temperature variation in the yz-plane is neglected. Since, for T ~ Tnf|, 

there is no heat exchange between various parts of the body, it is clear that the thermal con 

duction equation must be 

a d*T 
jfir-Tvx) - 

For periodic vibrations of frequency <«>, the differences ra(j = Tad —T0, r -= T—T0 from 

the equilibrium temperature T0 are proportional to e~i(0t, and we have = i<iiT,u|/x, 

the prime denoting differentiation with respect to x. Since, by (35.2), ra(j is proportional 

to uuy and the components Uik are proportional to x (see §17), it follows that ra(| = Jtx, whn r 

A is a constant which need not be calculated, since it does not appear in the final result. Thu 

solution of the equation t^+jcdt/x = icoAx/x, with the boundary condition r ... 0 lot 

x = ± the surface of the rod being insulated), is 

- Alx 
sin kx \ 

/n-iis wr 
(i i i)VH2x). 

The HKMiiinl i\lfj c 11 tlir iiitrin.il ■. 11 < ■ ■, ■ i foi« r'i in h mmI brill m (lir plmir i?i nimpONril o( 

dir i.ol 1 hi i n.i! | >;i i I /l/wi„„(ir 111< x.ilur bo i.otlitinul Ixii.ling) and ihr pail due In ihr 

Uiyjily viscous fluids 

non-uniform heating of the rod. 11 the moment in adiabatic bending, the second 

part of the moment is reduced from My^—My^o in the ratio 

1 + f(co) = j zt dz f J ZT&a dz. 

Defining the Young’s modulus for any frequency o> as the coefficient of propoi timmlii y 

between My and Iv/R (see (17.8)), and noticing that E^—E ■=* E*Ta?l')('9 (see (h.H); K ■ 

the isothermal Young’s modulus), we can put 

E„ = E+[\+f{co)WT«?pCv. 

A calculation shows that /(<*>) = (24/&3A3)(W* “tan \kh). For «> ► we obtain / — 1, 

which is correct, since E= F'adj and f°r — d *uul /*« F. 
The frequencies of the characteristic vibrations are proportional to (In fu|iiuio mol u| ilm 

Young’s modulus (see §25, Problems 4-6). Hence 

(0 — COQ 
r ETaP 

1+f{oHl)m’v 

where coQ are the characteristic frequencies for udiabntic vihiatioim. 'Hun vulur ol .<• m 

complex. Separating the real and imaginary parts (i«> <«»' 1 ifl), wr hud dm iIhimh tNi<»ii. 

frequencies 

r ETv? 1 sinh f sin/ 
co' = a>o 1-*■ ■ *— *- 

L 3 Cv e cosll f 4- COS /; 

and the damping coefficient 

2£Tcc2x ' 1 sinh £ +sin £ 

3 Cph2 _ ^ cosh £ + cos £ 

where £ = h \/(co0/2x)* 
For large £ the frequency tends to <o0, as it should, and the damping cocflicirnt 

2EToL2x!3Cvh2y in accordance with the result of Problem 3. 

Small values of £ correspond to almost isothermal conditions; in this case 

CO ^ tool 1 — a>oV(EIE ail)> 

and the damping coefficient j8 = F'T,a2/z2a)o2/180C1,x- 

§36. Highly viscous fluids 

For typical fluids, the Navier-Stokes equations are valid if the peiiods ol 

the motion are large compared with times characterising the molecules. Tlim, 

however, is not true for very viscous fluids. In such fluids, the usual equationi* 

of fluid mechanics become invalid for much larger periods of the motion. 

There are viscous fluids which, during short intervals of time (though these 

are long compared with molecular times), behave as solids (for instance, 

glycerine and resin). Amorphous solids (for instance, glass) may be regarded 

as a limiting case of such fluids having a very large viscosity. 

The properties ol these lluids can be described by the following method, 

due 1(> Maxwki.1.. They an* elastically deformed during short intervals of time 



When the deformation erases, shear .stresses remain in them, although these 

are damped in the eour.se ol tune, so that after a sufheiently long time almost 

no internal stress remains in the fluid. I ,et r he of the order of the time dm mj* 

which the stresses are damped (sometimes called the Maxwellian relaxation 

time). Let us suppose that the fluid is subjected to some variable external forces, 

which vary periodically in time with frequency co. If the period \/a> is larpe 

compared with the relaxation time r, i.e. cor < 1, the fluid under considet at ion 

will behave as an ordinary viscous fluid. If, however, the frequency <» issnlh 

ciently large (so that wr 1), the fluid will behave as an amorphous solid. 

In accordance with these “intermediate” properties, the fluids in question 

can be characterised by both a viscosity coefficient rj and a modulus of 

rigidity It is easy to obtain a relation between the orders of magnitude of 

r\y P and the relaxation time r. When periodic forces of sufficiently small 

frequency act, and so the fluid behaves like an ordinary fluid, the stress tensor 

is given by the usual expression for viscosity stresses in a fluid, i.e. 

atjc = 27)Um = —2 icarjuve. 

In the opposite limit of large frequencies, the fluid behaves like a solid, and 

the internal stresses must be given by the formulae of the theory of elasticity, 

i.e. atjc = 2fiUijc; we are speaking of pure shear deformations, i.e. we assume 

that tin = an = 0. For frequencies co ~ 1/r, the stresses given by these 

two expressions must be of the same order of magnitude. Thus 7]w/At - iiulX 
whence 

V ~ TP- (3d. 1 ) 

This is the required relation. 

Finally, let us derive the equation of motion which qualitatively describe s 

the behaviour of these fluids. To do so, we make a very simple assumption 

concerning the damping of the internal stresses (when motion ceases): 

namely, that they are damped exponentially, i.e. daw/dt = -a^/r. In a 

solid, however, we have 07& = and so dauc/dt = /2fxduikjdt. It is easy 

to see that the equation 

daw 

dt 

aitc du^ 
-j-= Zii- 

T r dt 
(3d.2) 

gives the correct result in both limiting cases of slow and rapid motions, and 

may therefore serve as an interpolatory equation for intermediate cases. 

For example, in periodic motion, where Uuc and adepend on the time 

through a factor e~iwt, we have from (36.2) ~icoorik + aiklr = - 2i„>tmn, 
whence 

2fiunc 

For tor > 1, this formula gives aik = 2fiulk, i.e. the usual expression |.,i 

solid bodies, while for tor 1 wc have <rik :2itoii.ru tk Un¬ 

usual expression for a fluid of viscosity /(T. 
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